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THE BEST LEGAL SMOKES AND 
ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE ANYWHERE! 

RETAILERS ASK ABOUT OUR WHOLESALE RATES! 

AMAtCAta BiuEczzxy 
MRU*1 wawwffuas 

1/2 QuncR. 
1 Ounce. 
1/4 Pound. 
1/2 Pound. 
1 Pound.. 

535.99 1/2 Ounce. 
..$47.99 1 Ounce.,.. 
$129.99 1/4 Pound 
$169 99 1/2 Pound 
$289,00 1 Pound. 

$34 99 1/2 Ounce 
,.$49,99 1 Ounce. 
$129 99 1/4 Pound 
$169.99 1/2 Pound, 
$269.00 1 Pound .... 

$29 99 1/2 Ounce ..$29 99 
..£46 99 

$129,99 1/4 Pound 
$169.99 1/2 Pound 
$269 00 1 Pound. 

1/2 Ounce 

$129 99 1/4 Pound 
$169.99 1/2 Pound 
$239 00 1 Pnund. 

Mystical SpiriH* Wild Grpens Island Smoke 
1/2 oi $19.99 1 or, $36.99 1/2 oz. $19,99 

Dreams moke Honey Blonde Sol rf 
1/2 02. $25.99 1/2 oz. $29.99 

NOT SURE WHAT TO BUY? 
TRY ONE OF THESE COMBOS 

Super Bud Sampler Pack Herbal Blends Sample 
Hawaiian. Dutch. Maui and Sample 6 Different 
Blueberry Hybrid Buds Herbal Smoking Blend 
„ „ _ „ _ _ i Includes Trad itonal W 
Small Size -1 Ounce Total Pipf, and smoking Par 
1/4 Ounce of Each,.$59.99 H 6 K 

-r * i 1/4 Ounce? p| Each Bli 
Large Size * 2 Ounces Total * 
1/2 Ounce of £aclwS79.9i * '" 

Super size - 1/4 Pound Total Each Bh 
1 Ounce of Each.„.ifll9 99 ” 

HERBAL.HYBRID BUDS 

AH Str\r Rud*i Sampler 
Try Our Top Selling Bud&; 
Hawaiian Jamaican, 
Blueberry, and Dutch 

1/2 Ounce of Each Bud 
$104.99 

Hawaiian islands Combe 
Try These Great Budsf 
Hawaiian. Maul, and Dutch" 

1/2 Ounce nl Each Bud 
*69.99 

1 Ounrp of Each Bud 
$99 99 

HERBAL SMOKE WITH ORDERS OVER 
' SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $] 
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Bujs 111, 325 Ed^l Jimmie Leeds Rd. Suite U7 
Galloway. PU 0B205 USA 
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4H Slit# niflfff * UPS Shipping fy 9* tFhrMi tlH ^ 
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Vapor Towei 
Herbal Vaporizer 
FREiE SHIPPING 

1193,99 

Easy Vape 
Herbal Vaporizer 
FREE SHIPPING 

1149.99 

Vapir One 5 0 
Herbal Vaporizer 

$149.99 

Oxygen Mini Vnpir 
Herbaf Vaporizer 

5124 99 
Include rpcharg^nhln battery’ 

Herbal Vaporizer 
FREE SHIPPING 

$149.99 

Blade Digital Scales 

Hotboi Vaporizer 
Compact Herbal Vaporizer 

$149.99 

VISA. MC. AMEX £ ONLINE CHE 

retailers ask about our ultra low wholesale prices 
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Do you ever rap to your plants? 
Try it today! 

Well, what is there to say? By now, you surely know the drill: It's February, and that means 

it's time for our annual hydro issue. In fact, it's HIGH TIMES' 10th Annual Hydro Report—a 

testament to just how alive and well the water-world of hydroponics still is! 

For me—a guy whose first system ever was a homemade hydro kit that used pretzel jars 

as reservoirs—it's always fun to check out the new gear out there and go over some of the 

basics of today's hydroponic grow techniques. This year's issue is especially heavy on the 

hydro theme, since we have an action-packed 12 pages of beginner hydro stuff plus an 

added bonus: coverage of the year's big hydro convention in North America! 

So, like I said: What else is there really to say? Oh, yeah, actually, there is just one more 

thing—some grow-a-tree, of course. (It's like poetry, but about growing weed!) It wouldn't be 

a complete hydro issue without it, now would it? So, back by popular demand, I give you... 
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’Dro Your Own 
It's that time again. 

Feeling like it ain't a sin 

To sing this song 

While loadin' up my bong. 

Getting down with our yearly show, 

Putting down words 'bout startin' up some high-'dro 

Contributors Paul Armentano, Ashley Boudreaux, 
Chimera, Crazy Composer, Ben Corbett, 
Big Croppa, John Fortunato, Mel Frank, 
Freebie, Jon Gettman, Andre Grossmann, 
Brian Jahn, Kris Krane, Kyle Kushman, 
Lochfoot, Mark Miller, Mitch Myers, MzJill, 
NEBU, Michael Simmons, Allen St. Pierre, 
Subcool, Katy Winn, Max Yields 

National Advertising Office: 419 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, 16TH FLOOR 
NEW YORK, NY 10016 [212] 387-0500 

Don't be afraid, 

Let the water cascade. 

It ain't no field 

But you know about the yield ... 

Soon the buds will swell. 

You can't conceal the smell. 

And then you start to freak 

Until the nugs are at their peak. 

And now you remember, 

It's like those buds in September. 

Only this is how we grow 

When the seasons bring the snow. 

It's an indoor game, so get down with some 'dro! 

Hasta la proxima vez, 

Cultivation Editor 

Founding Publisher/Editor THOMAS KING F0RQADE, 1945-1978 

TRANSMHIBH CORPORATION 

HIGH TIMES FEBRUARY 2009 No. 397 (ISSN #0362-630X), published monthly by 
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HIGH TIMES and Trans-High Corporation assume no responsibility for any claims 

or representations contained in this magazine or in any advertisement, nor do they 
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34 HIGH IN THE HILLS by dan skye 

This past fall, Northern California pulled in another 
record outdoor harvest despite the efforts of law 
enforcement to curb the growers. But though the fed¬ 
eral government continues to lose its war on cannabis, 
it shows no signs of reaching a peace agreement. 

42 THE GREAT HYDRO EXPO 
BY NICQ ESCONDIDO 

It's been a minute since we got you this coverage, but now 
that it's here it's sure to stay. With the latest and greatest 
in indoor gardening technology, HIGH TIMES brings you 
the news from North America's largest gear convention. 
Held in California every year, this is one event you won't 
want to miss if you're serious about growing. 

46 10TH ANNUAL HYDRO REPORT 
BY NICO ESCONDIDO 

It's that time of year again and this year we've formu¬ 
lated our Hydro issue for the beginner grower who 
wants bulging buds right from the start. Everything 
from system types, to grow mediums, to nutrients is 
covered in detail in this 12-page whopper. It's the 
how-to's and why-not's of hydroponic gardening. 
Plus, as an added bonus, a few lucky readers get 
their hydro Q's answered by our Cultivation Editor. 

64 FRESH PHISH 
BY DAVID BIENENSTOCK 

Jump back in the water and get funky when the 
biggest, best, strangest and stoniest jamband on 
Earth returns this Spring! 

S'in 
72 HIGH TIMES INTERVIEW: 

ICHARD LEI by chris simunek 

Marijuana has changed the face of downtown Oakland, 
mostly due to the efforts of Richard Lee, whose cannabis- 
friendly businesses include the Coffeeshop Blue Sky 
medical dispensary, and Oaksterdam University. See why 
Oakland is considered America's answer to Amsterdam. 
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12 highwitness news/buzz 
EDITED BY DAN SKYE 

Herban myths; Cocaine subs; Stone Age stoners; 
Amy Winehouse's toxic pot disease; Drug Czar 
hyperbole; CEO for pot; Chronic Tea; Arnold 
vetoes med-pot; Beauty queen blues; Glass 
exhibition; Showbuzz; Headaches and LSD; Win 
the Drug War in 24 steps; Gettman's gospel; 
Slightly Stoopid, Golden Animals, Lionize, Grupo 
Fantasma, Reviews, Brain Damage Report, 
Almost Infamous, Vaporella, Miss HIGH TIMES. 

81 groworld 
EDITED BY DANNY DANKO S NICO ESCONDIDO 

Pix of the Crop; Medical News and Column; Food; 
Normlizer/Dr. Mitch; Canadian Seed Crops by 
Danny Danko; Gear/Hot Products; Jorge's Rx and 
February Calendar by Jorge Cervantes. 

110 next month 

116 pot 40 

COVER; ANDRE GROSSMANN 

STRAIN: EAST COAST SOUR DIESEL 

CENTERFOLD: FREEBIE STRAIN: BLUE DREAM 

HIGH TIMES February 2009 Issue »397 tISSN#0362-630X), published monthly by Trans-High Corporation, 419 Park 

Avenue South, 16th floor, New York, NY 10016. Periodical postage paid at New York, NY, and at additional mailing offices. 

POSTMASTER: Please send address changes to HIGH TIMES, PO Box 410, Mt. Morris, IL GI054. 



BLUNTS 

- 

Inside tO select Kingpin tubes 
It« GOLDEN TICKET* 

This GOLDEN TICKET entllles 

you Is 1000 bluntsl 

Be lure fee check Inside your Kingpin Blunt Tube 

and KEEP IT BMJNTEDr 
CONTEST IS ONLY TOR PEOPLE OF LEGAL AGE TO SMOKE, PROOF OF AGE MIGHT ES REGUlREQ, 
ONLY AVAILABLE WHERE ALLOWED BY LAW 
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Receive 10‘ 
(using promo code HTST08) 

Includes free skipping 

on all orders over $79.99. 

Abo available a re Party Pills, Sea; Pills, 
Cannabis-Free Cigarettes, & much more. 

VISIT 
www.ECSTACyPRODUCTS.coM 

NOW! 
Not for sale in the fallowing states? 

DEP II, K5, LA, MO, NO, OK, IN, VA, FL 

GEcstac? Products 1-SQD-3GG-Q0DD 
ft lid while supplies list. 
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INDICASMS. SATIVAS 
First off, I love your magazine. 

The interviews, articles, pictures 

and especially Miss HIGH TIMES 

are all phenomenal! So don't lis¬ 

ten to any negative input you 

receive because you're all doing 

great. Second, could you tell me 

why indicas are seemingly so 

much more popular than sativas? 

From what I've read about the dif¬ 

ference in effects between sativasand indicas 

you'd think that they'd BOTH be pretty popular 

smokes. Last, but not least, how can I tell if the 

buds I picked up are sativa or indica? 

El Bandito 

Indicas are the preference of commercial grow¬ 

ers because they produce bigger buds that finish 

faster. But sativas remain the preference of many 

growers. Indica buds are larger, denser and 

more closely clustered, while sativa buds are typ¬ 

ically more wispy and have longer gaps between 

flowers. Truth be told, most strains available 

from indoor gardens are indica-sativa hybrids 

and the evolution of desire has really been more 

about taste than plant pedigrees. 

REPUBLISH FIRST ISSUE? 
That was an outstanding tribute to Thomas King 

Forcade in the November issue. As I read it, I 

thought of a friend of mine who had recently 

come down from the hills to show me samples 

of his new crop. While he was here and we 

enjoyed his garden, he mentioned to me that he 

had every HIGH TIMES except the first one. I 

thought I might find a copy online as a gift for 

him, and then your article came out on Forcade. 

I thought that you might like to republish Issue 

#1 Vol. #1 in a Special Collector’s Edition. I 

promise to buy one (or many more as gifts), and 

I predict that it could be your biggest-selling 

issue of all (High) times. Christmas is coming 

up, so this could be perfect timing. Let me know 

what you think. I thought it was a brilliant 

idea—even when I woke up after sleeping off 

my latest medicine. 

Dave Morgan 

MORE SALVIA? 

I’m sure a lot of people would be into 

seeing that as well. 

prophecy 

JOHNNY POTSEED 
What would happen if every stoner in 

the world threw all their seeds every¬ 

where that they went—like sidewalks, 

highways, parks, yards, etc.? 

gr8 

CAPE OF GOOD DOPE 
I am from sunny South Africa, and I would like to 

comment on your article, “Cape of Good Dope.” 

I’ve been growing indoors for the past eight years, 

and I can tell you that the genetics in Africa suck! 

I’ve been getting all my genetics from Serious 

Seeds and Dutch Passion. It’s very difficult for 

growers to get together here, because nobody 

trusts anybody and most South Africans don’t 

even know what sinsemilla is. 

Owen S. 

LOW TIMES 
My name is Sari Elhajnasr. I am 20 years of age, 

and I was born in Manteca, CA. My mom is Ameri¬ 

can and my dad is Palestinian. A month ago, I was 

incarcerated under charges of distributing mari¬ 

juana in Amman, Jordan. I haven’t seen a judge 

yet, but they want to sentence me for up to seven 

years. When they brought me into interrogation, 

they beat me with whips and pipes, cuffed my 

arms under my legs, put a metal pipe under my 

knees, hung me from a desk and beat my feet with 

a stick. They didn’t let me see a doctor for two 

weeks (until all the bruises were gone). 

mauibmxpunkfdhotmail. com 

THANKS, HT 
When I started smoking the green, I thought it 

was shameful: "Not everyone does it." BULL 

SNAP! Most people do. Maybe not everyone does 

it. But I only know two people within the ages of 18 

and 25 who don't. I'm just saying, I once was blind, 

but now I see.... Thank you HIGH TIMES for liber¬ 

ating me. Today I went to norml.org and found my 

representatives in Congress. I copied the link and 

sent it to over 20 people so they, too, can help Wis¬ 

consin understand, and after that...the world. 

The November issue was kind of light on content— 

could it be you guys aren’t smoking enough 

grass? Also, I would like to see in-depth reporting 

on highs besides pot—namely salvia, LSD and 

mushrooms. After all, you are HIGH TIMES, not 

“Pot Times.” 

Mike 

Wichita, Kansas 

MARIJUANA 
MUSIC AWARDS 
I think it would be dope if you did a small article 

on the Marijuana Music Awards. A friend of mine 

submitted some music but got beat by the Individ¬ 

uals—another awesome group from Chi-town! 

Anyway, even if you don’t write anything about the 

awards, I think it’d be cool if you guys printed a 

list of the award winners in an issue of the mag. 

Cayla 

MISS HT NOT SUB-PAR 
Props to Bobby Black for speaking up for the Miss 

HIGH TIMES girls. I think they were all very cute 

and what one would expect from that kind of con¬ 

test, and definitely not sub-par. The reader obvi¬ 

ously overlooked the fact that the entire issue was 

about the Miss HIGH TIMES girls, as marked on the 

cover. Never mind the fact that HIGH TIMES put 

out three different mags that month. You really 

proved your character there, Bob! 

KOLAKING 

Send your letters to: Feedback c/o HIGH TIMES, 
419 Park Avenue South, 16th floor, New York, NY 
10016. Email; hteditor@hightimes.com. 
We reserve the right to edit for length and clarity. 

IQ HIGH TIMES 



A vaporizer is a device used to release the active ingredients of plant material or to 

release therapeutic compounds from herbs. This vapor ideally contains virtually zero 

particulate matter and reduced noxious gases. Studies have proven that vaporizers 

have numerous health benefits and are a much healthier alternative to smoking. 

While vaporizers are highly beneficial to people who have been prescribed herbs for 

medical purposes, they are also beneficial for all smokers. 

With little to no smoke produced, cooler temperatures and less material required to 

achieve the same effect, the harmful effects of smoking are greatly reduced by us¬ 

ing a vaporizer. Compare the vapors produced from herbs against the smoke image 

which emits heavy particulate matter with noxious gases. You'll be amazed what a 

vaporizer can do for reducing respiratory problems associated with smoking. Order 

your vaporizer and accessories today and receive these great benefits: 

SMOKE-FREE 

10% back on every order 
Free same day shipping on most orders 

Free grinders 

Free organic herbal blend sample 

Money Back Guarantee 
Lowest Discount Prices 

Leading brand-name manufactured products 

Superior and prompt customer service 

VaporNation.com-A Better Life Products Company 

2554 Lincoln Blvd, No 605 | Venice, CA 90291 | T: 116ft.321.VAPOR | F: S60.53O.433l 

Satisfaction Guaranteed orteers and accessories 

l r%Q 

uet deck 10/6 or every purenase - 
Receive a credit toward the purchase of additional vaporizers and accessories 

•..Jet art additional off initial entire order by inserting Promotional Code HTR001 at checkout 



Did Amy's 
PR flacks 
tell a fib? 

Recent reports surrounding the pot use of 

controversial British singer Amy Winehouse 

hark back to the yellow journalism of the 

1930s, when cannabis first was criminalized. 

Back then, the authorities claimed that pot 

smoking caused mental insanity. Clearly, jour¬ 

nalism hasn’t advanced very far. 

Winehouse was taken to a London hospital 

last summer after becoming ill at home. The 

official cause was an adverse reaction to 

medication—a completely plausible ex¬ 

planation. Then the coverage went 

haywire. 

Her episode suddenly be¬ 

came a “36-hour weed smok¬ 

ing session” that caused her to 

suffer uncontrollable vomiting and 

hallucinations requiring hospitalization. Doc¬ 

tors were concerned that Winehouse may have suf¬ 

fered “brain damage” due to a “cannabis 

overdose.” An off-the-record “friend” of Wine¬ 

house told the press that the singer had suf¬ 

fered “acute cannabis poisoning” due to all 

the pot she consumed. 

Give us a break! There’s no medical va¬ 

lidity to any of these diagnoses. According to 

experts ranging from CannabisMD.net to 

The New England Journal of Medicine, toxicity 

is essentially nonexistent in natural, non-adulterated 

cannabis. Toxicity levels for cannabis compounds are 

estimated at 40,000, meaning that a smoker would 

have to ingest 40,000 times the regular dose to induce 

death. That would mean smoking almost 1,500 pounds 

of marijuana within 15 minutes. Not even a party mon¬ 

ster like Winehouse could pull that off. 

While cannabis use may act as a catalyst for a latent 

mental illness (such as causing anxiety attacks), there 

is absolutely no clinical evidence that pot directly pre¬ 

cipitates any mental illness or disorder. As for cannabis 

causing vomiting, we have our doubts, since pot is as¬ 

sociated with relieving the nausea associated with vom¬ 

iting. And certainly the allegations concerning Amy’s use 

of a variety of mind-altering substances—including 

heroin, coke and meth—have been well documented. 

Ironically, it’s pot’s benign image that may have led 

to the cover-up of the original report. It’s a lot less scan¬ 

dalous for a star to have a problem with pot than with 

hard drugs.—Mark Miller 

MQQ0BM CMfBHB 
At our high headquarters, we hear everything. But not all of it is 
true. It’s time to set the record straight on a few things. 

THE TALE MYTH OR FACT? HOWEVER... 

A slice of fresh fruit 
will keep your stash 
fresh. 

MYTH: It will also invite mold- 
which will also be fresh. 

You can use a pot leaf 
instead, which will 
allow you to maintain 
your buds’ moisture and 
flavor thematically! 

It’s a good idea to 
pee on your plants. 

MYTH: Yuck! And you’d smoke 
it? While urine does contain 
nitrogen, plants will die from 
undiluted piss. 

You might just try the 
traditional method of 
watering plants. 

Putting a dead fish 
at the bottom of 
your grow hole 
provides long-term 
nutrients. 

FACT: Rotting fish releases nitro¬ 
gen and trace elements neces¬ 
sary for healthy roots. Squanto 
taught the Pilgrims this-right 
before they killed him. 

The fish should decom¬ 
pose in the hole months 
before planting. 

Pouring soft drinks 
on your plants will 
flavor your buds. 

MYTH: Are you serious? That 
stuff is killing you, so imagine 
what it’ll do to your plants. 

Molasses and certain 
sugar-based formulas 
can enhance natural 
flavors, but grape Nehi 
and Mexican schwag 
seeds won’t create 
Purple Kush. 

Holding in a hit gets 
you higher. 

MYTH: Almost all of the THC in 
a hit is absorbed by your lungs 
within the first three seconds. 
After that, you absorb just the 
other cannabinoids and tars 
in the weed. 

You might pass out and 
hit your head on the 
linoleum. Then you’ll be 
stoned, but not high. 

Music will enhance FACT: Science has proven Bagpipes and the 
the growth of your through experimentation that accordion are lethal, 
plants. plants thrive on music. 

A bong will get you MYTH: A 2000 NORML/MAPS We are still in our 
higher. study found that “water pipes laboratories disproving 

filter out more psychoactive this theory. 
THC than they do other tars, 
thereby requiring users to 
smoke more to reach their 
desired effect.” 

Colombian cocaine smugglers are literally in deep hiding. But some have gotten in 
over their heads! 

Over the past year, the US Navy and Coast Guard have captured several so-called 
“coke subs” or semi-submersible vessels. In September, US forces seized a Colombian 
coke sub that had departed from Costa Rica. The vessel—which was 59 feet long, made 
from steel and fiberglass, and operated by a crew of four—had over six and a half tons of 
coke on board, worth a reported $187 million; the coke had been tightly packed into 37 
bales and then hidden in specially designed compartments. The Coast Guard reported 
that the submarine was outfitted with sophisticated navigation equipment and could 
travel from South America to the US coast without stopping for fuel or supplies. 



Although the charlatans running the Drug War would have you believe that the quest to alter our con¬ 

sciousness is a relatively new development, humankind has been hot to get high since the early days. 

And we mean early: New proof has been discovered that tribes had an array of prehistoric paraphernalia 

dating as far back as 400 BC! Archaeologists have recently found ceramic bowls used for preparing hallucino¬ 

genic drugs on the Caribbean island of Carriacou. The bowls appear to have originated in South America and were 

transported 400 miles to the islands. Tubes for inhaling drug fumes or powders were also found. 

Although there's a paucity of evidence, it's generally believed that our ancient ancestors first sought out plants 

and herbs—primarily for the relief of pain due to childbirth or injury—sometime prior to 5000 BC. As their knowledge 

of plants evolved, those with mind-expanding properties were often used to induce trances or as part of ceremonies to 

seek assistance from the spirit world—something that would get you busted nowadays. 

Thank heavens for civilization! 

■—* 

Throughout history, the use of 

cannabis by women of all cul¬ 

tures has flourished. And stud¬ 

ies and research conducted over 

the past half-century reveal that 

women continue to use 

cannabis therapeutically in 

childbirth and nursing, as well 

as for treating post-partum 

stiffness and menstrual ail¬ 

ments like dysmenorrhea and 

menorrhagia. Today, modern 

medicine is increasing its inves¬ 

tigation of cannabis for the 

many clinical conditions that it 

may be able to address in 

women. 

And, of course, there's no 

denying its capacity for stimu¬ 

lating eroticism. As the late au¬ 

thor Nik Douglas (Sexual 

Secrets: The Alchemy of Ecstasy) 

wrote: “The spirit of marijuana 

is female. She is alluring, very 

seductive. In her presence time 

passes almost without one 

noticing. Her sweet fragrance 

intoxicates the senses and up¬ 

lifts the mind. She is delighted 

by heroic men and sensual 

women. When a couple share 

marijuana, they are allowing 

her participation in their rela¬ 

tionship. Accepting their invita¬ 

tion, the spirit of marijuana 

adds spontaneity and humor, 

and also acts as a potent initia¬ 

tor. By bringing the couple into 

her dimension, the spirit of 

marijuana exalts and magnifies 

both love and sensitivity." 

Happy Valentine's Day, 

everybody! 



Iced tea with a flavor 
you’ll crave. 

Hollywood hosts the best glassblowers in the country. 

TEA-RIFFIC! 
Are you a chronic drinker? You 

should be—because you'll ab¬ 

solutely love the taste of a 

Chronic Ice going down. 

A new, premium hemp 

iced tea brewed by Greenlight 

Beverages, Chronic Ice is deli¬ 

cious but, unfortunately, non¬ 

psychoactive. (Damn.) The 

thirst-quenching concoction 

includes hemp-seed powder 

and a special blend of black 

and green teas. Not only does 

it taste great, but it's a super¬ 

antioxidant—which means 

you won't rust from the inside. 

Visit chronicice.com. 

In Bossier City, LA, reigning 

Miss Teen Louisiana USA Lind¬ 

sey Evans and some friends 

walked out on a $46 restaurant 

bill. However, she managed to 

leave her purse behind, which 

contained her ID and her stash. 

The restaurant called the cops 

and filed a complaint; then 

Evans returned for the purse. 

With only 10 days remaining in 

her reign, she was dethroned. 

We forgive you, Lindsey. In 

fact, we already consider you a 

.finalist for Miss High Times. 

THE ART OF GLASS 
On December 5, the Smoked: Volume 1 book launch and pipe exhibition opened at the llladelph Glass 

Gallery in Los Angeles for a month-long engagement. 35 of the country's most visionary pipe mak¬ 

ers— glassblowing masters like J.A.G., Marble Slinger, Hops, Chris Carson and Banjo—are fea¬ 

tured, showcasing their conceptuality and innovation. 

After seeing the wonders of glass art firsthand, you can keep your memories alive by purchasing 

Smoked: Volume 1, a book that captures this innovative smokeware for all time in luscious, high-end 

photos. It will grace your coffee table for many sessions to come—a true gift of high art! 

llladelph Gallery, 7257Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles, December 5 to January 12, orvisitsmokedvolume1.com. 

GOVERNING LIKE 11M1IGCLEI1E11I) 
In October, California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger (the former action 

star, steroid user, serial sexual harasser and on-camera toker in Pumping 

Iron) vetoed a bill that would’ve protected most people in the state from being 

fired if they tested positive for pot used outside the workplace with their doc¬ 

tor’s approval. The bill was designed to overturn a California Supreme Court 

ruling that neither Prop. 215 nor California’s disability-discrimination law re¬ 

quires employers to allow their workers to use drugs banned by federal law. 

(Only safety-related or law-enforcement jobs would've been excluded.) Arnold 

explained his veto this way: “I am concerned with interference in employment decisions as they relate to 

marijuana use. Employment protection was not a goal of the initiative as passed by voters in 1996.” 

But California NORML’s Dale Gieringer counters: “The intent of 215 was to treat marijuana like other 

legal pharmaceutical drugs.” 

Someday, the California governor might want to count his blessings. Had his own pot and steroid use 

occurred in today’s rabid anti-drug climate rather than 30 years ago, his life would be very different in¬ 

deed—and he certainly wouldn't be occupying the Governor’s Mansion. 

Like most politicians, he’s now become part of the problem. 

14 HIGH TIMES 

In the early days of the current 

financial crisis, Bill Maher, 

host of Real Time on HBO, 

pointed out the obvious: “We 

are in desperate need of prof¬ 

itable industries that we can 

tax. Can we legalize pot?" 

If we did, experts believe that the cannabis- 

tax revenue in California alone could approach 

nearly $1 billion annually. 

HIGH-NO 
Comedienne Sarah Silverman 

revealed to The New York 

Times that when she visited 

iTV the Democratic National Con¬ 

vention last summer, she had 
Sarah growls. ^er pjcture taken with Al Gore 

under the influence of a pot cookie. “Just as it hit 

me, they're like, ‘Sarah, meet Al Gore,"' she re¬ 

called. “And then someone took a picture. It's 

him looking terrified, and me with my hands up, 

like I'm saying, ‘Raaahhhh, I'm a monster.'" 

doob for 
Dolphin. _ 

RUfiniflG BACK BlUCf 
Ricky Williams, the star run¬ 

ning back for the Miami Dol¬ 

phins, who has tested 

positive for pot four times 

and was suspended by the jpiik 

NFL for a year and a half, . 4 

says he's still tempted to toke. Earlier this sea¬ 

son, during the team's off week, Williams ac¬ 

knowledged: “There was definitely an urge, but I 

just thought about what I have to lose, and it was 

easy. The urge didn't last very long." 

If Williams tests positive again, he faces a 

lifetime ban from the sport. He said that he's 

taken up meditation to deal with his yearnings, 

but added: “I would be lying if I said I'm never 

going to do it again after I’m done." 

Whoa-pat! GOOD OV BOB BU1TCD tTom Wopat, who played Luke 

Duke, the cheerful redneck 

of the long-running, low¬ 

brow TV series of the '80s, 

The Dukes of Hazzard, got 

J| popped at General Mitchell 

Airport in Milwaukee after 

airport security found 1.2 grams. (Not much of a 

toker, huh, Tom?) County sheriffs hit Wopat with 

a $500 ticket. He paid it, then flew away. 

UttflK TO CHIU 
In his autobiography, My Word 

Is My Bond, Roger Moore re¬ 

veals that he smoked pot in 

his younger days. It doesn’t 

seem to have hurt his career: 

Moore was knighted in 2003, 

despite being the worst 

James Bond ever. 

420 for 007. 
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HIGH FROM 
HOLLAND 
Recently, Dutch police commis¬ 

sioner Max Daniel told the press 

that the Netherlands exports 

about $2.7 billion worth of pot 

each year, mostly to its European 

neighbors. Of the 500 metric tons 

grown each year, he estimates 

that 80 percent of the total crop is 

destined for export. 

Under Dutch law, possession and 

production of pot are crimes. But the 

country is renowned for its tolerance of 

the sale of marijuana in coffee shops, 

personal possession of small amounts, 

and the growing of up to four plants. 

Larger amounts, including those sup¬ 

plied to coffee shops, are illegal. 

Daniel also said, “In the Netherlands, we have 400,000 marijuana users. If that was it, 

we would have a much more manageable problem." 

He was citing the lucrative black market and the violence that often accompanies its 

operation. But he also added, “In the production of cannabis, the criminal and non-crimi¬ 

nal worlds have become increasingly intertwined." 

In the Netherlands, the cannabis trade is actually sanctioned by the legitimate econ¬ 

omy. Banks finance cultivators, universities research agricultural techniques, and the na¬ 

tion benefits from the tax from coffeehouse sales. 

gm 

LSD offers headache relief. 

Cluster headaches (CH) are often misdiagnosed as mi¬ 

graines, but the pain they induce is far more severe, even 

driving some sufferers to suicide. It’s estimated that as 

many as one in 1,000 people are affected by CH. 

Medical experts report two forms of the ailment. 

Episodic CH strikes sufferers perhaps once a year, but can 

last up to two months. Chronic CH is something else alto¬ 

gether, a relentless, searing headache that can occur nine 

times a day, for up two hours—a neurological disease so painfully debilitating that 

chronic CH has been dubbed the “suicide headache.” 

Now, a new study published in the mainstream medical journal Neurology reveals 

that CH sufferers may find relief in an unexpected quarter: by using hallucinogens. Anec¬ 

dotal evidence from a number of people dealing with CH—so-called “clusterheads” who 

formed an online group to discuss the miraculous relief they were experiencing with the 

use of hallucinogens—led Harvard Medical School scientists to conduct the survey. The 

Harvard team has now applied for a preliminary clinical trial on the subject. 

Visit clusterheadaches.com. 

THE GOSPEL 
ACCORDING TO 

Jon Gettman, Ph.D., a George Mason 

University senior fellow who’s been 

expertly tracking various hemp and 

marijuana trends for years, is at it 

again. Three years ago, Gettman re¬ 

leased staggering figures indicating 

that pot is America’s top cash crop. 

Now he’s taking on Drug Czar 

John Walters and the Office of Na¬ 

tional Drug Control Policy, who have 

been playing fast and loose with the 

IE HIGH TIMES 

stats in order to trumpet 

their alleged success. 

Dr. Jon reports that 

overall illegal drug use 

among adults actually in- 

creased from 2002 to 2007 

by 4.7 percent. Also, al¬ 

though teen marijuana use is ( 

down a bit, it still remains Dr Jon vs. the Drug Czar, 
common: One in nine 14- and 

15-year-olds (12 percent), and one in often cit 

four 16- and 17-year-olds (23.7 per- that mar 

cent), used marijuana in 2007. tive, are 

Gettman says the ONDCP and the policies 

Drug Czar have also misused treat- sis. Thes 

ment statistics to spread lies about costs for 

pot’s potential for addiction. He cites services 

r® 

I— 

In September, a formal declara¬ 

tion was issued at the annual 

gathering of the World Forum 

Against Drugs, a talking shop for 

ft jf£ die-hard prohibitionists. The unre- 

lenting focus of the declaration is 

on illegal hard drugs, which ac- 

drug fatalities, and on cannabis, 

which accounts for 0 percent. 

However, the declaration’s pream¬ 

ble does tell us that all 11 signing 

organizations oppose the “inap¬ 

propriate use" of legal drugs— 

which, incidentally, cause 90 

percent of annual drug deaths. (Quick question: How does one 

“appropriately" use a cigarette?) 

In short, the declaration proclaims that “There can be no 

other goal than a drug-free world." Then it proceeds to list 24 

steps to victory. Here’s a quick synopsis of the first 12: Drug-test 

school kids; drug addiction is bad; let's end drug addiction; all 

countries should wage war on drugs; the public should get be¬ 

hind the War on Drugs; the UN Office of Drug Control is doing a 

great job; governments should reduce the demand for drugs; re¬ 

ducing supply is more important than reducing demand; cannabis 

is a hard drug; cannabis-vending coffeeshops must be shut down; 

all governments must stop giving medical heroin to heroin ad¬ 

dicts; supervised heroin-injection sites must be shut down. 

Notice a trend? These aren’t steps for a drug-free world; 

they’re orders and opinions. Here’s the rest: Marijuana isn’t 

“medicine," it’s a hard drug; we oppose all types of progressive 

drug-policy reform or regulation; all drug treatment should be 

abstinence-only; people caught with small, personal-use 

amounts should always be arrested and prosecuted; all drug 

users and their families should attend abstinence-only treat¬ 

ment; all students should be drug-tested (even though we’re re¬ 

peating ourselves); all employees should be drug-tested; all 

drivers should be drug-tested; we should spend more money on 

law enforcement; we want a worldwide anti-drug-campaign 

group; we want to have more conferences like this one; oh, and 

we’d also like to mention that drugs are really bad for the poor. 

That’s some 24-step plan. Now if we could just have one for 

winning the war on idiocy.—Brendan Hogan 

Read the full declaration at wfad08.org. 

the government’s own 

data, which indicate that 

arrest-driven treatment 

programs have wasted 

tax dollars by admitting 

thousands who were not 

truly drug-dependent. 

He writes: Increases in 

Drug Czar. drug treatment admis¬ 
sions for marijuana, 

often cited by officials as evidence 

that marijuana is dangerously addic¬ 

tive, are driven by criminal justice 

policies rather than medical diagno¬ 

sis. These policies increase public 

costs for providing drug treatment 

services and reduce funds for and 

availability of treatment of more seri- 

ous drug problems.” \ 

In short, there’s a whole lot of 

money to be made in the drug-coun- * 

seling racket—especially in a coun¬ 

try like the US, where a pot-related 

arrest occurs every 36 seconds. 

Gettman does credit the ONDCP 

with a powerful and far-reaching 

propaganda arm. During Walters’s 

tenure, the ONDCP has released (at a 

minimum) hundreds of anti-mari¬ 

juana TV, radio and print ads and 

press releases, as well as 50 reports 

(either from the ONDCP itself or other 

federal agencies) on marijuana or 

anti-marijuana campaigns. i 
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Call it the Cottoomuiith Bunn Hut, better yet, the Gtupoi Buwil To be crowned Top Overall Stoner, 

you hare to smoke the competition. Charlie Haze proved that Story 6 photos by Dan Skye 

WORLD STONER GAMES 2008 

It was the bottom of the ninth on the goal line with no 

time left on the clock. The stoner athletes sat anxiously 

onstage awaiting the referee's signal to light their joints 

and begin sucking their brains out until the fat lady 

sang. The night had been long, but in just a few short 

hours, the field of 91 stoner athletes—who had traveled 

from across North America to Toronto in order to vie for 

the title of Top Overall Stoner—had been whittled down 

to just these five finely stoned competitors. 

The World Stoner Games were formulated follow¬ 

ing last summer's Olympic Games. (We didn't watch, 

but they were in China, right?) It just seemed incredibly 

cool that a bunch of people from all over the world get together every four 

years to race and swim and wrestle and fall off the balancing beam. But it 

sure seemed like everyone could have a lot more fun by competing for bet¬ 

ter prizes in events that didn't get you all sweaty. 

Of course, the Olympic policy of banishing athletes for using perform¬ 

ance-enhancing drugs was a real buzzkill. Who needs that? In sports, a posi- 

A tulip triumphed in joint-rolling, but other entries were worthy. 

The first round of bonghitting 
eliminated lightweights. 

A ref rolls for 
the smoke-off. 

18 HIGH TIES 
■ i u. 
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tive attitude is key, but at the 

World Stoner Games, a positive 

drug test would be essential. You 

can't demonstrate stoner 

prowess in the areas of lung- 

power, artistry, dexterity, athleti¬ 

cism and concentration while straight. That's cheating, 

and our standards cannot be tainted by non-tokers. 

The Games would consist of five events—bonghit¬ 

ting, joint-rolling, coloring, the high jump and Stoner 

Says—designed to allow any stoner to be competitive 

and have a chance at claiming the title of Top Overall 

Stoner. The prize? Hotel and airfare to the Cannabis Cup 

in Amsterdam. Each individual event winner would go 

home with a sleek glass bong. Local Toronto comedians 

would keep the edge off competitors. Plus, lots of 

stoner-gear giveaways would keep the losers from ex¬ 

periencing the agony of defeat too deeply. 

At 4:20 p.m., the competitors entered the arena, a nightclub near the 

Toronto airport. The Ontario Seed Bank of Toronto greeted the combatants 

and issued the ammunition: a sample of one of its premier strains, Triple X. 

The contestants were required to roll aesthetically pleasing joints and 

show expertise operating bongs of increasing size. They also had to demon¬ 

strate stoner artistry by putting crayon to paper, giving expression to their 

stoner visions. Stoner athleticism would be put to the test in the 

high jump, in which contestants would try to out-jump one another 

in order to touch an ounce of LA Cana-dential (LA Confidential 

grown in Canada) hanging from a rope. In the final event, after 

surviving round after round of competitive inhalations, the ath¬ 

letes would assemble for a brutal, mind-bending slugfest of 

Stoner Says—different from the traditional game because the 

leader says “Stoner says" instead of “Simon says." It's far more 

challenging, as any veteran stoner athlete can attest. 

Upon arrival, the athletes 

went to work designing champi¬ 

onship-caliber joints. Some con¬ 

testants showed game-day 

nerves, like the dude who 

smoked through all his Triple X 

within 20 minutes of the Games' 

start and had nothing left to roll 

up for an entry. 

Joints could be worked on 

throughout the evening. So, too, 

could the stoner art, with a 

huge bowl of crayons and a 

stack of drawing paper fur¬ 

nished for the masterpieces to 

come. The only guideline: The 

creation had to be marijuana- 



related. Needless to sayp these were personal, 

focused events requiring meditation and cre¬ 

ativity. The three others would be performed in 

front of fellow stoner athletes, and the peer 

pressure would be intense. 

In the bonghitting competition, contestants 

were eliminated over the course of six rounds, 

each one featuring a bong a foot longer than the 

previous round. Most figured they'd advance 

easily past the first round, with a bong standing 

only 12 inches high. But cockiness got the best of 

C one athlete, who trash-talked the others, 

; boasted of his virtuosity and then immediately 

snarfed the bart, coughing violently back 

through the chamber and forcing a stream of 

bongwater up through the bowl itself. Instant 

disqualification and derisive laughter ensued. 

Half the field was eliminated in subsequent rounds, until only two con¬ 

testants could clear the six-foot tube used in the final round. In the subse¬ 

quent “bong-off," the winner emerged by demonstrating a remarkable 

ability to look calm and collected upon clearing the tube. The runner- 

up wasn't as proficient; he cleared it merely 

adequately, and his expression looked as if 

he'd sat on an icicle. In the Games as in life, 

style often wins out. 

The high jump was highlighted by 

technical difficulties: The rope tied to the 

ounce got caught on an air-conditioning 

duct. (Had you been there, you would 

agree this was high drama. For stoners, 

time stops when one of their number goes up a ladder to 

rescue the weed without killing himself.) Once the weed 

was free, the top contestants showed that being high has 

nothing to do with getting high, as the victor launched him¬ 

self to a height of over 11 feet to touch the ounce. Incentives 

were doubled in this event; the winners in the men's and 

women's divisions each received a champion-sized bud of LA 

Cana-dential for their efforts. 

Stoner Says brought out the warriors. Judging was strict 

and flinching was prohibited. Those who did cursed them¬ 

out the warriors. 

Competitive coloring. 

selves. Others kicked themselves. Still others had to be prevented from 

committing suicide, such was the tension level. But a winner finally 

emerged from the fog of stoner war. 

In the joint-rolling competition, a delicate tulip rolled by a Muncie, IN, 

stoner athlete took the gold. A tattoo artist walked away with the top prize 

for crayon art by creating a righteous illustrated homage to the inaugural 

World Stoner Games. 

But a showdown loomed. After the points were tallied, five stoner ath¬ 

letes were tied. Luckily, the World Stoner Games competition committee 

had addressed this eventuality. The five were issued joints of equal size and 

content. Their task was to smoke 

Stoner Says brought hard and fast until the joint burned 

down to the filter. The fastest smoker 

would be named champion. 

Judging was strict Four men and one woman re- 
■ i . mained. The adrenaline flowed, but 

and flinching was they were too stoned to notice. The 

head referee quieted the crowd. 

“On your mark! Get set! Smoke!" 

Five lighters flicked, five sets of lungs geared up, and smoke billowed 

forth. The crowd roared, shouting out encouragement to favorites. One 

contestant tried to claim an early victory, but a referee quickly de¬ 

nied his bid, signaling that the filter was still untouched. 

The furious toking continued, but just mere seconds later, Char¬ 

lie Haze, a stoner athlete from Long Island, NY, charred his filter. 

The ref was on top of him at once and—yes!—it was true. Haze 

vaulted out of his seat and, like Rocky Balboa, raised his hands 

triumphantly, proclaiming: “I love HIGH TIMES!" 

But the saga of the World Stoner Games is just beginning. 

More athletes will come—from small towns, from cities, 

from stoner communities just like yours. They'll dream of 

victory, of glory—of getting really fucking high. Only one will 

be crowned Top Overall Stoner. Could it be you? ^ 

Visit worldstonergames.com 

Special thanks to Ontario Seed Bank, GetGear.Ca for great glass 

prizes, Chills Canada for providing rolling papers and bongs of 

varying lengths for competition, Second Nature Hydroponics for 

donating a drip/bucket system as a giveaway, Smoke Clear for 

rolling papers, CALM for invaluable assistance in Toronto and DJ 

Rated R for creating great vibes. Visit worldstonergames.com. 
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MINNESOTA Minneapolis Sour Diesel $450 

MONTANA Miles City Cat Piss $500 

NEVADA Las Vegas Jack Herer $300 

NEW MEXICO Clovis Schwag 
Chronic 

$50 
$375 

Long Island OG Kush $500 
New York Purple Kush $400 

NYC Diesel $375 
Granddaddy Purple Urkel $450 
Purple Passion $600 

Niagara Falls NYC Sour Diesel $400 
St. Regis Falls Adirondack Gold $300 

NORTH CAROLINA Dallas Diesel $395 
Statesville Afghani $275 

Silver Pearl $350 

OREGON Portland Strawberry Cough $225 

PENNSYLVANIA Pittsburgh Kush $420 

TEXAS Del Rio Schwag $40 
San Antonio Juicy Fruit $430 

VIRGINIA Fairfax Outdoor $325 

WASHINGTON Vancouver Master Kush $320 

WISCONSIN Milwaukee Granddaddy Purple $600 

INTERNATIONAL (prices in Canadian or New Zealand dollars] 

BRITISH COLUMBIA Surrey Bubba Kush C$320 
Purple Kush C$240 

ONTARIO St. Catharines Purple Kush C$250 
Toronto MK-Ultra C$240 

Nebula C$400 
Cinderella C$425 

NEW ZEALAND Auckland White Rhino NZ$300 
Te Kakariki NZ$350 

Kandy Kush - $400 
St. Charles, ILLINOIS 

"Smells like a delicious chronic candy 

popsicle! Best smoke in about a year.” 

Skunk - $400 
Boston, MASSACHUSETTS 

“Organically and locally grown here in 

MA. Unfortunately, this is some of the 

last of the Skunk that will be grown 

by the grower, but something this 

good should be rare. A clean-burning, 

smooth-tasting smoke that only gets 

better every day in its jar. Long buds, 

and sticky as hell—you’ll be able to 

add some finger hash to your joints 

from breaking this stuff up.” 

Purple Passion - $600 
New York, NEW YORK 

“What a wonderful, fruity purple strain. Beautiful 

taste, smell and appearance. Kinda pricey, but 

the high is well worth it.” 

Te Kakariki - NZ$350 
Auckland, NEW ZEALAND 

“This local strain has won the Auckland Canna 

Cup four times now. Super-sticky-almost too 

sticky to roll. Delicious piney-lemon flavor, 

similar to Rhino or NL x SP. Very hard to get.” 

MK-Ultra - C$240 
Toronto, CANADA 

“Sticky, very dank taste that lingers in your 

mouth. Awesome high. Knocks you out!” 
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Trans-High Market Quotations (THMQ) reports pot prices by the ounce, strain 
and location. To submit prices, go to the THMQ link at hightimes.com. 

CURRENT US PRICE INDEX: $364 (last month: $394; YTD: $379) 

CURRENT KIND INDEX ($350+ PER OZ): $465 ($453, $459) 

CURRENT MIDS INDEX ($150-$349 PER OZ): $270 ($263, $267) 

CURRENT SCHWAG INDEX [$1-$14$ PER OZ): $59 ($93, $76] 

STATE CITY STRAIN PRICE 

CALIFORNIA Malibu White Widow $375 
Sacramento Holland’s Hope $250 

Purple Kush $306 
Pineapple Kush $300 
Mendo Purps $306 
Purple Cream $300 
Romulan $300 

COLORADO Woodland Park Hashberry $280 

FLORIDA Key West NLx White Widow $350 
Orlando Mexi Brick $45 

ILLINOIS St. Charles Kandy Kush $400 

KANSAS Lawrence Purple Kush Bubble Hash $500 

MARYLAND Bowie Skunk #lx Haze $600 
AK-47 $550 
Gerkel $550 
Grape Ape $550 
Schwag $100 

Montgomery County Purple Kush $550 

MASSACHUSETTS Boston Skunk 
Diesel 

$400 
$400 

m 
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MARKET ANALYSIS 
Purps usurped Kush as the top submitted pot of the month. In fact, February marked 

the first time since May 2DD8 that Purps took top honors. Also, following a signifi¬ 

cant increase in January, the US Index dropped 3D points in February, while the Kind 

and Mids indices rose slightly. The top five submitted strains (with average price] 

were Purps ($447], Kush ($421], Diesel ($4D4], Haze ($415] and White Widow ($363] 

HIGH TIMES wants to know what you’re smoking. Submit your strain information, 

including location and price by the ounce, to thmq@hightimes.com. 

FEBRUARY 2009 SELECTED AVERAGE PRICES 

$465 

$445 

$425 

$405 

$385 

$365 

$345 

$325 
US KIND PURPS KUSH DIESEL HA WHITE WIDOW 

20 HIGH TIMES 
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ACQUISITION OF LIVE C*MNAHIS SEEDS IS ILLEGAL IN THE UHI TEC STATES I PAVAtiLf IN U$ DOLLARS FPOM ANVAHEPE iNTHE WCHLD 

CREATORS OF CHAMPIONS 

GREAT WHITE 
WHITE WIDOW ® WHITE RHINO ® eil NINO 
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CHEMDOG - K-TRAIN 
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Desert Music 
BY JOHN PAYNE 

Golden Animals, a duo, have got this amazing 

little thing out called Free Your Mind and Win 

a Pony, which is everything you ever loved 

about the hairy-revolutionary classic rock of 

the 1960s as it warped its wobbly way back to 

the mystic moods of ye olde prewar blues 'n' 

rag choons like some kind of intensely curi¬ 

ous strand of heat-seeking rock'n'roll DNA. 

This stuff takes you way, way back, but still 

manages to sound strangely prophetic.... 

Seems that back in the day, two young 

people—American Tommy and Swedish 

Linda—met sweet on the streets of Brook¬ 

lyn. Tommy played guitar, and Linda 

thumped some tubs; soon after meeting, 

they decided to hit the road, in search of they 

knew not what. 

Somewhat strangely, they eventually 

found themselves living and creating much 

of their album amid the sizzling, putrid chaos 

of California's eerie Salton Sea. Now, the 

Salton Sea does have a rather weird beauty 

that starts to kick in at around 115 degrees, 

but it's not like Tommy and Linda had chosen 

to be there. Nevertheless, there they were. 

It's fun to imagine how Golden Animals' 

surreal and stinky new environment (lotsa 

dead fish out there) may have affected their 

Stoner Stodpni 
Slightly Stoopid 
puffing backstage 
with reggae legend 
Half Pint. 

Never judge a band by its moniker-Slightly Stoopid does 
music, the members or the business 

it could, admittedly, describe 
Laid 

wrrj ui Uii3 'jiu'JV. i 
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‘Smoking weed is just something we 
don’t think about anymore. It’s just part 
of us and whm^are. The only time I 
think about it is vifhen we’re out of it.’ 

This laid-back bunch of SoCal surfers has been 

playing music and smoking herb together since 

they were in knee pants. First discovered by 

Bradley Nowell when they were just 17 years old, 

Slightly Stoopid joined the Sublime legend's Skunk 

Records and have stayed true to that label's inde¬ 

pendent spirit throughout their musical career. 

Stoopid vocalist/bassist/guitarist Miles Doughty 

explains: "We went from watching the guys from 

Sublime with their record label and their independ¬ 

ence, and we wanted to do that same thing—control 

your own destiny, making music for yourselves and 

for your fans." 

Slightly Not Stoned Enough to Eat Breakfast Yet 

Stoopid, released last summer, is the Ocean Beach 

band's ninth album, and the second to be released 

on their self-created, self-promoted and self-titled 

Stoopid Records label. 

These cats have done it all and done it well— 

and all while stoned, stoned, stoned. Doughty says 

of the daily routine: "We all wake-and-bake; I was 

the one who thought of the idea. You start up, you 

wake-and-bake, and you cruise and see what hap¬ 

pens later. It's like a model for everyday life." 

Kyle McDonald—along with Doughty, the 

Stoopid frontman—picked up this theme: "Smoking 

weed is just something we don't think about any 

more. It's just part of us and who we are. The only 

time /think about it is when we're out of it." And 

when they play out, the marijuana smoke sets the 

scene. McDonald continues: "I've been at shows 

where, I swear, as soon as the weed hits the air, the 

atmosphere changes—everyone's in a great mood." 

"I just think like we're a band that you go to the 

show to have a good time," Doughty asserts. "When 

we say that we're a party band, it's because we want to 

have as much fun with every crowd that we’re with— 

smoke weed, drink beer, keep the energy hot 

Whenever they’re on the road or out and about 

on their Southern Cali turf, Slightly Stoopid keep 

their eyes open for new talent to add to their bud¬ 

ding record label. Doughty told HIGH TIMES the best 

way for aspiring bands to submit their music: 

"When we’re on tour, we’re always looking at the 

bands we’re playing with. We’re trying to do the 

same thing for others as we had with Sublime. The 

important thing [for independent bands] is playing 

your music out there where people can hear it. Play 

at a venue, or UPS it to us and give us dates of a 

show. A lot of the time, if we’re buzzing around in 

the area, we’ll come up and check it out.” 

Slightly Stoopid play 200 dates a year, and that 

unmistakable forever-on-the-road jamband sound 

still comes through on their beautifully produced 

studio album, Slightly Not Stoned Enough.... A 

decade ago, Stoopid were playing primarily punk, 

ska and surf rock; these sounds still exist in the 

music, but now they’ve taken on structural roles 

within individual tracks, while Stoopid’s natural 

chemistry and charisma bring the songs to the 

community level that the band has been nurturing 

in recent years. 

Also, although the new album is peppered with 

some very good covers—UB40's romantic ballad "I 

Would Do for You” is the opening track, and there’s 

a fun, jangly rendition of the traditional tune "Know 

Your Rider”—the best stuff is still their originals. 

The Mary Jane love song "No Cocaine" is a smooth, 

bassy tune, truly best paired with a spliff, while the 

strong jam "Train" gets your shoulders working in 

that sunny-field way almost immediately. 

Okay, so you don't have to be a genius to appre¬ 

ciate an awesome, smoke-shrouded show or a 

head-bopping album—but you do have to be 

Slightly Stoopid if you want to make it all come to¬ 

gether brilliantly. ^ 

The dream: Four stoner guys from Silver 

Spring, MD, get together during high school to 

form a reggae-rock band in an effort to avoid 

having to spend the rest of their lives working 

mundane day jobs. They tour relentlessly for 

five years, playing shows in dubs, syna¬ 

gogues, private parties and pretty much any¬ 

where else they can get a gig. Eventually, they 

catch the eyes and ears of stoner-rock legends 

Clutch, and suddenly they’re playing huge ven¬ 

ues and recording their first feature-length 

album in a legendary Jamaican studio. HIGH 

TIMES caught up with Lumize’s singer Nate, 

drummer Mel, bassist Henry and keyboardist 

Chris to talk about their whirlwind year and 

their love of cannabis and classic rock. 

You guys are on a pretty nontraditional path 

for a reggae band—I mean, touring with 

Clutch instead of hitting up the big roots fes¬ 

tivals and world-music events. 

NATE: Yeah, we consider ourselves more in 

the classic-rock spirit than the punk-reggae 

tradition of the West Coast. Our influences 

are Steel Pulse and the old Studio One 

scene, of course, but also Clutch, Black Sab¬ 

bath and the Police... 

Iron 
Lionize 
INTERVIEW BY DANNY DANKO 
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MEL: Zeppelin, Stevie Wonder... 

HENRY: I love Morphine, [pause] The 

band, not the drug. 

NATE: It’s incredible that these bands 

we love—like Clutch and Steel 

Pulse—are now our friends. I mean, 

they’re such great musicians and also 

really cool people. Not everyone in 

this industry is so genuine. 

You also went down to Jamaica to 

record the new album with Sidney 

Mills from Steel Pulse producing. 

HENRY: Yes, and Sidney really pulled 

one over on us. He downplayed the 

whole thing, like: “Whatever... we're 

just gonna get a studio and play some 

tunes. No big deal.” Then we fly down 

there to this beautiful place and we 

get to the studio, and it’s the famous 

Harry J’s. We walk in, and there are 

gold records of Rastaman Vibration 

and Catch a Fire on the walls! 

NATE: I mean, legendary to the point 

where like 40 of my favorite 50 al¬ 

bums were created in that spot. I’m 

actually singing in the vocal booth 

where “Many Rivers to Cross” was 

‘As soon as we got to Jamaica, we picked ourselves up a half pound 
fmr litre* 9Cfl Ininlrc fnr 13 rlavrc It nni fn tho nninl" ituhora mro 

recorded. Totally mind-blowing! 

HENRY: Tim from Clutch came down, 

too—he was like our secret weapon. 

To see the older Rastas grooving out 

to his heavy-rock thing was quite im¬ 

pressive. 

And no lack of herb there, either? 

HENRY: Absolutely not. As soon as 

we got there, we picked ourselves up 

a half-pound for like 250 bucks—for 

12 days. It got to the point where we 

were eating the weed, just chewing 

up big buds. 

NATE: We took a lot 

of naps. 

Where have you 

found the best 

weed? 

NATE: Kingston, Ja¬ 

maica, is by far the 

best herb we’ve ever 

had. There’s some 

great stuff stateside, 

but Jamaica really 

stood out for us. If 

you’re talking about 

touring the US, New 

York City is truthfully 

the best selection of 

high-grade—and you 

can get it delivered 

to your door! This, 

for us, is priceless. Other notable 

places are Burlington, VT, and the 

greater Carolinas. 

Do fans take care of you guys on the 

road? 

NATE: They tend to be extremely gen¬ 

erous with us, but there could always 

be more. We puff pretty tough when 

it’s around. 

How do you guys create your songs? 

HENRY: It’s 100 percent collabora¬ 

tion—Nate or I will write the songs, 

Chris fleshes out the harmony stuff, 

and Mel brings the thunder. We throw 

out four songs for every one we keep 

and record. 

You guys also tour pretty relentlessly. 

NATE: Yeah, we book our own shows 

and hit the road. These days, it’s the 

best way to get your music out there 

and build a fan base. I’ve missed holi¬ 

days, birthdays, funerals, you name 

it—but this is what we want to do. 

Nothing beats traveling around, play¬ 

ing music and sharing herb with peo¬ 

ple all over the world. I hope we can 

do it forever. We’ll be touring 

throughout 2009, so come out to a 

show! ^ 

Learn more about Lionize at lionize- 

music.com and myspace.com/lionize. 

Animals in nature: Tommy Eisner and Linda Beecroft and engineers (including Devendra Banhart’s main 

man, Tom Monahan) had dissimilar ideas about 

how best to frame the band’s songs, the album 

feels consistently loose and unfussy, with none of 

that wussy crystalline digital sound to interfere 

with its gnarly, rough-hewn mishmash of Ameri¬ 

can roots jizz and classic ’60s-rock stomperini. 

At least partial credit for the album's authentic 

hash of warmly woody hippie-revolution rock, 

high-steppin’ ragtime rigmarole and country blues 

(including heapin’ helpings of Big Bill Broonzy, 

Willie McTell and Robert Johnson) must go to 

Tommy’s collection of vintage chintzy axes. 

“They're Harmonys,” he says, beaming with 

pride, “an American student-level cheapo version. 

A lot of bluesmen played them, 'cause they didn’t 

have a lot of money, and it was like an early electric 

guitar that you can still find for pretty good prices. 

They have a big sound—bigger than more refined, 

expensive guitars. We wanted as much bigness as 

possible, and that’s what you get out of that guitar.” 

Given their oddly empathetic, mind-melding 

groove, Tommy and Linda’s career in music-making 

seems highly fortuitous. A series of small miracles 

has joined them together to meet their public—al¬ 

most as if it was all meant to be somehow. 

“We really feel like we've been on a journey,” 

Linda says. 

“And it wasn't even totally our decision,” Tommy 

adds. “Those are the best kind of things—the ones 

that just happen naturally. They come, and people 

like it, and you gotta see what it can do.” 

thing you saw was a freight train that would pass 

by. It was just music and us, and total freedom.” 

The Golden Animals sound emanates from a 

relatively ancient wellspring of rock’n’roll and roots 

classics wherein the Doors hump CCR, the Grateful 

Dead and Lightnin’ Hopkins. So you can imagine 

how their temporary existence outside of time in 

the Salton Sea was the best place for their music to 

germinate. On the dusty desert plains of the wild, 

wild West, the past is ever-present. 

“Time is so different there,” Tommy says. “It 

made you think in a different way, because time it¬ 

self felt different, and the whole environment was 

different. I feel like we were in collaboration with 

this spot in making this record. This new sense of 

time and space totally changed things. We went 

from being in a box to a place where you couldn’t 

stop looking out—it went on and on until it just 

turned into haze or something .... ” 

While the bulk of the material on Free Your 

Mind was created during Tommy and Linda’s stay 

in Salton Sea, its recording happened over the 

length of a year at various studios in San Francisco, 

a process that proved challenging. 

“We didn’t know anyone in California,” Tommy 

says, “and we ended up having to do it in different 

stages with different people. We wanted to have a 

natural sound of how we sounded in a room, and 

trying to preserve that through different people 

made things difficult.” 

Even so, an identifiable sonic stamp emerges 

on Free Your Mind. While the various producers 

music. Though they apparently didn’t spend much 

time downwind, the heat itself must have been 

enough to inspire something... 

“We were totally isolated,” Tommy recalls. “It 

was the last house on this road with electricity. We 

had rehearsals in this converted trailer that some¬ 

one had built an extension off of. You didn't see 

anybody, didn’t see any cars—the only manmade 
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The piquant flare of the horns and the easygoing gallop of the 

percussion cut through a rough and murky video of Latin jazz- 

funk combo Grupo Fantasma’s performance at Purdue Univer¬ 

sity. Visible on the floor are a swarm of salsa dancers 

emerging rhythmically out of and back into the darkness—not 

quite what you’d expect from a bunch of Hoosiers. 

Even more subversive is “El Chronico,” the song they’re 

dancing to. Toasting the audience in Spanish, percussionist Jose 

Galeano, the song’s lyricist (and also a nephew of Santana band 

member Jose “Chepito” Areas), sings: “Everywhere I go, people 

tell me to talk about it/About how good the pipe is that's passed around .... 

Pardon me if I offend you, but in the end it’s my decision/I will buy more herb, 

and always look for the chronic.” 

Scanning over their CV, you might not expect it at first from these guys. 

Since starting out via the informal merger of two Austin, TX-area bands, 

Grupo Fantasma have pushed way beyond their humble beginnings to seize 

the attention of a global audience. Appearances at Bonnaroo and on NPR 

have seeded their name with festival-goers and cosmopolitan types, and a 

relationship with Prince—yes, that Prince—has resulted in the band back¬ 

ing the Purple One himself at his 3121 nightclub in Vegas and at a pre-party 

for his Super Bowl appearance. They’ve even entertained the troops in Iraq. 

So why let the world know? 

For his part, founding member and bassist Greg Gonzales explains the 

song as an honest acknowledgment of a core part of the band’s identity. 

“We're definitely opposed to any kind of oppressive regime trying to crush 

the freedoms of people doing what they want to do with their own bodies 

and their own minds,” he insists. And as for the pot-smoking narrator: “We 

know people who do that,” he laughs. “And, at times, some of us have been 

that person.” 

Of course, any band that plays out 150 times a year isn’t exactly spend¬ 

ing all its time zoning on the couch to rare-groove sides. And Grupo have 

been nothing if not productive in '08. In addition to their gigs with Prince, 

they’ve also released their fourth CD, Sonidos Gold[Aire Sol Records/High 

Wire Music), and even netted guest spots from Maceo Parker and Fania 

All-Stars producer/salsa legend Larry Harlow for the release. In addition, 

‘We’re definitely opposed 
to any kind of oppressive 
regime trying to crush 
the freedoms of people 
doing what they want to 
do with their own bodies 
and their own minds.’ 

band members have spun off the funk-soul 

combo Brownout, and guitarist/de facto 

spokesman Adrian Quesada has also released 

The Alchemist Manifesto (ESL Music), his own 

down-tempo fusion collaboration with An- 

tibalas’s Martin Perna, under the name Ocote 

Soul Sounds and Adrian Quesada—with Grupo 

members guesting at points. 

Indeed, much like Antibalas, who have al¬ 

ready blazed a similar trail with Afrobeat, Grupo 

employs a loose yet inclusive creative structure that allows the band to collec¬ 

tively enhance the songwriting efforts of individual members. “[Someone will] 

bring in an almost-completed song idea, and then at rehearsal we’ll just start 

playing it, and then from there we’ll get input and feedback,” Quesada elabo¬ 

rates. “Everybody kind of tweaks it their own way and gives it their own flavor.” 

Their recorded output notwithstanding, Grupo's main selling point is 

their live show. Early on, band members decided to expand beyond a Latin¬ 

speaking audience, taking their music to college audiences, the Montreal 

and North Sea jazz festivals, and even the occasional private function in 

Austin (“We play our own material,” Gonzales adds. “It's not like we come 

out and play ‘Free Bird’”). All those out-of-town jaunts give the band ample 

opportunity to check out the local strains. Sweet Lou, Grupo’s easygoing 

and chill congolero, will tell you straight up: “There’s maybe 13 of us on 

the road—about 11 of us will smoke .... [So] if we go out west, gotta pick up 

some west. And as soon as we go up into Oregon, gotta see what’s poppin’ 

with the Oregon. British Columbia, what you got for me? You see?” 

At the same time, the band has no problem putting the pipe away—par¬ 

ticularly for Prince, a longtime opponent of drug use—and nowadays, sev¬ 

eral members classify themselves as only occasional tokers. And, in any 

event, a love of chronic is just one of the many points of enthusiasm that 

push this band on. Asked where Grupo Fantasma plan to take their music 

next, Sweet Lou offers: “The stratosphere, you know what I’m saying? Let’s 

do this until people are tired of hearing us play. And then let’s complain 

about not playing until they’re tired of hearing us complain. It’s just what we 

love, so we gotta go for it.” ^ 
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POT SMOKER’S HANDBOOK 
FEATURING 420 THINGS TO DO WHEN YOU'RE STONED 

By David Bienetistork and dip editors 

of High Times magazine 

learn how to roll the perfect joint 

Make the most potent pot brownies 

Smoke-proof a dorm room 

Order off an Amsterdam coffeeshop menu 

Improve your jay-dar 

And much, much more! 

BECAUSE IT'S ALWAYS 4:20 SOMEWHERE... it it it ii it 

* Available at headshop.hightimes.com. * 
1-866-POT-SHOP, and at your local bookstore! 
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THE BEACH BOYS 
AND THE SATAN 
Directed by Christoph Dreher 

(MVD Entertainment) 

BRIAN WILSON 
That Lucky Old Sun 

(Capitol) 

Fall 2008 saw two releases and tours that are sure 

to appeal to fans of the Beach Boys, their iconic for- 

mer leader Brian Wilson and even Charles Manson. 

For the uninitiated: Manson lived with Beach Boys 

drummer Dennis Wilson prior to the 1969 Tate-LaBianca murders, and 

Charlie even had one of his songs (“Cease to Exist") recorded by the 

Beach Boys (released on their 20/20 LP as “Never Learn Not to Love”). 

That oft-untold tale is the subject of a re-released 1997 documentary, The 

Beach Boys and the Satan (MVD Entertainment). The good stuff here 

includes early archival footage, Brian singing “Surfs Up" during the 1966 

Smile sessions, and an interview with underground filmmaker Kenneth 

Anger that includes clips of his aborted opus Lucifer Rising, which starred 

murderer, musician and Manson Family associate Bobby Beausoleil. 

Ultimately, The Beach Boys and the Satan fails to adequately explore 

Manson’s close friendship with Dennis. The Beach Boys drummer drowned 

Bad vibrations. 
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ZACHARIAH 
Spent Casings 

(Papago Records) 
\I/ \l/ W- 

At the Eighth Annual Stony 

Awards in Malibu, CA, 

Zachariah and the Lobos Riders stunned the 

crowd with their inventive merger of country- 

and-western and rap, a performance that 

included the soon-to-be stoner classic “I Wanna 

Be a Lawnmower (’Cause They’re Always On 

Grass).’’ The song was recently released on 

Spent Casing, a collection of singles, live record¬ 

ings and soundtrack songs that never made it 

onto the band’s first two studio albums. 

Zach Selwyn, leader of the band, is currently 

seen on G4 TV’s Attack of the Show!, where he 

plays a resident stoner dude. (Zach also 

appeared as a country-rapping gas-station 

attendant in the film Dead and Breakfast, 

released in 2005.) This band is definitely forging 

new musical territory, and Spent Casings 

includes some of Zach's most melancholic cre¬ 

ations, like the heartbreaking “Saquaro 

Prayer,” though it also showcases his sense of 

humor in songs like “Grandpa Bob’s Genes” and 

“Chubby Cheeks.” 

“I wanted a record that was stoner-friendly, 

drunk-friendly and broken-hearted-friendly,” 

Zach explains. “It’s a bit of a departure from the 

consistency of, say, Alchoholiday, but we live in a 

world where the idea of a full record is over. 

Guys like Ryan Adams and Lil Wayne release 

100 songs a year. If I had the budget, I could do 

that, too—but until then, I’ll keep excavating the 

stuff we've recorded for the best tunes and 

hope they resonate with somebody.” 

Check him out at zachariahmusic.com; you 

won’t be disappointed.—Steve Hager 

THE HOLD STEADY 
Stay Positive 

(Vagrant Records) 

Backed by the Hold Steady’s 

sinewy bar-band bluster, front¬ 

man Craig Finn comes across like the Boss trans¬ 

planted from the Jersey Shore to the Mall of 

America. On the band’s first three albums, Finn 

sang about his hometown of Minneapolis, where 

heavily pierced hoodrats, small-time hustlers and 

teenage thrill-seekers engage in casual hard drug 

use and promiscuity, exemplifying the moment that 

youthful adventure slides into decadence. 

With their fourth album, the Hold Steady take 

off the training wheels and transition these charac¬ 

ters further along their trajectory, landing them in 

situations fried, frustrated and dissolute, if not yet 

completely desperate. It’s a darker album, making 

their grip on hope that much more tenuous. Decap¬ 

itation becomes a metaphor for losing one's head 

in pursuit of a good time (“Navy Sheets’’); a college 

girl lies to protect a townie flame from a murder 

rap (“One for the Cutters”); and on the album’s 

most irresistible song, “Sequestered in Memphis,” 

the singer is questioned about a one-night stand 

with a woman fleeing the law. 

The band is tight and rocking—no longer a plat¬ 

form over which Finn spins his long narratives, but 

more his shadow, a catchy pulse beneath his feet. 

The piano supplants the guitars at the top of the 

mix, heightening the Springsteen comparisons, but 

Finn remains the focus. Whether his characters are 

stuck in dysfunctional relationships (“Magazines,” 

“Lord, I’m Discouraged”) or burned out by the bar 

scene (“Joke About Jamaica”), Finn and the Hold 

Steady have taken the party from Saturday night 

into Sunday morning, with all the attendant regrets 

and complications.—Chris Parker 

HANK III 
Damn Right Rebel Proud 

(Sidewalk Records) 

^pr ^p' ^p' 

A dozen years into his tem¬ 

pestuous recording career, 

there are a few things we’ve come to know 

about Hank Williams III: He loves smoking weed 

and raising hell, and when it comes to feeling 

“those high times,” he turns to his legendary 

grandfather for inspiration. But on his latest 

release, Damn Right Rebel Proud, Williams 

reveals a whole new introspective side, digging 

deep past his raunchy hellbilly persona to 

uncover 13 stripped-down, soul-baring narra¬ 

tives based on his own turbulent upbringing. 

Recorded over two weeks in his home stu¬ 

dio, Damn Right Rebel Proud’s stark production 

enhances sad-time ballads like “Stoned and 

Alone” and the hauntingly biographical “Candi¬ 

date for Suicide” as much as it punctuates 

twanging country ditties like “I Wish I Knew” 

and “Wild & Free.” That’s not to say that Hank III 

has lost his edge, as one listen to the first sin¬ 

gle, “Long and Close Calls,” quickly proves: The 

rollicking psychobilly anthem rages with the 

force of a runaway Mack truck while managing 

to incorporate both banjos and metallic shouts at 

the devil. And, in true rebel form, Hank doesn’t 

mince words while defending his family honor 

on “The Grand Ole Opry (Ain’t So Grand),” about 

the Nashville institution from which Hank 

Williams remains famously barred. Add to that 

the Butthole Surfers-influenced “H8 Line,” the 

grim “Three Shades of Black” and the raucous 

“P.F.F.”—a honky-tonk reworking of GG Allin’s 

“Drink, Fight & Fuck”—and you’ve got a wildly 

eclectic album that’ll satisfy country and punk 

fans alike.—Zena Tsarfin 
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uaporBtUTs rut or cne monoi 
If you need to buy some crystals and gems, 

why not go to a place where they understand 
you? Stoned is a rock store in Cobble Hill, a 

very hip and family-oriented area in Brooklyn, NY. Cheers 
to them for telling it like it is and for increasing all sorts 
of traffic into their store...foot traffic, drug traffic. Hell, I'd 
like to try what they're smoking. Must be some of that 
Brooklyn Bridgewreck. 

HT and BC smoke out 
a police party at the 
Playboy Mansion. 
When it comes to pimpin' 

cribs, few places can com- 

pare to the shagadelic 

Shangri-La that is the Play¬ 

boy Mansion. Like so many M 

other guys, I've fantasized all 

my life about someday visit¬ 

ing Hef's pleasure palace; lit¬ 

tle did I imagine that when I'd 

finally get my chance, it 

would be for a party hosted— 

of all people—by the police. 

"Let me get this | 

straight," said my outraged 

activist pal Todd McCormick. “HIGH TIMES is 

paying for you to come to LA to cover a party 

at the mansion that's being thrown by 

copsV.? But wouldn't send you to cover my 

marijuana party there? WTF?" 

"Not exactly," I explained. "See, BC 

Northern Lights are one of the sponsors of 

the event, and the owners offered to fly me 

and Danny Danko out first-class to cover it. 

Above: A Playboy model shows off the 
Mothership. Left: Bobby gets busted. 

^ The Cops & Robbers Ball Pwas a fundraiser for the Cops 

Care Cancer Foundation, which 

4 was auctioning off a variety of 

sports and rock memorabilia 

and—as unbelievable as it may 

seem—the Mothership, BC's 

hydroponic grow unit, to raise 

money for kids with cancer. 

Puder hosted all of the action, 

with the help of numerous nameless nymphs 

and some C-list celebrities like Mind of Men- 

cia s Brad Williams, ultimate fighter Chuck 

Lidell, porn icon Ron Jeremy and Bunny 

Ranch owner Dennis Hoff. Sadly, Hef himself 

was nowhere to be found. 

The BC boxes were set up right next to 

the fabled grotto, and while there may not 

have been any herb in them, there was cer- 

Rumor has it they're going to have live pot 

plants in their grow boxes.” 

"Wow— live plants?" he replied incredu¬ 

lously. "You are blowing my mind!" 

Unfortunately, it turned out to be just 

that—a rumor. When the BC boys picked 

Danny and me up at LAX that Friday after¬ 

noon, they informed us that after thinking it 

through, they'd opted to omit the plants. 

After a quick bite, we hit the red carpet 

pre-party at Boulevard 3 on the Sunset Strip, 

where mixed-martial-arts champ Daniel 

Puder (the event's organizer) was debuting 

his new Wet T-shirt Wrestling League 

(WTWL) fora pay-per-view special. In a ring 

set up inside the club, pairs of semi-attrac- 

tive, semi-dressed females battled in a 

series of overly choreographed clashes that 

made Wrestlemania look like the Olympics. 

After the tournament, we smoked up with 

some of the WTWL girls and hit the road. 

The next morning, we helped the BC 

guys schlep their grow boxes to the man¬ 

sion, pigged out on some Roscoe's chicken 

and waffles, then spent the rest of the day 

hot-boxing our buddy Yakov's RV, swilling 

Tecates and playing Wii Golf while waiting 

for the party to begin. When the magic hour 

arrived, we all chipped in for an ounce of OG 

Kush and a limousine and headed for the 

Hills—Beverly, that is. 

tainly plenty in our pockets—about 30 or so 

joints that we'd rolled up in the limo on our 

way over. We blazed out all night, and 

despite being surrounded by about a hun¬ 

dred off-duty cops, no one said boo to us. In 

fact, the only ones who came over were the 

Bunnies (dressed in sexy police uniforms) 

looking to get high. 

"If they're the cops, I guess that makes 

us the robbers," Danny chuckled. 

"The only thing I'm gonna steal is her 

heart," joked BC’s Mike as he took off in pur¬ 

suit of one particularly curvaceous cop. By 

the end of the night, we were barely able to 

wobble back to the limo. Luckily, Danny and I 

were able to sleep off our hangovers in our 

fully reclining first-class seats on the flight 

home next morning. 

"How was it?" Todd asked when I got 

back. "Did you like the mansion? Of course 

you did—shit, what's not to like?" He told 

me that the next MPP party at the mansion 

was coming up in June, and "you’re on my 

guest list for sure. I really hope HIGH TIMES 

will send you." 

So do I, Todd... so do I. ^ 

Author's note: This is my 50th column! 

I want to thank all my loyal readers for their 

amazing support these past few years. 

Here's to the next 50! 

Miss February 
NAME: Phoenix 
AGE: 27 
CITY: Fair Oaks, CA 

FOR MORE INFO OR TO ENTER GO TO MISS.HIGHTIMES.COM AND 
MYSPACE.COM/MISSHIGHTIMES420. FOR TRAVEL INFO GO TO CSTRAVEL.ORG. 



Lighting Systems CO2 Controls Timers 
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Climate Controllers Nutrients Pest Control 
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GIVE THE GIFT 
THAT KEEPS ON 

GROWING! 
BEST BF HIGH TIMES 

COLLECTIONS D 
H EADShlflPiIIGHTIMES.COM 

B»l Of HT #W); 
Beginner s Guide 

MakE learning to grow #ssy arid fun 
with this collection of HIGH TIMES' best 

articles. $L99 

Includes^ 

Simple Grow Boxes 

Jorge Cervantes* 

Spanish Gf ow Toun 

Planning an Indoor 

Growroom 

- Stoner SieaLiti 

* Top 10 Strains of 2007 
Outdoor Guerrilla 

Gardening 
* Soxlng Plants 

* How to Harvest 
- Canadian. Hash 

Best of HT #46: 
Grow Guide 

2009 
BuL-d Bdiik HdU ul 
fame, Gear Guide, 

how to set up .an 
indoor garden, 
hash fl more! 

Best of HT #47; 
World's flies! 

Pot 
Spains jitd iHv^ding 
in Holland, Car ad a, 
Sperna Call plus 

article on c.oning, 
organics, hashmak- 

I rig, and new vapor¬ 
isers. 

ORDER ONLINE AT 
HEADSHDP.HIGHTIIVtES.COM & 

CHECK OUT OUR FULL PRODUCT LINE, 
OR CALL 1-86G-P0TSHQP TO0AVJ 

MED-POT AND ITS SIDE ■FECTS 
BY PAUL KRASSNER 

Dying to Get High: Marijuana as 

Medicine, by Wendy Chapkis and 

Richard Webb, is an important 

and accessible book—not heavy 

on academic jargon, but rather 

lively and engaging, like a true- 

detective novel—with a broad 

appeal to those interested in the 

medical potential of cannabis, 

grassroots activism and putting 

an end to the Drug War. I asked 

the co-authors how working on 

the book changed them. 

WENDY CHAPKIS: "I certainly 

was one of those people who 

thought that 'medical marijuana' was probably 

mostly a way for Americans to get around 

ridiculously punitive drug laws. It seemed like a 

reasonable strategy to me. But the very first 

time I walked into a WAMM [WoMen's Alliance 

for Medical Marijuana] membership meeting, 

looked around the room, and saw people who 

were ghostly white and frail, people in wheel¬ 

chairs, people huddled in small groups talking 

about a WAMM member who needed round-the- 

clock care, I realized that medical marijuana 

was no 'ruse.' These were very ill people. And as 

I started doing interviews, the stories of the 

medicinal properties of pot blew me away. 

''I wasn't the only one surprised to discover 

that marijuana did, in fact, have therapeutic 

effects—many patients were equally aston¬ 

ished. Like me, they'd been recreational users 

who appreciated the pleasurable effects of mar¬ 

ijuana and were suspicious of the claim that the 

herb was medicine. Then they started 

chemotherapy, for example, found themselves 

fighting off nonstop nausea, took a hit and the 

nausea disappeared. Or they had intolerable 

nerve pain from multiple sclerosis, AIDS or 

post-polio syndrome, used some cannabis tinc¬ 

ture and the pain quieted down. It was funny 

how surprised we all were that it really worked. 

“I think this shows how effective Drug War 

propaganda really is: Even (or maybe especially) 

people who are very familiar with marijuana are 

prepared to believe that it doesn't really work as 

a medicine. Of course, since the discovery of the 

cannabinoid-receptor system in the body and 

the production of endogenous cannabinoids, sci¬ 

entists haven't been at all surprised at the med¬ 

ical properties of the plant—which I guess helps 

explain why the Feds have been so reluctant to 

allow any scientific research. 

In any case, this research really trans¬ 

formed my understanding of the effects of 

cannabis—including enriching my understand¬ 

ing of the therapeutic effects of the so-called 

'high.' The chapter on the high is one of my 

favorites, because I think even the medical-mar¬ 

ijuana movement tends to downplay the psy¬ 

choactive properties of the drug. They talk a lot 

about relief of ocular pressure, 

anti-nausea properties, and the 

effect of cannabis on AIDS wast¬ 

ing and relief of neuropathic pain, 

but there is very little discussion 

of the ways in which the psy¬ 

choactive effects contribute to a 

sense of wellness for those who 

are seriously ill. And that is no 

small thing." 

RICHARD WEBB: "Working 

with WAMM has indeed been a 

transformative experience. I've 

learned a great deal and formed 

some of the most cherished and 

important relationships of my lifetime—but per¬ 

haps the most profound change for me has been 

the development of a new awareness of the 

importance of compassion and forgiveness. Two 

events epitomize the many experiences that led 

to this change. 

"The Gay Pride Festival in San Francisco has 

been one of WAMM's most successful annual 

fundraising events. One year, I was working T- 

shirt sales, and when I turned my back for a 

moment, someone in the crowd stole a pile of 

shirts. Angry at the perpetrators and embar¬ 

rassed about my carelessness, I told Valerie 

Corral, WAMM's executive director, about it— 

and all she said was, 'Well, let's hope they get a 

good price for them, because they must need 

the money very badly.' Val's forgiveness was 

like an epiphany, a moment I will never forget. It 

was as if a Lifetime of blame and resentment had 

been lifted from my heart, and I became sud¬ 

denly aware of the deep suffering that drives 

some people to behave badly. 

"When I began my research on WAMM, one 

of the first people I got close to was an HIV 

patient named John Taylor. As a result of his ill¬ 

ness, John was desperately poor and physically 

debilitated, but he retained a sense of humor 

and joie de vivre that made him a pleasure to be 

around. We eventually became best friends, and 

when at last John's struggle against the disease 

became futile, I turned my living room into a 

hospice facility and, with the assistance of many 

WAMM members—most of whom were trying to 

manage their own devastating ailments—I was 

able to provide John with a safe and comfortable 

place to live out his final 10 weeks. 

"These experiences, and many others of a 

similar nature, have almost completely altered 

my view of the world, my sense of who I am, and 

my beliefs about what is most important in life." 

As this is being written, the presidential 

election is still a month away. Barack Obama 

has promised to curb the federal enforcement of 

drug laws against state medical-marijuana sup¬ 

pliers. John McCain, on the other hand, has 

actually ridiculed patients who have pleaded for 

more compassionate policies, 
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Grow ALL strains OUTDOORS 

MCMAC Developments Inc 

The Amazing AutoFlowarar is a unique growing tool that will 
allow you to maximize space and production while providing 
cover from weather, eyes and noses! 
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=nd the top is a 
high-grade transparent film - 
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Rigid 1-1 fZ" aluinum square 
tube framework provides the 
structural integrity required in 
severe weather conditions. 

A 25001b winch provides 
enough torque to easily open 
and close ihe outer shield 
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optimum greenhouse ventilation 
and an Odor-Sok carbon filter 
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Buds, bongs and bikinis rule when ten gorgeous 

ganje gals head down to Negri I, Jamaica for the 

2008 MISS HIGH TIMES PAGEANTI 

Go behind the scenes for a revealing look at the 

making of the HIGH TIMES SWIMSUIT ISSUE and 

the crowning of our new smokes model. Don't miss 

the sunniest, sexiest stoner event of the year- 

ORDER YOUR OVD TODAY!!! 

SPECIAL BONUS FEATURES: 
it. SWIMSUIT PHOTO GALLERY 

4 NEVER BEFORE SEEN VIDEO FROM THE 

“^2007 MISS HIGH TIMES PAGEANT 

4 EXCLUSIVE $100 TRAVEL COUPON 
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On the satellite radio, Washington is trying to figure out how to stop the free fall. The stock market is 

Jijfc doing a belly flop and, in Congress, the finance guys are causing panic with utterances like “reces- 

w sion,” "depression” and "trillion-dollar losses.” On this September morning, America is struggling 

i*. with a sense of unreality. 

Well, maybe not here. The first rays of light are just showing, and the tall pines have begun to 

materialize in silhouette against the morning sky. A small fire warms a trio of pot farmers who 

*. have just crawled out of their tents. They stand sleepy-eyed, staring into the flames in the morning 

chill, sipping strong camp coffee and chatting in low tones. The scene is being duplicated through¬ 

out cannabis country in Northern California, and it's a safe bet that nobody here is listening too 

' closely to the radio and the ominous warnings about Wall Street: Their own stock is performing 

magnificently, and their growing portfolios are being managed with considerable expertise. 

Despite the specter of raids and arrests, California outdoor growers once again generated a 

record harvest this past fall. Motivated by the inability of law enforcement to make even a tiny dent 

in statewide pot production, growers pulled out all the stops—more gardens and more plants per 

garden. As one female Humboldt County grower stated: "I'm through with these guidelines. I'm not 

worrying about being arrested anymore. I'm just going for it.” 



The Feds are also rattling their sabers about 

the alleged invasion of Mexican pot cartels, and 

the mainstream media has bought the fairy tale 

(see sidebar). Apparently, the Mexicans have in¬ 

vaded and are doing the bulk of the state's grow¬ 

ing in the Northern California forests. It's a lie rife 

with racist overtones, disseminated despite an 

appalling lack of evidence—a myth propagated by 

the Feds to account for their spectacular failure 

and repeated incessantly by them as they seek 

more funding to fight the elusive dragon. 

In the meantime, a fundamental truth is ig¬ 

nored: The government created the marijuana 

black market, and law enforcement keeps it 

booming. But now, with the nation suffering 

through a calamitous financial crisis and tax rev¬ 

enues on the wane, it's getting harder for Califor¬ 

nia lawmakers to ignore the huge elephant in the 

room: Why not tax cannabis? 

Currently, the state receives about $12 mil¬ 

lion annually from medical-marijuana taxation. 

But Californians consume between $870 million 

and $2 billion worth of medical marijuana per 

year. Experts believe the state could reap any¬ 

where from $70 million to $120 million in sales- 

tax revenues alone if medical marijuana was 

taxed like other herbal medicines. Also, a policy 

that treats and taxes marijuana like tobacco and 

alcohol would result in a decrease in the illegal 

activities surrounding cannabis, drug-law reform 

advocates argue, as well as in the creation of gov¬ 

ernment guidelines for marijuana quality, better 

control of underage access, and the removal of 

the profit motive that attracts growers. 

“Not so fast," responds Andy, a Trinity County 

grower. “The profit motive is why I’m here!" 

With California's annual pot crops valued at 

“Going for it" means two greenhouses, two 

outdoor gardens and a slew of potted plants sun¬ 

ning themselves on the deck attached to the 

southern side of her house. In NoCal's largest 

pot-production region—the Emerald Triangle, 

consisting of Humboldt, Mendocino and Trinity 

counties, plus Lake, Shasta, Sonoma and oth¬ 

ers—it is clear that her no-holds-barred senti¬ 

ment is widely held. 

Of course, that doesn't mean there is no risk. 

The Campaign Against Marijuana Growing 

(CAMP) has been doing its thing since 1983, how¬ 

ever ineffectively. An arm of the state attorney 

general's office, CAMP is funded primarily by the 

DEA. Five CAMP eradication teams work 

statewide, often dropping in on remote gardens 

from helicopters to hack down the plants and 

bundle them for transport to a burn site. Some¬ 

times they arrest people, albeit fewer than they'd 

like. Fortunately, the noise of an incoming chop¬ 

per allows on-site growers plenty of time to flee. 

In this industry-depleted region, where the 

residents depend heavily—if not exclusively—on 

growing marijuana for a living, CAMP is the 

enemy. Local radio stations report where flyovers 

are taking place. CAMP cops can't get service in 

restaurants, and even if they could, they'd be wise 

to pass on whatever is served. They might also 

want to pass up the local motels, where maids 

have allegedly rubbed the bed sheets of CAMP 

guests with poison ivy. 

This past summer, CAMP and other anti-pot 

law-enforcement agencies only managed to ag¬ 

gravate the situation further. As forest fires raged 

throughout the region, the authorities launched 

Operation Southern Sweep—an overblown, 

ridiculously expensive series of raids, carried out 

by 450 agents and support personnel, that netted 

a paltry 10,000 plants. No one thinks kindly of 

heavily armed cops hacking down pot gardens 

while nearby homes go up in flames. 

Law enforcement officials have also infuri¬ 

ated the populace with inflammatory statements 

that tacitly equate marijuana cultivation with ter¬ 

rorism and violent crime: “It's like watching a 

green plague spread over the county," or “It's like 

trying to control Baghdad," or “Have we lost the 

war on drunk driving, rapes and homicides? We 

can't throw in the flag!" 
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Lumens, 
efficiency. 

The only one of its kind in the world, the Supernova provides 

incredible output and efficiency for extraordinary growth potential. 

Independently adjustable spectrums let you fine-tune the light to your plants. 

Using only 270 watts of power, the Supernova far outshines a iooow HID light, while 

providing maximum coverage (51 x 5’ area). For even greater growth, choose the Enhanced 
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DIGITAL BALLASTS 
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400W Digital Ballast 1119.99 
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This monster bud of Blueberry 
was a prize the female grower 
awarded to herself. 
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Purple Jasmine 
a secret Mendo m 
strain with buds as 
big as a forearm. 
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close to $15 billion—approximately $1.5 billion in Mendocino County alone— 

and a pound bringing in anywhere from $2,500 to $5,000, the population of 

growers in the state's northern counties has been steadily on the rise. Andy is 

one of them. He'd just begun growing indoors in Santa Cruz; he'd purchased a 

spacious hillside home, but in a matter of weeks, the house plummeted in 

value. His mortgage was a "lease/option to buy" type which allowed him to 

walk away. Now he and his family are carving out a new life for themselves in 

ultra-rural Trinity County—in this case, literally: Andy brought in an earth- 

mover to create terraces for his gardens. He also smoothed out a hilltop on a 

second parcel of land to build a new home, which he is racing to finish before 

winter arrives. There's something almost pioneer-like about his situation. 

His wife is eight months pregnant, and the nearest hospital is about 90 min¬ 

utes away. They already have a two-year-old who is thrilled with his new life 

on the frontier, which means sleeping in a tent 

every night for now. There are no bathroom facili¬ 

ties—you dig a hole—but you can grab a shower 

in town, only 18 miles away. At night, he and his 

wife sit by the campfire talking avidly about their 

future in the NoCal wild. That future looks 

bright—provided they can make it to harvest. 

Andy's garden is a sprawling expanse compris¬ 

ing 70-plus specimens of Mendo Purps and Blue¬ 

berry, partially covered by tarpaulins to prevent 

the sun from scorching the near-ripe 

buds. As in many other undeveloped 

parcels, a tent is pitched right next to 

the plants: Andy's partner sleeps 

alongside their veritable gold mine 

every night. Deep in the backcountry, 

you're responsible for managing your 

own security. As growers gear up for 

the work of harvest, traffic on the dusty 

back roads gets heavier. Out-of-state 

license plates are immediately sus¬ 

pect, and a casual communications net¬ 

work keeps tabs on the movement of 

interlopers who may have pot poaching 

on their mind. Everyone pretty much 

knows everyone else around here, and 

no one wants to see their neighbors 

busted, much less ripped off. 

Nighttime during harvest season 

can get noisy, too. Every garden's got a 

big dog with a big bark, and the hu¬ 

mans have guns. Boredom, firearms 

and, often, a few drinks spawn the oc¬ 

casional clamor in the darkness. 

Growers in Trinity County who have 

already established deep roots in the 

region are even bolder with their plant 

counts. Often, the sophistication of 

their grow ops leaves one in awe—like 

the monster plants growing in one such 

garden, individually boxed in either 

four-by-four or six-by-six-foot boarded 

planters, and whose water source fea¬ 

tures separate, easily adjustable spig¬ 

ots. Or another, laid out on half-moon terraces, with 11 pungent strains 

nearing completion. Both are completely open to the southern sky and easily 

identifiable by air—and yet they flourish, unimpeded by raids. Even 

stranger, when you hit the local highways, again and again you see towering 

plants exceeding the height of the fences meant to hide them. 

Of course, you'll also see haphazard grow ops with soda cans and other 

debris littering the scene, as well as growers whose personal grow style is 

far more damaging. Law enforcement and ordinary civilians—both pro- and 

anti-pot—are concerned about the piggish behavior of some of the growers 

on public land and in US forests, who are careless in their use of fertilizers 

and pesticides that damage waterways, and leave their grow areas strewn 

with garbage and waste. Needless to say, the drug warriors have eagerly 

pounced on these misdeeds and held them up as evidence of the "green 

plague'' that afflicts us all—despite the government's own abominable 

record of abuse of public lands. 

When you hit the local 
highways, again and again 
you see towering plants 
exceeding the height of the 
fences meant to hide them. 
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And what would drive someone to grow deep in the forest 

anyway? Maybe property forfeiture, loss of one's children and 

incarceration, for starters. 

In Mendocino County, law enforcement likes to wring its 

hands over the out-of-control “epidemic" of grow ops. For 

years, Mendo had the most liberal cultivation limits in the coun¬ 

try. But in June, a measure was passed paring the limit of plants 

that medical-marijuana patients could grow from 25 down to 

six. Then, in August, a county Superior Court judge ruled that 

the new measure was unenforceable because the state's elec¬ 

torate hadn't consented to it. So when autumn arrived, the buds 

were blooming, as always, everywhere in Mendocino County. 

Particularly noteworthy was the team of growers handling 

nine different gardens on a hilltop overlooking a quiet valley in 

northeastern Mendo. It's not unusual for more ambitious grow 

ops to be worked by partners. A backyard garden is relatively 

safe, but multiple gardens sown in rugged terrain necessitate 

extra vigilance in the last weeks before harvest. 

All of the gardens were properly licensed, situated sepa¬ 

rately to reduce flyover interest. Garden maintenance here re¬ 

quires packing quads with equipment and motoring through a 

network of mountain roads. It's common for growers to travel 

packing a rifle: There are mountain lions in the neighborhood— 

as well as unsavory types looking to abscond with a summer's 

worth of someone else's toil. 

The magnificent gardens that dot the hillsides across this 

tract of land have been meticulously sited. Once you park the 

four-wheeler, it takes a little bit of hiking to get to each. The 

fencing is unobtrusive, but sturdy and resistant to varmints. In 

the garden, each bush is exploding with bud growth: Goo, Super 

Silver Haze, Trainwreck, Cabernet, Stinky Pinky, Permafrost, 

Gold Rush—every strain a winner. The grower stops and says 

hello to each one. 

The breeze is scented with sweet smells. Anticipation is also 

in the air—the same emotion that makes kids giddy on Christ¬ 

mas Eve. Something good is coming. 

THE 'MEXICAN POT CARTEL1 MYTH 
The past year has done little to quell Drug Czar John Wal¬ 

ters’s rhetoric regarding the alleged involvement of so- 

called “Mexican cartels” in US pot production. Speaking to 

reporters in September, Walters claimed that up to 80 per¬ 

cent of all outdoor marijuana is nouv cultivated on public 

land, primarily in national parks. The Drug Czar’s claim is 

both dubious (federal estimates regarding domestic pot 

production are a based on little, if any, actual data) and 

ironic, since the federal penalties for cultivation are typi¬ 

cally stricter than state penalties. This indicates either 

that a) the Drug Czar is lying, b) punitive federal anti-drug 

laws don’t deter illicit activity, or c) both. 

Walters further alleged that the bulk of pot grown on public land is being cultivated by 

“Mexican drug cartels,” a charge that longtime California NORML coordinator Dale Gieringer 

disputes. 

“There’s no question that a lot of Mexicans are arrested for marijuana growing here,” 

Gieringer says. “A lot of native growers hire Mexicans-common practice in Mendocino and 

other California counties, where Mexicans are typically hired for farm work. Whether these 

individuals belong to cartels is another matter. By definition, a ‘cartel’ is a combination of 

producers who control a single market. By contrast, the marijuana market is highly com¬ 

petitive, and there’s no evidence of control by any Mexican cartel.” 

According to Gieringer, the claims by law enforcement officials regarding supposed 

cartel involvement date back several years, but increased “astronomically” following the 

terrorist attacks of September 11. “My own hypothesis is that the post-9/11 border crack¬ 

down has induced more Mexicans to come stateside and do their growing here so as to 

avoid crossing the border,” Gieringer says, though he cautions that it’s also not unheard-of 

for American growers to litter their plots with tortillas and other Mexican cultural artifacts 

in an effort to mislead law enforcement. 

Even if there was a grain of truth in Walters’s egregious claims, his charges only lend 

support to the calls by drug-law reformers for taxation and regulation in the commercial 

cultivation of weed, a move that would all but eliminate the involvement of organized crime 

in cannabis production, and put to rest the White House’s bizarre notion that there are pot¬ 

pushing narco-terrorists lurking under our beds-or at least in our national parks. 

-Paul Armentano 
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Proud to Be an American 
A Day in the Life of a Hydro Show. Story S Photos by Tyde Turner 

Well, my patriotic amigos, the time has finally come for HIGH TIMES to venture 

west and see what all this hub-bud is about. Apparently, there is a North American 

Gardening Expo, and guess what? It’s actually in America—not Canada or Mexico, but 

in good ol’ San Francisco. 

You see, many of the great industry events are usually held in places like Spain, 

Holland or Toronto due to the immense relevance of cannabis at these shows and the 

related prohibition that goes along with said relevance in places like the United States. 

But the Indoor Gardening Expo this past summer in San Fran certainly held its own 

among its global competitors. 

A modern-day gold rush for serious growers all across our great country, the expo 

made it a proud weekend to be an American, as cool heads from every corner of the 

world came together to explore and share with one another, not to mention give loads 

of free shit away. So here’s a little bit about what exactly went on out there in Northern 

Cali—the latest in gear, grow products, nutrients and anything else you can imagine. 

Down on the Pier 
The expo, held in San Francisco every year around July, is a huge convention of horti¬ 

cultural enthusiasts. If you grow tomatoes and you want to grow bigger tomatoes, 

this is the place for you. There's biology, botany and downright silly science going on 

down on the pier—and yes, even some ganja smoking. After all, this is California, and 

most people there had their medical cards in hand and would periodically step aside 

to medicate. The pier’s perfect view of Alcatraz was a minor, ironic glimpse of just 

how far we’ve come. 

The setup in the convention center was amazing: a huge, warehouse-sized building 

lined up and down with booths from vendors, manufacturers and distributors, all show¬ 

ing off their best and latest wares—gadgets and gurus, purveyors of the latest technol¬ 

ogy and goodies to get your garden supercharged. This was clearly the place to be if 

you’re serious about good growing. So, without further ado, let’s peruse the floor.... 
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Light Tech 
The expo saw a plethora of innovative lighting tech¬ 

nologies, everything from LED lamps to spinner 

systems. LED lamps have taken the marketplace by 

storm of late thanks to their considerable energy 

savings, as well as extremely low heat emissions. 

While most LEDs utilize only the far ends of the visi¬ 

ble spectrum, they do offer significant power for the 

amount of juice they consume. 

The LEDs on display by LumiGrow boasted 50- 

diode lamps that, at five watts per bulb, use only 

about 250 watts per lamp. The lamps have a nice 

added feature in their individually adjustable red 

and blue balance knobs, allowing precise two-chan¬ 

nel spectrum control for specific plant types. The 

LumiGrow team had large, plump tomatoes grow¬ 

ing under their lamps at the show, but we’ve al¬ 

ready seen LEDs in action in ganja gardens, and the 

results are starting to get very interesting. 

Still, of all the great products on display at the 

expo, perhaps the most innovative were the Sun 

Pulse lighting systems by Life Light Technologies. 

An absolutely intriguing concept in lighting design, 

the Sun Pulse setup at the convention attracted the 

most attention from passersby, as the company’s 

demonstration team gave regular presentations of 

its Sun Spinner and Trio lighting systems. 

Utilizing a combination of bulbs with varying 

Kelvin ratings, these patented systems provide optimum light frequencies for gardens of all 

kinds. The four- and six-arm spinner systems serve two purposes: First, they provide total 

canopy coverage, and second, they keep the bulbs cool and prevent heat build-up. As an 

added bonus, the spinner system requires no special cooling—only regular room ventilation. 

The full-range spectrum offered by Sun Pulse lamps is thus far unparalleled in the in¬ 

dustry. Look for a more in-depth feature on these systems and the latest in lighting technol¬ 

ogy in an upcoming issue of HIGH TIMES sometime this summer! 

For more info, check out SunPulseLamps.com and LumiGrow.com 

Greenhouses 
gr^' Hands down, the award for 

largest product at the show went 

to the innovative team from For¬ 

ever Flowering Greenhouses, 

who somehow managed to con¬ 

struct an entire greenhouse in¬ 

side the expo. It took them almost 

24 hours to assemble, and it was¬ 

n’t even the largest item in their 

product inventory! 

Forever Flowering Green¬ 

houses combine light-deprivation 

grow techniques with state-of- 

the-art technology to create an 

automated greenhouse that lets 

sunlight in when you want it and 

blocks it when you don’t. “Light- 

dep” allows growers to flower 

their ganja plants during parts of 

the year they normally couldn’t 

due to the sun’s natural schedule. 

Essentially, greenhouse growers 

can get an extra harvest or two 

each year now that they can con¬ 

trol outdoor light cycles. 

With automated shades that 

are mechanically drawn, these 

greenhouses allow growers to set the light cycle to any 

length they choose. For farmers farther north or south who 

find they run out of light, the greenhouses can be equipped 

with standard high-intensity discharge (HID) lighting as 

well, to prolong the light cycle rather than shorten it. It’s a 

truly ingenious product for outdoor cultivators looking to 

add a few extra crops to their yearly yields! 

For more info, check out ForeverFtowering.net 

Super Trimmer 
We’ve seen a tot of trimmers over the years— 

some big, some small, some that suck, some that 

blow—but the Tumbleweed from GLD Manufac¬ 

turing quite frankly shocked the shit out of us. For 

a machine that looks better suited to getting rid of 

mobsters’ dead bodies, this sucker packs a punch. 

Obviously intended for the commercial grower, 

this monster machine boasts one subtle differ¬ 

ence: the 12-degree angle of the bed-knife, or cut¬ 

ting blade. Many trimmers use an embedded edge 

that stands perpendicular to the tumblers at 0 de¬ 

grees, sometimes causing crops to ride up in the 

tumbler, out of reach of the cutting blade. With a 

12-degree angle, gravity forces the material to the 

base before the blade position, thus ensuring that 

all your buds get trimmed. Sweet! 

Another unique feature is the Tumbleweed’s 

decking design, which makes the parts easily re¬ 

movable—and with no bolts fastening any of the 

parts, it’s very easy to clean the machine. The 

Tumbleweed utilizes a 1,600-cfm vacuum to 

suck the trim away into a large catch bag; an in¬ 

dustrial hopper option is also available that au¬ 

tomatically feeds trees into the drum for even 

faster trimming. 

For more info, check out Tumbteweed.bz 
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The dual-chamber 
"Side2Side" unit fea¬ 

tures an automated 
light mover to share 

light and save money. 

Grow Cabinets 
Of course, one of the 

most exciting aspects 

of the show was the 

display setup by the 

SuperCloset team. 

People always get 

stoked about stealthy 

grow systems, especially when they come in turnkey models! 

These automated closets come ready equipped with every¬ 

thing a beginner grower needs to get growing right out of the 

box. With a variety of sizes to choose from, SuperCloset has the 

ideal grow box for homes and dorm rooms alike. Plus you can 

choose from soil or hydro systems, as well as a variety of light 

sizes, to suit your needs. 

One new design featured at the show had LED lamps in¬ 

stalled in the cabinet, keeping heat emissions low and saving 

growers on electric costs. All of the SuperCloset cabinets come 

ready to roll with fans, ventilation and lighting systems, a grow 

medium and nutrients. Some of the larger units are divided into 

two units for varying flower cycles, helping growers to achieve 

more of a perpetual harvest. 

For more info, check out SuperCloset.com 

Systems G Nutes 
As usual, vertical grow systems were all the rage 

at the expo. The Coliseum, Wall and Cage sys¬ 

tems from Arista—as well as their most popular 

competitor, the smaller-sized EcoSystem grow 

unit—were all on display this year. With indoor 

growers very interested in maximizing yield per 

square foot, these systems offer a range of solu¬ 

tions for growing in small spaces and capturing 

all available light. 

The EcoSystem is an all-in-one, ready-to- 

grow system that utilizes rockwool slabs as the 

grow medium. It uses a top-feed drip system for 

nutrient distribution—and with the plants circling 

around two vertical 600-watt bulbs, this sucker 

churns out pounds by the cycle. 

The larger-format systems by Arista offer a 

multitude of options for everyone from the begin¬ 

ner to the advanced grower. The original Coli¬ 

seum unit holds up to 300 plants and can handle 

aeroponics, hydro or soil growing. The smaller, 

more manageable Cage and Wall units can go 

hydro or utilize soil and soilless grow mediums. 

All of the systems have lights hanging down their 

center in vertical fashion, allowing the gardens to 

make optimal use of the light. 

For more info, check outAristaBC.com 

And finally, as always, it wouldn’t be a garden¬ 

ing show if there weren't tons—titeratly tons—of 

nutrients on hand. The folks from the ever-popu- 

lar Humboldt Nutrients were onsite to show off 

their multi-part nutrient programs for both hydro¬ 

ponic and soil growing. Their organic nutrients 

and additives were also on display and looking 

very attractive. 

Powerhouse nutrient manufacturer Botanicare 

was also on hand with a large space to showcase 

its latest efforts in bio-conscious “organicare” 

products. A mainstay in the horticultural industry 

for many years, Botanicare s new organic lines are 

just now hitting the market in full force. 

Using a combination of organic-based grow 

substrates and organic fertilizers, Botanicare has 

raised the bar in terms of what to expect from nu¬ 

trient providers. With indoor and outdoor formulas 

for the grow medium, these substrates come al¬ 

ready fertilized, making subsequent feedings way 

less frequent (once every two weeks)—not to 

mention that Botanicare also has a pretty com¬ 

plete line of microbial additives that work in the 

soils, keeping them as close to nature as you can 

get while gardening indoors. 

For more info, check out HumbottNutrients.com 

and Botanicare.net. ^ 
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Story & photos by Nico Escondido 

Welcome to the 10th Annual Hydroponics Report. To celebrate this 

milestone, HIGH TIMES is giving our readers what theyTike best: a 

simple breakdown of do-it-yourself hydro techniques, as well as 

some basic pitfalls you’ll want to avoid when starting out. As a 

bonus, we’ve chosen a couple of recurring questions that we receive 

regularly from you, our readers, .regarding hydroponic gardening. 

Here’s to a decade of Hydro Reports! -The high times Cultivatic&,Department 

Growing cannabis hydroponically can be nerve-wracking and frustrating 

at the outset for the beginner grower. It's an ambitious endeavor to un¬ 

dertake, especially if it's your first time growing weed. But making the 

choice to go hydro shows gumption, initiative and smarts, since hydropon 

ics, when done right, can produce absolutely huge yields and extremely 

potent pot. Just as one might learn a video game by repeatedly playing 

each level until dominance is established, hydroponic gardening also has 

a learning curve that takes time and dedication. The best approach is to 

start simple and work your way up through the various levels. 
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PH55IUE HYDRDPOIlitt 
Passive hydro systems are an excellent introduction for beginners who wish to get growing hydro- 

ponically. Simply put, a passive hydro system is one that has no moving parts, making it a lot less 

complicated to manage. 

These types of hydro systems require no pumps or automated feeding systems. Instead, they 

rely on the capillary action of the growing medium or a wick. This keeps the beginner grower in 

the garden a little bit more frequently—but in the end, the extra time spent with your plants will 

be rewarded with knowledge and better insight into what they need to stay happy and healthy. 

Another advantage of starting with passive hydro systems is that they don't require the use of 

advanced mediums such as rockwool or clay aggregate. Rather, these systems utilize mediums 

that offer better buffering in the root zone during feedings (more info on this in Level 3). Passive 

hydro systems work best with soil or pro-mixes, which are excellent choices for beginner growers. 

UJIDf W5TEm5 
A wick-system garden is a classic option for those wishing to grow with an easy-to-use passive 

hydro set-up. The premise here is self-explanatory: Plants are set in pots or larger grow boxes 

that contain a reservoir at the base. The reservoir is periodically filled with a nutrient solution 

that is left to be absorbed, or wicked up, by a wick or the grow medium. 

The wicks in these systems can vary, but more often than not they're simple cloth ropes that 

run from the root zone down to the reservoir basin. The wicks soak up the water, delivering H2O 

and nutrients to the roots. Watering will depend on the age and size of your plants, as well as the 

volume of the reservoir and grow container. On average, filling the water basin once a day is usu¬ 

ally sufficient. Most wick systems will provide an indicator of some sort that shows the water lev¬ 

els in each reservoir, so make sure to look for that when choosing your grow equipment—it will 

make life in the growroom a little easier for sure. 

Some systems rely on the grow medium or the roots themselves to absorb the nutrient solu¬ 

tion. For example, well-rooted or older transplanted plants may already have a root system that 

is elongated enough to reach the reservoir basin. Other types of systems that don't have an actual 

wick in place may be shallower, or will allow for the grow medium to surround the sides of the 

reservoir so that the medium itself can easily soak up water and nutrients for root uptake. 

GRHUITY-FED WSTETTIS 
Gravity-fed hydro systems are an often-overlooked pos¬ 

sibility for the home grower. Working well both indoors 

and out, these systems rely on gravity to move the nutri¬ 

ent solution from a higher starting point to a lower fin¬ 

ishing point. Provided you keep the reservoirs full, there 

is little to monitor other than the health of your plants. 

By hanging or stacking plants above one another, 

growers begin feeding the plant at the top of the chain, 

while the runoff from each plant feeds the one below. 

Small holes in each plant pot, or tubes running from 

each pot's collection saucer to the next, keep the nutri¬ 

ent solution flowing from plant to plant. 

For this to work, the nutrient-solution reservoir 

needs to be placed higher than the first cannabis plant. 

A valve is placed along the hose leading from the 

reservoir to the top plant to control when and how 

much feeding occurs. Smart growers will collect the 

end runoff from the last plant (or plants, if there are 

multiple columns) in a basin at the bottom of the sys¬ 

tem and recycle that nutrient solution by dumping it 

back into the reservoir at the top. 

One attractive feature of this type of system, other 

than the lack of electronic or moving parts, is that it 

works well in a vertical setup. Many growers like this 

because it permits them to utilize their lights more ef¬ 

ficiently by hanging them vertically, allowing light to be 

emitted and absorbed 360 degrees around. Many 

growers use columns of potted plants hung on walls 

that circle around a light (or group of lights) hanging 

from chains down the center of the garden. 

LWfl B 1 
dCTIUE HYDRDPDniCS 
Active hydro systems are those that actively move the 

nutrient solution, usually employing a pump to do so. 

An active hydro system allows for frequent, automated 

waterings when used in conjunction with a timer or 

controllers. Cannabis is the perfect plant to lend itself 

to this kind of system because it grows so fast. Popular 

active hydro systems include flood-and-drain (ebb- 

and-flow) trays, top-feed tables and DWC (deep water 

culture) systems. 

REEDUERY MS. 
DRHin-TD-llJHSTE SY5TEH1S 
One important consideration in choosing an active 

hydro system is whether or not your setup will be a 

recovery system or a drain-to-waste system. A recov¬ 

ery system simply means that your nutrient solution 

will be recycled back into your reservoir after each 

feeding. Here, the runoff from your grow medium is 

captured and redirected back to the reservoir, some¬ 

times relying on gravity and sometimes utilizing a 

pump, depending on how your room is set up. 

Active recovery systems are a must for growers 

who plan to grow on a large scale. Commercial grow¬ 

ers would be doing a huge disservice to the environ¬ 

ment if they allowed their nutrients to run freely into 

the earth. Nutrient solutions contain high amounts of 

nitrates, phosphates and other additives that can pol¬ 

lute land, lakes, rivers and underground watersheds. 

Drain-to-waste systems are just that: systems that 

drain runoff without recirculating it back into the sys¬ 

tem. To do this, indoor growers need to have easy ac¬ 

cess to a drain—usually a shower or sink, or possibly 

a toilet. These types of systems require added atten¬ 

tion, as the reservoirs need to be filled regularly and 

the nutrients mixed more often. 
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In this top-feed system, pumps move water from a reservoir through tubes that feed spaghetti lines tucked into plant bases. 

Large reservoirs serve as 
nutrient mixing stations 
for bigger hydro systems. 

TDP-FEED W5TE[T15 
Perhaps one of the most underrated hydroponic systems 

out there today, top-feed systems are an excellent way to 

ensure large yields of healthy buds. These systems feed 

plants from the top of the growing medium via small tubes 

that are fed by larger hoses running out of the reservoir 

and along the rows of plants. These systems usually run 

on a table or in large trays, as there is ample runoff that 

needs to be collected and either recirculated back into the 

system or run to waste. 

Using a combination of a submersible pump and timer, 

growers can feed their gardens as often as they want, es¬ 

pecially if they're reusing the nutrient solution that runs 

out of the medium after each watering. This means, how¬ 

ever, that the selection of the proper growing medium is 

key. A medium that retains the right amount of moisture is 

essential to prevent too much water from being held, which 

can collapse the medium and prevent air penetration. 

Rockwool is the most popular choice among ad¬ 

vanced growers for top-feed systems. Another good 

possibility is to install drip emitters rather than having 

periodic "mini-floods" of your table. While slightly more 

difficult to set right, drip emitters keep a steady supply 

of nutrient feed coming to the root system and can be an 

excellent way to maintain the right balance of air and 

water in your root zone. Drip emitters also work better 

with expanded clay aggregate than top-feed spaghetti 

lines. This is because the clay will hold less water than 

rockwool, but the drip system will keep a steadier 

stream of feed going to your roots. 

DLJC/HUEKET WSTEH15 
DWC (deep water culture) systems—or bucket systems, 

as they're sometimes called—are a superb way to grow 

very large, lush cannabis plants. These systems can be 

used both indoors and out, as they're simple to run and re¬ 

quire little maintenance. Used outdoors with the power of 

the sun's natural light, they allow gardens to get very big. 

Used indoors with the proper atmosphere, a 12- or 16- 

bucket system can produce some of the largest yields of 

any hydro system for a one-room setup. 

Single-bucket DWC systems utilize large (5-gallon) 

pails as both the growing container and a self-contained 

reservoir for each individual plant. Other DWC systems 

connect the buckets together, which in turn are fed by a 

large barrel or drum reservoir. In both types of DWC sys¬ 

tem, the plants sit in netted baskets that slide into holes 

cut in the bucket lids. The net baskets hold a small amount 

of medium—usually clay pellets, rockwool or coco-coir— 

with the roots dangling deep down into the bucket. 

Depending on the type of DWC system you use, the 

roots will be supplied with nutrient solution from either 

the top or bottom of the bucket. Most single-bucket units 

use a small pump inside the bucket to pump water contin¬ 

uously up to the lid, where an emitter sprays or drips it out 

into the grow basket. The water then slides down the roots 

and ends up back in the self-contained reservoir. This sys¬ 

tem not only allows the roots to dangle in oxygen-rich air, 

but also helps to oxygenate the water as it collects again in 

the reservoir. 

Larger, multi-bucket DWC systems use a base reser¬ 

voir to periodically fill all the buckets for minutes at a 

time, allowing roots to soak up water and nutrients. When 

the nutrient solution drains back to the main reservoir, the 

roots continue to hang in the buckets, getting plenty of 

oxygen for supercharged growth. Root-balls in these sys¬ 

tems grow thick and hardy, producing bigger stems, 

longer branches and, of course, huge buds. 
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mEDIUmE, nUTRIEflT LOCK-UP E- BUFFERinD 
Choosing a grow medium for your hydroponic garden is a crucial step in en¬ 

suring the success of your crop. Depending on the type of system you're 

using, the medium can make or break your harvest. The medium you select 

for a passive hydro system will be different from the medium for an active 

one, because of the varying nature of these systems. 

For example, in a passive hydro system, the medium has a tendency to 

stay very wet—something you don't want to happen. Soggy grow mediums 

hold less air, which not only slows nutrient uptake by the roots but also 

deprives them of oxygen. (Remember, roots breathe oxygen while leaves 

breathe CO2J To counter this problem when using a passive system, look 

for an airy medium that will dry fast and allow air to permeate the root 

zone. This poses a tough challenge because, as discussed earlier, you also 

want the medium to be able to soak up water (in fact, 

you're counting on it, since that's how a passive system 

works). The best choice for a passive system is usually 

a light soilless mix, something peat-based with perlite 

or coco mixed in. 

In active hydro set-ups, the challenge is similar, as 

growers need the medium to be able to drain well, dry 

out and then get watered again. Here, your choices are 

more plentiful, since you're not relying on the medium 

to attract moisture; instead, you're introducing water 

into the medium. Fast-drying, airy mediums such as ex¬ 

panded clay, large rockwool cubes or shredded coco 

fiber are all good choices here. 

But this is where another important consideration 

needs to be taken into account—nutrient lock-up. Nutri¬ 

ent lock-up occurs at the root level when salts build up 

and block the roots' uptake of nutrients. This is more 

commonly seen with the use of chemical or synthetically 

produced nutrients, but it can occur with any feeding 

program, even organics, if you're not careful. 

The problem in working with some of these inert 

mediums, such as clay or rockwool, is that they offer lit¬ 

tle or no buffering. In short, roots absorb nutrients in a 

chemical reaction—but if the plants are allowed to attract strong nutrients 

directly to their roots, the roots can burn. Mediums that have a higher CEC 

rating (for "cation exchange capacity") have a better ability to retain nutri¬ 

ents and allow the roots to absorb them at a slower, more natural pace. The 

higher the CEC rating, the more the medium helps to buffer the intense 

electrical charges that are happening on the delicate roots as part of the 

plant's nutrient uptake (more on this in Level 4). 

The best way to avoid a feeding catastrophe is to use a medium suited to 

your level of experience. Rockwool and clay are advanced growing mediums 

for hydroponic users; the best way for beginners to start is to keep it simple. 

Soil or soilless pro-mixes offer the best buffering as well as excellent mois¬ 

ture retention. Mixing in a light additive like wood chips or coco-coir is a 

great way to keep your medium airy and oxygen-rich. 

This top-feed system 
uses rockwool cubes on 
top of rockwool slabs. 
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VEGETATE PLANTS : FLOWER : START SEEDS/CLONES 

800W DUAL LIGHTING SYSTEM; 400 W X 2 HPS\MH LAMPS FOR FULL SPECTRUM 
SUPPLEMENTED WITH 4 VERTICALLY MOUNTED T5 FLU OR ESC ENTS FOR VEGETATING 

INTEGRATED CONTROL CONSOLE FOR LIGHTS ON ENCLOSED LIGHT BOX 
7 FANS FOR MAXIMUM COOLING + 265 CFM BLOWER W/ CARBON SCRUBBER 

LOCKABLE CASTER WHEELS WITH INTEGRATED HANDLE FOR EASY MOVEMENT 

ENCLOSED LIGHTBOX SWINGS OPEN AND LOCKS FOR EASY LAMP CHANGES 
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, ~ ,-T. < 

(Automated) 
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FLUSHinC E- ETERILIZHTIDn 
The best way to combat nutrient lock-up in a hy¬ 

droponic garden is simply to drain your system 

completely at the end of each harvest and give it 

a good cleaning and flush. Hot water and a 

rough sponge can remove more residues and 

gunk than you might think, and it's a lot safer 

than using crazy chemicals like bleach or acidic 

cleaners. 

If you plan to reuse your grow medium, it's 

very important to remove as much organic ma¬ 

terial as possible. Roots and algae can harbor 

pests and diseases and transfer those problems 

to your new crop. Make sure you flush the rock¬ 

wool slabs with hot water and check that fungi, 

molds and algae have been removed. If it's your 

third time around with the same medium, it's 

best to get rid of it completely and start fresh. 

In the event you run into lock-up midway 

through your cycle, thoroughly flush each indi¬ 

vidual plant with purified water. Drain your 

reservoir and all hoses and thoroughly flush 

them as well. In some instances, you may find 

that thin spaghetti lines have become encrusted 

with a nutrient film or crystallized salts from 

the nutrient solution. In these cases, unfortu¬ 

nately, it's best to replace those damaged feed 

lines with new ones. Reservoirs usually don't 

pose much of a problem, since they're easy to 

get into and scrub out—just make sure you get 

every square inch. And no matter what, don't re¬ 

peat the same mistakes with your nutrients the 

next time. If you run into any of these problems, 

it's probably best to switch nutrients altogether 

and look for something more along the lines of a 

complete all-in-one solution with a low N-P-K 

(nitrogen-phosphorous-potassium) ratio. 
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Give Freshness, 
your buds will love you. 

420 Jars are designed to keep your stash fresh. These 
jars arc trade of glass and the lid features a gasket seal 
that you'll hear "pep" when you open your 420 Jar. 

And our 420 Scope is the #1 handhe d microscope In the 
industry, Use it to check out the trichomas and compare 
different strains. 

420 Jars and 420 Scopes are available In shops 
worldwide and make great holiday gifts. Dr you can buy 
online at 42OSrtenc0.com and use coupon coda HTXMAS 
for 10% off everything in our store. Merry Freshness! 
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Beneficial 
organic 
agents like 
this one are 
an essential 
part of 
hydroponic 
nutrient 
programs. 
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HVDRDPDniC nUTRIEnTS 
As we touched on in the previous section, nutrients in a hydroponic system require a lot of attention. The primary 

problem you want to avoid is nutrient lock-up or nutrient burn of the roots. With hydro, this problem is compounded 

by the fact that in some systems, the application of the nutrient solution is made almost directly to the roots—a very 

dangerous situation for beginner hydro users. 

The first step in combating this problem is to start out with a mild nutrient solution. Try mixing half the recom¬ 

mended dose into your reservoirs and then gradually move up to full doses as you gain a feel for 

your plants, your strain and your system. Also, steer clear of chemical super-fertilizers like Mira- 

cle-Gro—these are not made for hydroponic growing, despite what the manufacturers may claim. 

When choosing your nutes, keep it simple. Use a complete N-P-K solution with a low ratio— 

something along the lines of a 10-5-5 is a good place to start for your vegetative cycle, switching to 

something like 8-8-10 for your flowering cycle. Ratios less than these are fine, too—and even en¬ 

couraged for new hydroponic gardeners. Remember that mixing various parts or minerals to create 

your own nutrient solution can have devastating effects if you don't know what you're doing. Simi¬ 

larly, mixing various nutrients from different manufacturers is also unwise. There are plenty of ex¬ 

cellent nutrients out there that require only one or two parts for each phase of growth. Starting out 

with these before moving on to something more complicated (and expensive) is always a good idea. 

One other aspect of hydroponic nutrients that needs to be well managed is the pH level. Grow mediums can play a 

factor in the pH level of your solution, but more often than not these levels will be a direct result of your nutrients. 

Mediums like rockwool and clay are relatively neutral, inert substances, so when you add heavy doses of nutrients, 

the pH level can climb outside the desired range. When growing in rockwool, plants will thrive when the pH is around 

6.0. Be sure to check your nutrient solution's pH every day and adjust it accordingly by adding fresh water and pH Up 

or pH Down as needed. 

HVDRD-DRGHniC 
Some growers believe that true organic growing can't be 

achieved with hydroponic gardening. While this debate is 

ongoing, we can still strive to keep hydro gardens as or¬ 

ganic as possible. This can be done in a variety of ways, in¬ 

cluding using organic mediums and applying organic 

fertilizers to hydroponic systems. 

Certain pro-mixes are organically based and utilize 

peat or sphagnum as the majority of the mix. Other medi¬ 

ums, like rockwool or clays, are technically not organic, 

since they're not derived from living things, but they are 

more or less derived from naturally occurring substances. 

Although rockwool and clay aggregates do go through syn¬ 

thetic processing, this helps to neutralize their initially high 

pH levels, which serves to eliminate the need for chemical 

additives at home—thereby helping to keep things on an 

organic level. 

In terms of nutrients, the choices are many. These days, 

there are both liquid and solid forms of organic nutrients 

that can be used in hydroponic growing. The nutrients are 

derived from organic matter, including once-living organ¬ 

isms that are decayed or decomposing; these ingredients 

may include seaweed, fish bone or bat guano. The solid 

fertilizers are made so that they dissolve into liquids, mak¬ 

ing it easy to add them to reservoirs and apply to gardens. 

Some essential additives in hydro-organic growing (and 

all hydroponic gardens, for that matter) are the non-plant 

food ingredients such as beneficial bacteria and other mi¬ 

crobial agents. These tiny microorganisms are the same 

ones found in the earth's natural soil. They help promote 

better root growth and nutrient uptake by mimicking more 

closely the processes that take place in nature—namely, 

battling fungi and diseases that would otherwise eat away 

at roots or compete with them for valuable nutrients and 

minerals. 

Lastly, remember that organic nutrients can be gooey 

and clumpy and may accumulate in lines and reservoirs. 

Rather than using harsh chemicals to clean out your sys¬ 

tem and gear, look for more organic solutions—like using 

hot water and a little elbow grease to scrub your equip¬ 

ment clean. After all, the last thing you want is to add toxic 

elements to your system while you're trying to get it clean! 
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Reader Questions 
for Extra Points 
Heyp HIGH TIMES! Many thanks to your cultivation 

team for years of helpful tips. Maybe you can 

shed some light on a question we can't seem to 

get a definitive answer on: When growing in hy¬ 

droponics, what is the optimal pH level for your 

nutrient solution? We have an 8‘ x 4‘ ebb-and- 

flow tray that recycles back to the main reservoir, 

and we're using rockwool as our medium. 

—Clare & Bear, Brooklyn, New York 

Hello, Brooklyn! Good news: There's a very clear 
answer for you—your pH in any hydro system 
should be between 5.5 and 6.5. The grow 
medium you use will make a big difference in 
how those levels fluctuate, so be sure to get a 
decent pH meter and check your nutrient solu¬ 
tion daily. Many people take it for granted that 
they'll need to check the pH level fairly often, es¬ 
pecially in a recirculating system, but you really 
do. The amount of uptake by your plants at vari¬ 
ous stages will affect the pH level, as will grow- 
room temps and the evaporation of your feed. 

I have four hydro-bubble jugs under a 400-watt 

metal halide (MH) light. I'm using Miracle-Gro 24- 

8-16, and my plants are wilting and dying after 

only two weeks! My lamp is 22 inches from the 

tallest plant top, and my medium is crushed 

rocks. Any idea what the problem is? 

—Jim S., Tennessee 

There's a slew of problems going on here, Jim. 
The wilting might be caused by over-watering or 
nutrient lock-up from your feed solution—or 
both. The use of Miracle-Gro in a hydroponic sys¬ 
tem is a definite problem. Miracle-Gro is a syn¬ 
thetic chemical nutrient that lends itself to salt 
build-ups and nutrient burn. It's also very strong 
and is manufactured for outdoor (soil-based) 
gardens—and even then, I'm not sure I'd recom¬ 
mend it! But it should never be used in hydro¬ 
ponics, especially with an N-P-K ratio of 24-8-16. 
As discussed in the latter sections of this report, 
much milder nutrient solutions are needed in 
hydro systems, especially when you have a loose 
medium like lava rocks or crushed solids that 
offer little buffering. During the first two weeks 
of growth, something along the lines of a 6-2-5 
ratio is better suited to your system. I'd also rec¬ 
ommend switching to an easier medium, such as 
coco-coir or a pro-mix. 

I'm an experienced hydroponic gardener trying 

my hand with soil. I'm planning to use a recom¬ 

mended soil called Root Organics by Aurora, and 

I'm getting a couple of clones from a friend, but 

they're being grown in rockwool. Is it a problem 

to just transplant the rockwool into the soil, or 

will it build up acids overtime? It's imperative 

that these cuts grow into healthy mother plants. 

Should I just stick with hydro, or is soil going to 

be okay? 

—Heretic Hash Head, Earth 

These are all very good questions, so let's tackle 

them in the order asked. First, it's absolutely no 
problem to transplant rockwool into soil. Rock¬ 
wool is an inert and sterile medium (I'm assum¬ 
ing you've used a trusted brand name) and 
certainly contains no acids. However, I would 
recommend that instead of soil, you go with the 
fake stuff—i.e., a soilless mix. While this is tech¬ 
nically hydroponics of a sort, I wouldn't put 
mother plants in a full-on hydro system. Mother 
plants need to grow big and lush, so instead 
place them in 3- or 5-gallon pots, where their 
root systems can grow deep and wide. The peat- 
based soilless mixes are airy, insect-free and 
hold plenty of moisture. 

My grow space is 31 x 31 x 5‘. I have a 400-watt MH 

light and I'm using an ebb-and-flow hydro sys¬ 

tem. How many plants can I grow in this space 

while maintaining good health for each plant? (I 

don't need to produce in excess.) Also, I'm still 

not sure what the best drying method is. Your ad¬ 

vice has always been most straightforward and 

beneficial. Thanks so much for your time! 

—Kim 0., Texas 

Thanks for writing and reading, Kim! Since your 
space is pretty tight, make sure to keep your 
lamp as close to the top as possible with good 
exhaust up high. With a 3‘ x 3‘ ebb-and-flow tray 
and a short vertical limit, you might want to con¬ 
sider a sea-of-green (SOG) technique with 9 to 12 
short plants. If possible, choose a variety that 
will grow squat, like an indica. In terms of drying, 
slow is the best way to go. ^ 
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The biggest, best, strangest and stoniest jamband on Earth 
angles towards a glorious comeback. By David Bienenstock 

“We used to do parties at a place called 

the Ranch, a house on the outskirts of 

Burlington. There were local Vermont 

herb growers there and we'd have 

these parties while huge stalks of 

weed were drying all over the place. 

We'd play in a corner and then go hang 

out with everybody." 

—TreyAnastasio, 

on Phish’s earliest gigs. 

It's never been cool to like Phish. 
We've all heard the cliches count¬ 

less times, and it's no coincidence 

that they overlap almost entirely with 

society's stereotypes for potheads. 

And so, somehow, digging a band 

that didn't come shrink-wrapped and 

pre-chewed made you a "mindless, 

dirty hippie" who only liked their 

endless, sloppy noodling because 

you were high [well, okay, it certainly 

never hurt to burn one before a show, 

but still...). Meanwhile, on your left 

flank, some old Deadhead would be 

hating on Phish, calling them a pale 

imitation, without the outlaw edge or 

deep lyrics of the original [well, okay, 

you didn't often see Hells Angels on 

acid crying their way through “Run 

Like an Antelope," but still...). 

Anyway, why focus on who and 

what Phish wasn’t, or never even 

tried to be—supposed virtues like 

musical brevity, slick packaging and 

mass appeal? Instead, as the most 

influential and eccentric band of the 

'90s prepares for a return to quirky 

glory, think about it this way: Some¬ 

times, something’s so good that not 

everybody gets it. In fact, we’re just 

lucky they never made the whole 

thing illegal. 

Founded in 1983 by four friends at 

the University of Vermont, Phish ig¬ 

nored radio and MTV back when there 

was no other game in town, building a 

fan base through epic live shows, 

freely shared concert tapes and good 

old word of mouth. By the time the 

first new morning of the new millen¬ 

nium dawned over an obscure stretch 

of swamp in the center of Florida's 

"alligator alley," Phish had played for 

nearly eight hours straight, throwing 

an unforgettable New Year’s Eve 

party for 85,000 fans, not to mention 

hosting the largest paid concert on 

Earth that night—outdrawing KISS, 

Elton John, Eminem, the Eagles, Eric 

Clapton, Billy Joel and many other 

marquee names. 

Now dig this: No official sponsor 

or corporate logo appeared anywhere 

near that briefly transformed stretch 

of swamp, an oasis of weirdness com¬ 

plete with an enchanted forest—built 

from scratch and lasting only as long 

as it took the last, lingering Phish- 

head to stumble off into the 21st cen¬ 

tury. And while Phish may not have 

been self-aggrandizing "radical" 

rockers like Rage Against the Ma¬ 

chine, they did it all themselves, in¬ 

cluding producing their earliest 

albums, promoting their earliest club 

gigs, building a homegrown support 

staff for business operations, tours 

and massive special events, oversee¬ 

ing self-actualized charitable organi¬ 

zations, and implementing an 

elaborate mail-order system to sell 

low-cost, Ticketmaster-free tickets 

directly to the masses. 

While we’re at it, Phish also 

played a tour-long game of chess 

against the collective wisdom of 

their concert crowds, invented the 

glowstick battle, filled Madison 

Square Garden with a blizzard of ar¬ 

tificial snow, jammed out a surprise 

set from the top of an air traffic con 

trol tower, tried (unsuccessfully) to 

set the world's record for the most 

people doing the same dance at 

once, serenaded Boston Garden 

from inside a giant flying hot dog, 

covered entire albums on Hal¬ 

loween, welcomed the vacuum 

cleaner as a percussion instrument, 

and generally set out to treat their 

followers like co-conspirators in¬ 

stead of customers. 

Geez, sounds like fun, doesn't it? 

But, you know, it’s a hell of lot cooler 

to shuffle your feet and sway gently 

in place while Bright Eyes goes on 

and on about all the soft, delicate, 

soulful things he thinks about, or 

something ... and you'll be perfectly 

safe in the knowledge that nobody’s 

calling you a hippie. 

Meanwhile, when the smoke 

cleared, Phish greeted the sunrise at 

Big Cypress—the three-day, Y2K- 

compliant music and camping festi¬ 

val that most phans, including a 

three-quarters majority of the band, 

consider the scene’s all-time high- 

after jamming out so long and so 

hard that first light revealed a giant 

field littered with bodies lying in the 

grass. Phish had literally rocked 

their fans, if not themselves, to the 

point of exhaustion. 

That night, December 31,1999, 

was the peak moment of a long, hard 

climb that started in the basement of 

a UVM dormitory. That's where Phish 

made their official live debut at a Re¬ 

serve Officers’ Training Corps dance, 

performing for a quickly disgruntled 
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group of future military leaders who 

waited exactly four songs before 

mounting a counteroffensive, kicking 

the band off the stage in favor of 

Michael Jackson's Thriller album. 

Like I said, it's never been cool to 

like Phish. 

Or, as lead singer and resident 

guitar hero Trey Anastasio put it on 

the 20th anniversary of that fateful 

ROTC show: “Even though there's a 

lot of people into Phish now, it has al¬ 

ways felt like there's this large group 

of human beings who think that we 

totally suck and they can't under¬ 

stand it at all." 

As for the rest of us—or anyone 

else willing to break with our image- 

obsessed culture's insistence on 

pre-approved, measured doses of 

conventional nonconformity— 

there's some great news: Phish will 

take the stage on March 6,2009, at 

the Hampton Arena in Virginia, 

opening a three-night stand that will 

officially return the legendary road 

warriors to the road. Ironically for a 

band that never fit the mold, it's 

been the old classic tale of early 

struggles, massive success, intra- 

In 2003, Phish seized control of the 
former Loring Air Force Base in 

Limestone, Maine and hosted one 
their infamously anarchistic three 
day music and camping festivals. 

‘There's this large 
group of human 
beings who think 
that we totally 
suck.1 
band squabbling, drug problems, 

break-ups, reunions, farewells and, 

now, a triumphant rebirth. Or is it? 

Instead of one big, attention- 

grabbing announcement touting a 

new album and a huge new tour, like 

countless cynical, cash-grabbing re¬ 

union acts of the past, Phish instead 

spent the summer swimming 

through a flood of rumors and innu¬ 

endo that started when the band re¬ 

united at the 2008 Jammy Awards in 

New York City last May, where they 

accepted a Lifetime Achievement 

Award but didn't play together. Still, 

the joint appearance put guitarist 

Trey Anastasio, drummer Jon Fish¬ 

man, bassist Mike Gordon and key¬ 

boardist Page McConnell together in 

one place for the first time since 

2004's emotional farewell concert in 

Coventry, VT. 

And, alas, this isn't the first time 

they’ve left and returned. After the 

millennial high point in Florida, 

Phish toured for one more summer 

before embarking on an indefinite 

hiatus from performing and record¬ 

ing that would last for more than two 

years. On October 7,2000, at the 

Shoreline Amphitheater in Mountain 

View, CA, they encored with a 23- 

minute version of “You Enjoy Myself" 

and then left the stage without a 

word, as the Beatles’ Let It Be played 

from the speakers. Rumors for the 

break included all the usual sus¬ 

pects, but after two decades on the 

road, most phans accepted that 

everybody needs a vacation some¬ 

times, even from a dream come true. 

For the band, the hiatus offered 

an opportunity to breathe deeply and 

explore some long-back-burnered 

side projects, without the constant 

demands of running a massive busi¬ 

ness enterprise and the hectic tour¬ 

ing schedule that supported it. Trey 

focused on his solo work and formed 

the supergroup Oysterhead with 

bassist Les Claypool from Primus 

and drummer Stewart Copeland 

from the Police. Mike collaborated 

with acoustic-guitar legend Leo Kot- 

tke and directed experimental 

movies. Fishman slapped the skins 

for the Jazz Mandolin Project and his 

m 
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VINTAGe PHISH 0NLIN6 
HIGH TIMES jumped on board the Phish band¬ 

wagon pretty early—in fact, we gave Ver¬ 

mont's Phinest some of their first national 

media exposure in our July 1992 issue, just 

before the release of their major-label debut 

album, Picture of Nectar. 

“Our fans like to alter their conscious¬ 

ness," bassist Mike Gordon explained when 

our reporter asked why so many potheads 

flock to see Phish. “Hopefully, the music is 

also a consciousness-altering thing." 

Want to read more? Head to hight- 

imes.com/phish/ for the rest of that story, 

plus HIGH TIMES' exclusive interviews with 

Trey Anastasio and Mike Gordon, the band's 

Hemp Times cover story, and our articles on 

2004's emotional farewell concert in Coven¬ 

try, VT, and Phish's almost-reunion at the 

Rothbury Festival last summer. 

Old Phriends: Mike Gordon and Trey Anastasio reunited at 
last summer's innaugural Rothbury Festival in Michigan. 
Presumably if felt so good... 

own band, Pork Tornado. And Page formed Vida 

Blue to showcase his electronica-flavored key¬ 

boards and bluesy vocals. 

But none of it approached the scale and inten¬ 

sity of what had come before. Instead, that massive 

mass of energy flowed over into countless smaller 

acts on the still-burgeoning jamband scene, bene¬ 

fiting everyone from longtime stalwarts like Wide¬ 

spread Panic and Phil Lesh to upstarts like Disco 

Biscuits and Umphrey's McGee—not to mention 

Bonnaroo, which began in 2002, Langerado, High 

Sierra, All Good, Wakarusa, 10,000 Lakes and 

countless other smaller takes on the music-and- 

camping hippie-festival format. 

One problem: Nobody really did it like Phish. 

Well, actually, a whole laundry list of bands did it 

like Phish: They jammed and noodled, sang quirky 

lyrics, let you tape their shows, dressed casual and 

toured like hell. But nobody did it well enough to 

step up and take the crown. Then Phish came back 

from their hiatus with a 2002 New Year's Eve show 

and, to a lot of ears—including, perhaps, their 

own—they didn't quite cut it either. 

When Phish finally called it quits, apparently 

for good, less than two years later, they brought 

it all back home to Vermont for one final 

blowout. And it certainly felt like a finale to the 

70,000 who made it by any means possible to an 

idyllic farm in Vermont's majestic Northeast 

Kingdom, not to mention those who never even 

reached the Promised Land. 

Two straight days of torrential rain prior to 

the big send-off transformed the festival 

grounds into “the muds" and wiped out 50 per¬ 

cent of the available camping areas before the 

first car was ever parked. Behind the scenes, 

the production crew scrambled, but by Saturday 

it was left to a teary Mike Gordon to make the 

devastating announcement via the event's own 

broadcast-radio station: No more room at the 

inn, kindly turn around and go home. 

The result: In classic Phish fashion, what 

should've been a cosmic bummer—the ultimate 

sour note to go out on—became one more symbol of 

the dedication and, yes, love binding four guys with 

instruments to the community that grew up around 

them. And so, after more than 24 hours stuck in 

traffic, the Phishheads on the side of the road simply 

ditched over 5,000 cars on Route 91 and walked, 

often several miles, with their tents, their weed and 

whatever else they could carry—a journey that 

drummer Jon Fishman later called “the greatest 

compliment you could have ever given us." 

After that emotional pilgrimage, the post- 

Phish era started quietly—until the early morning 

of December 16,2006, when a police officer in 

Whitehall, NY, pulled over an erratic driver and 

discovered Trey Anastasio, a baggie of prescrip¬ 

tion pills and a small amount of hard drugs. Anas¬ 

tasio was arrested and convicted, entered a 

drug-treatment program, was briefly jailed for 

missing a court date, and then fulfilled the re¬ 

quirements of his sentencing while staying out of 

the limelight. When he performed a brief medley 

of Beatles tunes at the Jammy Awards before join¬ 

ing up with the rest of Phish to accept the band's 

Lifetime Achievement Award, it was his first time 

onstage in well over a year. 

And that's when the reunion rumors really got 

serious, especially after Trey told Rolling Stone: 

“When Phish broke up, I made some comment 

about how I'm not gonna go around playing 'You 

Enjoy Myself' for the rest of my life... it's symbolic 

of how much I lost my mind or how much I lost my 

bearings or something, because at this point in 

time I would give my left nut to play that song five 

times in a row every day until I die. I certainly 

thought about that while I was in jail." 

Page followed up with a post to phish.com: “It 

took a couple of years after the break up to begin 

talking to my old band mates, but once the con¬ 

versations began to flow it wasn't long before the 

friendships were rekindled. And I can honestly 

say that I'm closer with all of them now than I've 

ever been in our 20-year relationship.... I would 

say that the announcement of a reunion is prema¬ 

ture. However, later this year we hope to spend 

some time together and take a look at what possi¬ 

ble futures we might enjoy. In fact, the only real 

decision that has been made is that when we do 

get together, it will only be the four of us, hope¬ 

fully with no distractions. I am really looking for¬ 

ward to that." 

Naturally, phans couldn't help but notice that 

three of the four were booked to play separate 

shows at last summer's inaugural Rothbury Festi¬ 

val in Michigan. Drawing the kind of tight-knit 

crowd that once flocked to Phish's annual multi¬ 

day camping experiences, Rothbury revolutionized 

the entire concept by making environmentalism an 

integral part of the experience. So would there be 

some kind of big announcement, if not a sneak-at¬ 

tack reunion? 

On the last day of a legend-in-the-making 

Fourth of July weekend, Trey Anastasio emerged 

from his long exile to play his scheduled afternoon 

set with nothing but an acoustic guitar to hide be¬ 

hind. The once (and future) Phish frontman returned 

to action at Rothbury for a performance stocked 

mainly with old familiar songs, including “Sample in 

a Jar," “Farmhouse" and “Waste.” The previously 

unannounced arrival of bassist Mike Gordon midway 

through the deeply moving show brought thunder¬ 

ous applause—and a few tears of joy. 

“If only we could find a drummer and keyboard 

player," Trey joked significantly, then added: “But 

it's got to start with the songs, so you can be our 

test audience." 

The duo then ably performed two new compo¬ 

sitions, drawing raves and further heightening 

speculation about a reunion. An hour later, Anasta¬ 

sio returned the favor, joining Gordon's band on 

electric guitar for a few numbers, including a cover 

of the Beatles' “She Said She Said" that lured 

Phish drummer Jon Fishman to the kit. 

With an old-school Phish flag waving in the 

crowd and 75 percent of the band rocking away on¬ 

stage, it appeared to be only a question of when 

and how—not if—Phish would return. And now the 

time has come. So remember, it may not be cool to 

like Phish, and it never was, but that's exactly what 

makes it so damn cool. ^ 
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1. Mix the grain and Psilocybe Jubensis 
spores together without ever having to oj 
the sterilized bag. 

2. After the grain has been colonized 
with the bag of compost. 

That's all there Is to it! 

• Put the kit in a warm place 
• Walt a couple of weeks for your 

mushrooms to grow 
■ No need to water it or even look a 
• Just go away and leave It atone 
• The mushrooms grow automatically 

It’s That Simple! 

We include 

• Psilocybe Cubensis spores 
■ Grain 
* Our world famous special 

blend of mushroom compost 

• The price is only $105 
plus $15 shipping 
for a Total of $120 

* Washington State residents 
Please ad Sales tax of $10,68 

Address: 

State Zip 

Total Enclosed: 

Visit ns online 
at 

www.homesteadbook.com 

Homestead Book Company 
P.0, BOX 17444 

Seattle. WA 98127 

* Complete instructions 
with color photos 

PIUS: 
* A free DVD shows every 

thing you need to know 
* Awesome videos of 

mushroom farms In 
Holland. 

The EZ Gro Mushroomkit 

Order 
Toll-Free 

at 
800-426-6777 

Name 

Mushroomkit:.......$120 

2-step grow-it-yourself kit includes 
Psilocybe cubensis spores and shipping 

Sorry, not sold outside the USA, 

H The Mushroom Cultivator:.$40 
The biggest and best book ever published 

on growing mushrooms, 400 pages, 
color photos. 

Order Toll-Free Today! 800-426-6777 
Visa. MasterCard, American Express, and 
Discover cards accepted. Checks lak^ longer to 
process than money orders 

Questions? 
Phone: 206-782-4532 or Wl M 
Email: info@homesteadbook.com 

Homestead Book Company 
P.O. Sox 17444 

Seattle, WA 9S127 

Serving you since 1972. Our 36th year. Sony, no 
COD’S. Washington State residents please add 
B.9% sales tax. 



America's first cannabis college. 
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By Chris Simunek 

You might not find Oaksterdam on a Rand McNally map of California’s Bay 

Area, but astute cannaphiles know it as the capital city of California’s thriv¬ 

ing medical-marijuana scene. Much of this is due to the work of Richard 

Lee, a marijuana activist who has literally changed the face of downtown 

Oakland. Back in the early ’90s, before its indica-green makeover, the area 

around the once-grand Oakland Fox Theater on Telegraph Avenue was a 

skid row characterized by empty storefronts and criminal activity. Today, 

thanks in great part to the money pumped into the area by cannabis-themed 

businesses, it’s an up-and-coming commercial center. 

Most point to July 4,1996, as the day that Oaksterdam was founded, as 

this is the date that activist Jeff Jones opened the Oakland Cannabis Buyers 

Club (OCBC). It would be several months before Proposition 215 would pass, 

but Jones began operating a medical-cannabis co-op after City Councilman 

Nate Miley pushed the council to pass medical-marijuana resolutions. Two 

years later, Miley and the City Council deputized the OCBC as “officers” of the 

City of Oakland, charged with the task of distributing medical cannabis on the 

city’s behalf. In October 1998, the OCBC was forced to stop distributing 

cannabis—an injunction it appealed all the way to the US Supreme Court. The 

OCBC lost that final battle in 2001. Now called the Patient ID Card Center, 

the co-op continues to issue medical cards, and Jeff Jones has since opened 

another ID center in LA. 

While the OCBC was mired in litigation, several other cannabis clubs 

sprouted in the general vicinity of what would come to be known as Oakster¬ 

dam, including the Zoo, which was opened by OCBC co-founder Jim McClel¬ 

lan. Richard Lee entered the picture in 1999 with the Bulldog Coffeeshop, 

named in homage of the Bulldog Cafe, Amsterdam’s first coffeeshop, which 

was opened in 1975 by Henk De Vries. De Vries is the man credited with coin¬ 

ing the term “coffeeshop” as a euphemism for an establishment that sells 

cannabis. Four years later, Lee opened Coffeeshop SR71, named after the 

high-flying, fast-moving stealth bomber. SR71 is now Coffeeshop Blue Sky. 

In 2004, Oakland became the first city in California to issue permits to 

cannabis clubs, a progressive decision that came with an unfortunate political 

compromise: The city’s dispensaries were cut from 10 down to four—CARE, 

Compassionate Caregivers, SR71 and the Oakland Compassionate Healing 

Center—creating a flood of patients to clubs in and around the city and forcing 

non-accredited establishments to close their doors or flee to other towns. 

In 2005, Lee and Chris Conrad began publishing the Oaksterdam News, a 

comprehensive resource covering the California medical-marijuana scene, 

which had a circulation of 150,000 by the time Conrad and Lee split with man¬ 

aging editor Jaime Galindo in 2007. Back issues of the Oaksterdam News can 

be found at oaksterdamnews.net, and Lee still publishes a section in the 

glossy ’zine West Coast Cannabis. 

Today, Richard Lee stands as Oaksterdam’s preeminent spokesman. His 

slogan “Juries cannot be prosecuted for their verdicts” pops up on stickers 

and posters around town; it’s a call to arms suggesting that those who find 

themselves on the jury in a cannabis-related case vote “not guilty” no mat¬ 

ter what the guidelines are. Lee is a busy man, running five different 

cannabis-related businesses within a few square blocks: the Bulldog Cof¬ 

feeshop, a cafe at the site of his original dispensary (which no longer distrib¬ 

utes cannabis); Coffeeshop Blue Sky, which does cater to medical patients; 

the Oaksterdam Gift Shop, which sells literature and paraphernalia; Oaks¬ 

terdam Glassworks, a combination art gallery and glassblowing studio; and 

his most ambitious project yet, Oaksterdam University. 

Oaksterdam U. is the sort of place that has probably been fantasized 

about in dorm-room bong sessions for the past 30 years: a school offering 

a curriculum in the fine arts of cannabis. OU’s 13-week program offers 

classes in politics and legal issues, horticulture, cooking and “budtending,” 

which is described as “bartending for the cannabis industry.” A list of fac¬ 

ulty and past speakers reads like a Who’s Who of the marijuana scene, in¬ 

cluding Tommy Chong, Denis Peron, Ed Rosenthal and Jeff Jones. There’s 

also an advanced program that includes distribution/dispensary manage¬ 

ment and glassblowing, as well as further tutelage in the business, produc¬ 

tion and legalities of cannabis. And if all that’s still not enough, Lee has 

recently opened a branch of Oaksterdam U. in Los Angeles. 
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sIn 1991,1 was the victim of a carjacking, 
and the police response time was 45 minutes 
which angered me more than the actual 
carjacking. I blamed the lack of police 
protection on cannabis prohibition-police 
wasting their time arresting people like me 
instead of sociopaths and predators.’ 
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THE HIGH TM ES INTERVIEW 

HflAm 

1 hate the idea of medical-only manjua 
Cannabis is safer Sian booze; it should 

be as legal as firewater.’ 

Who first coined the term “Oaks- 

terdam''? 

The original chief financial officer 

of the Oakland Cannabis Buyers 

Cooperative, Jim McClellan. Be¬ 

sides being an important part of 

the OCBC in the late '90s, McClel¬ 

lan also started the Zoo—the dis¬ 

pensary that opened near the 

OCBC after it was prevented from 

distributing cannabis—as well the 

Berkeley Patients Group and the 

Glove Building production facility. 

I first remember seeing the term 

on a strain at the Zoo named Oak- 

sterdam Goo. It is a combination 

of “Oakland” and “Amsterdam,” 

following “Vansterdam's” lead. 

We started putting it on Bulldog 

Coffeeshop T-shirts in 2000. 

Sadly, Jim passed away in 2001. 

Where are you from? 

I was born in Houston, TX, in 1962. 

What did you do before you were 

involved in the movement? 

I was a lighting tech for traveling 

stage productions. 

How did you get involved in the 

medical-marijuana movement? 

Was there anything specific that 

caused you to become an ac¬ 

tivist? 

In 1991,1 was the victim of a car¬ 

jacking, and the police response 

time was 45 minutes—which an¬ 

gered me more than the actual 

carjacking. I blamed the lack of 

police protection on cannabis pro¬ 

hibition-police wasting their time 

arresting people like me instead 

of sociopaths and predators. 

So we opened Legal Mari¬ 

juana/The Hemp Store in Texas in 

1992 to jump-start the hemp in¬ 

dustry. Then I heard about Dennis 

Peron and the San Francisco 

Cannabis Buyers Club and de¬ 

cided to move to the Bay Area. I 

met Jeff Jones in 1995 and moved 

to Oakland in 1997, operating a 

cannabis-production facility sup¬ 

plying the OCBC (now the PIDC— 

Patient ID Card Center). 

I understand you're a patient 

yourself. What do you use medical 

marijuana for? 

I consider myself an adult cannabis 

consumer. I hate the idea of med¬ 

ical-only marijuana. Cannabis is 

safer than booze; it should be as 

legal as firewater. 

Why is it that in California, some 

medical clubs get busted by the 

Feds and some don't? 

One reason is local politics and 

policing: The Feds count on local 

support to raid dispensaries. Num¬ 

ber two is dispensary operators not 

being politically active, not being 

committed to improving their com¬ 

munity, just making a lot of money 

and buying a lot of toys. Number 

three—luck. It doesn’t matter how 

good a soldier you are when a mor¬ 

tar shell hits your foxhole. 

What is “Measure Z"? 

Oakland passed Measure Z in 

2004 with 65 percent of the vote, 

creating the Oakland Cannabis 

Revenue and Regulation Ordi¬ 

nance. The ordinance mandates 

that Oakland tax and regulate 

cannabis for adults as soon as 

possible under state law, and 

made private cannabis sales, cul¬ 

tivation, and possession the low¬ 

est law enforcement priority. It 

also created an oversight commit¬ 

tee, which recently drafted rules 

and permit fees for Measure Z 

clubs to operate, similar to how 

the medical-marijuana clubs op- 
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erate. There are currently several 

small Measure Z clubs in Oakland 

paying taxes, creating jobs and 

improving their neighborhoods. 

How are cannabis clubs regulated 
in Oakland? 
In 2004, the Oakland City Council 

began regulating medical-mari¬ 

juana outlets; in a political com¬ 

promise, the number of clubs was 

reduced to four. The city charges 

$25,000 in annual permit fees and 

requires the dispensaries to pay 

taxes and follow laws like any 

other business. 

Where did you get the idea for 
Oaksterdam University? 
I got the idea from the Cannabis 

College in Amsterdam. We see 

a trade school as part of legitimiz¬ 

ing the cannabis industry. Many of 

our students want to help end 

cannabis prohibition but don’t 

know how; OU has been great for 

them and those looking for em¬ 

ployment at a dispensary. We have 

had over 700 students this year. 

Last summer, we moved to a 

larger facility in Oakland to accom¬ 

modate larger classes, and last 

spring, we started holding classes 

in Los Angeles at the PIDC. We have 

added a glassblowing department 

and continuing-legal-education 

seminars for lawyers. We have 

started a speaker series featuring 

faculty members, such as Dennis 

Peron, Dale Gieringer, Chris Conrad 

and Mikki Norris. Online courses 

and classes on DVD will hopefully 

be available soon, as well as semi¬ 

nars in Michigan and other states. 

What happened to the Oakster¬ 
dam News? 
The Oaksterdam News ceased 

publishing in May of 2007 due to 

conflicts between the three own¬ 

ers—Chris Conrad, Jaime 

Galindo and myself. Galindo did a 

lot of good work distributing the 

07V and selling ads; however, he 

became impossible for Chris and 

myself to work with. Chris has 

archived the two years of issues 

at oaksterdamnews.net and is 

currently publishing the West 

Coast Leaf, while Jaime pub¬ 

lished one issue of Oaksterdam 

Media. It is unfortunate that 

the ON folded at its peak, distrib¬ 

uting over 100,000 copies per 

issue. We have started Oakster¬ 

dam Magazine, currently a mini¬ 

mag inside West Coast Cannabis, 

as a tourist guide for O’dam. 

What would you say to a person 
who wanted to open a cannabis 
dispensary in California? 
They should be politically active, es¬ 

pecially locally. I started 17 years 

ago and have gradually grown my 

businesses, politics and legal liabili¬ 

ties. Start small and find good peo¬ 

ple to work with. It has been an 

honor to lead so many brave sol¬ 

diers, and they are the reason 

for our success. Donate to local 

politicians and charities as well as 

reform organizations such as 

SAFER, MPP, NORML and Law En¬ 

forcement Against Prohibition. Until 

federal prohibition ends, this is 

a political business that requires 

courage, dedication and skill in 

combat. Good luck and Godspeed. ^ 
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TWO HEADED 
MONSTER 
Well the more you grow, 
the more you know. This 
is my White Widow grown 
under 400-watt HPS. A 
green thumb is a terrible 
thing to waste. Peace and 
Love.-JM from Philly 



FROM ITALY WITH 
LOV (Above) 
Here's a photo from two 
lifelong HT supporters and 
subscribers. This is the 
juicy and fruity Speed Queen 
from Mandala Seeds grown 
in the hot Italian sunshine. 
Thanks and keep up the 
great work! Peace and love. 
-Alam S Asha 

Here's a taste of some buds 
in Orlando. This is Purple 
Urkel.-Jack Hairer 



PARTNERS IN KIND Jf PS 
This is a medical grow of Power Plant and DJ Short's Grape Crush 
from Colorado. All organic and a true pleasure to smoke. Much 
love HIGH TIMESI-Willson Tyler and Jay Dawg 

PROTECTING FREEDOM (Above) 
Picture from tour in Afghanistan.-Silas 

GRANNY IN TRINITY COUNTY 
(Above) Feel free to use this shot in your 
publication. It would really make her 80th 
birthday.-Todd and Cheryl 

FATHER AND SON NUGS 
(Right) Here's a pic of our huge buds. My son 
and I grew these in mom's garden (this is the 
way we bond). We call it Garden Plant and it 
was grown in Kitchener, ON. All you dads 
should try this bonding method as it will bring 
you closer to your son.-John 8 Mike 

Pix of the Crop is reader-driven. Your submissions make all the stoners of the world dream of kind nugs. Send pictures (no 
Polaroids), tips, questions and stories to: HIGH TIMES, 419 Park Avenue South, 16th floor, New York, NY 10016. Digital photos can 
be e-mailed to maibag(a)hightimes.com and must be hi-res for publication. Remember, by submitting photograph(s) you thereby 
grant permission to the publisher to reprint photograph(s) in HIGH TIMES, as well as in any other Trans-High Corp. publication. 
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BY NICO ESCONDIDO 

Welcome to the second installment 
of our new mini-section devoted 
wholly to medicinal strains, uses, 
news, developments, activism, 
politics... anything and everything, 
really, that is medically related 
to marijuana. This is your new 
Cannabis Clinid 

BIIN2U1UED! 
The Houu-To’s and Why-Not’s of 
Getting Your Own Medical Card 
If you're a resident of California or 

any other medical-marijuana state, 

then it’s your right as a citizen to 

receive your medical card. A medical 

card is a legal document recognized 

statewide that proves you were 

examined by a licensed physician and 

given a recommendation to use med¬ 

ical marijuana. The process of get¬ 

ting your medical card is actually an 

easy one: All you need is to be over 

the age of 18, have a valid govern¬ 

ment-issued ID and be able to pay 

the doctor’s fee. 

Checking your local telephone 

book, state government website or 

the medical directory of HIGH TIMES 

can point you in the direction of an 

accredited medical-marijuana doc¬ 

tor. It’s important that you find the 

right one. For this reason, personal 

references from people you know 

are always a great help; you'll be 

able to make sure that you're getting 

a knowledgeable doctor who cares 

about this issue rather than one who 

just wants to take your money. In 

states like California or Washington, 

finding the right medical-marijuana 

doctor is easy enough; in smaller 

states—especially out on the Eastern 

Seaboard—it requires a bit more dili¬ 

gence, but is still doable. 

Upon your first visit, you’ll be 

asked to fill out a few pages of paper¬ 

work relating to your health and past 

ailments, your reasons for wanting a 

medical card and all relevant per¬ 

sonal info. After the paperwork is 

completed, you'll meet with the doc¬ 

tor, who will do some physical 

assessments of your overall state of 

health, checking blood pressure, 

eyes, reflexes and heart rate, among 

other things. Her or she will also ask 

questions about your medical history 

and your past experiences with mari- 

East coast Sour Diesel grown in an 
ebb-n-flow system at week 7. 

MEDICINAL STRAIN OF THE MONTH: SOU1I DIESEL 
This month’s featured strain had to be the legendary Sour Diesel. With its 

not-so-balanced, sativa-dominant genetics, we know some people will 

find it a surprising choice. But for sure, it’s tops on many patients’ lists 

because of its uplifting yet powerful high. 

Hovering around a whopping 20% THC content, but with an aver¬ 

age CBD level of 1%, Sour Diesel has strong euphoric effects on both 

the mind and the body. Its tangy, citrusy smell closely resembles a 

sweet-grapefruit/sour-lemon combination, while its flavor—well, if 

you’ve ever smoked it, you already know there isn’t much out there 

that can compare. 

The shrouded history of this iconic strain is still being debated in 

session circles around the globe, with most accounts calling it a hybrid 

of sorts, usually between varying lineages. Mass Super Skunk, various 

Chem strains, Mexican Sativa and Northern Lights are just a few that 

have been named as proud parents of the Diesel. However, the original 

East Coast Sour Diesel still grows strong today in the northeastern US, 

its secrets guarded by a few dedicated connoisseurs. 

When the Diesel is available, it dominates the marketplace and com¬ 

mands top dollar. Pronounced calyx formations within the bud structure 

and random dark-green leaves are signatures of the strain—along with 

its candy flavor (but we already mentioned that). Recommended medical 

uses include glaucoma, mild depression and anxiety. 

juana. It is important to note that 

there are some health issues that 

raise red flags with doctors, such as 

certain mental illnesses, alcoholism 

or other drug addictions. 

Be sure to let your doctor know 

your true medical history. Common 

ailments that may necessitate a pre¬ 

scription for medical marijuana 

include insomnia, muscle spasms, 

chronic headaches and obsessive- 

compulsive disorders. Additionally, if 

you suffer from an illness that 

requires you to take a medicine with 

unwanted side effects, such as loss 

of appetite or nausea, then medical 

marijuana may also be warranted. 

After the consultation, if the doctor 

decides that you’re likely to benefit 

from the medicinal use of marijuana, 

he or she will sign the forms approv¬ 

ing you as a patient. Once you’re 

issued a medical card, it’s valid for 

one year, which means you’ll have to 

visit the doctor again the following 

year to get the card renewed. 

With a medical card, you’re also 

eligible to grow your own marijuana 

for personal use, although the num¬ 

ber of plants you’re allowed can vary: 

In California, for example, up to 10 

plants is the limit in some parts of 

the state, while one can grow up to 

99 plants in others. Of course, it’s 

important to remember that this is 

only state law—federal law still does 

not recognize or permit the use of 

medical marijuana. 

In short, if you smoke pot often, 

then it just might be the medicine for 

you. Try to notice how you feel when 

you’re high and when you're not; 

think about why and when you 

smoke pot most often—you may be 

self-medicating without even know¬ 

ing it. If this is the case, you’re 

already a patient of the herb. So if 

you live in California or any other of 

the 12 medical-marijuana states in 

the US, it's your right as a citizen and 

an adult to have a medical-marijua¬ 

na card. It’s easy, it’s important, and 

it’s legal. Remember, you can’t get 

into any trouble by having a medical 

card, so don’t be afraid to go out and 

get one!—Lady G. 

Go to 

http://www.cdph.ca.gov/programs/ 

MMP/Pages/default.aspx to learn 

more about California's medical- 

marijuana program 

CC News Corner: Cali Update 
California’s highest court has recent¬ 

ly upheld the issuance of state med¬ 

ical-marijuana identification cards by 

refusing to consider a legal chal¬ 

lenge to the law. 

The California Supreme Court 

declined without comment to hear a 

challenge by two cities and one coun¬ 

ty to the state’s medical-marijuana 

law and the issuance of med-pot ID 

cards. These lawsuits—filed by San 

Diego, San Bernardino and Merced 

County in 2006—were previously 

tossed out by two lower courts. 

The state Supreme Court’s 

refusal ends the latest challenge to 

medical marijuana in California, 

effectively cementing the medical- 

marijuana law in place and leaving 

only one avenue for federal agencies 

to challenge its legality: an attempt 

to overturn states’ rights in this mat¬ 

ter via the US Supreme Court. 

At the same time, however, the 

US Supreme Court has allowed fed¬ 

eral authorities to prosecute med¬ 

ical-marijuana patients and their 

suppliers under federal anti-drug 

laws, and to shut down dispensaries 

in California and the 11 other states 

with laws similar to Prop. 215. But 

the court has not prohibited the 

states from deciding which drugs to 

ban or sanction under their own 

laws, nor are federal authorities 

known to target individual patients or 

doctors unless they operate on com¬ 

mercial levels. ^ 
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Consult your local physician about issues associated with Medical Marijuana use. 

To advertise on this list, call Michael Czerhoniak, Advertising Director, 212-387-0500 ext.240 

ALASKA 
State Registration Program, 

Dept of Health and Social Services. 

(907) 465-5423 

Or check out the State website 

http://www.hss.state.ak.us/dph/b 

vs/marijuana.html 

Attention: Terry Ahrens 

terry_ahrens@health.state.ak.us 

CALIFORNIA 
CENTRAL VALLEY 

SAN FRANCISCO 

Alternative Herbal Health Services 

442 Haight Street 

San Francisco, CA, 94117 

(415) 864-1300 

www.5starcannabis.com 

Free Delivery to the San Francisco 6 

South Bay Area 

Open 9am-10pm Daily 

415-424-5189 

Bartlett. Or e-mail her at Jbart- 

let@agri,state.NV.us 

Visit the state website for current laws: 

http://agri.nv.gov/ADMIN_MedMar 

ijuana.htm 

NEW JERSEY 
Urge NJ Legislators to Sponsor 

Medical Marijuana Bill 

To take action goto: 

http://capwiz.com/norml2/issues/ 

alert/?alertid=11059156 

Vo 
•if* 

THE MEDICAL MARIJUANA 
EVALUATION DIRECTORY 

CALIFORNIA 
MEDICANN 
1814 FRANKLIN CA#420 

OAKLAND, CA 94612 

866.632.6627 

MEDICANN 

936 ATLANTIC AVE 

LONG BEACH, CA 90813 

866.632.6627 

FX 562.495.4741 

Free Herb Recipe 

Emmanuel Caregivers 

Dr.Etta 8 Perky Pierie 

Connoisseur's 

Yumyumgoodies.com 

Emmanuelcaregivers@yahoo.com 

(650)-336-3139 

Delivery and shipping to home- 

bound Prop 215 patients. 

EXETER 

J6J Compassionate Care 

Information Center 

960 South Spruce 

Exeter, CA 93221 

(559) 592-0420 

9:30am - 8:30pm, 7 days a week 

Free internet in the lounge. 

New patients must arrive before 

4pm for Prop. 215 Verification. 

GARDENA 

420 Highway Pharmacy 

18710 South Normandie Ave, 

Suite D. 

Gardena, CA 90248 

(310)-808-0420 

(310)- 808-0215 

Open 7 days 8am - 8pm 

LAKE FOREST 

Lake Forest Compassionate 

Caregivers 

24370 Lake Center Drive, Suite 100 

Lake Forest, CA 91630 

(949) 859-1158 

NORTHERN CALI 

MJ's Place 

9449 Main Street 

Upper Lake, CA 95485 

707-275-9291 

OAKLAND 

Coffee Shop Blue Sky 

37717th Street 

Oakland, CA 94612 

(510)-251-0690 

Open 9am-8pm Mon-Sat 

Open 10am - 6pm Sunday 

www.Oaksterdamgiftshop.com 

SAN DIEGO 

San Diego Holistics 

Interstate 805 and Balboa Ave. 

San Diego, CA 92111 

619-804-9100 

Highest quaility 8 lowest prices 

Open 10am-6pm Mon-Sat 

PICK UP OR DELIVERY 

VENDORS WELCOME-CALL AHEAD 

The Green Cross 

Delivery Only 

San Francisco, CA 

415-648-4420 

SILVER LAKE 

Higher Path Holistic Care Collective 

2227 Sunset Blvd. 

Silver Lake, CA 90026 

(866) 420-PATH or (213) 484-1001 

www.Thehigherpath.com 

VAN NUYS 

Valley Patients Group 

8953 Woodmen Ave, Suite 101 

Arleta, CA 91331 

818-332-0736 

Open 7days week, 7 am to 10 pm 

WEST HOLLYWOOD 

Alternative Herbal Health Serv. #2 

7828 Santa Monica Blvd. 

West Hollywood, CA 90046 

323-654-8792 

COLORADO 
State Registration Program, 

(303) 692-2184 

http://www.cdphe.state.co.us/hs/ 

medicalmarijuana/ marijua- 

nafactsheet.asp 

Patients info: (720) 890-4247 

www.sensiblecolorado.org 

HAWAII 
State Registration Program, 

(808)837-8470 www.dpfhi.org 

MONTANA 
State Registration Program, 

(406) 444-5622 

To download a state application go to: 

http://www.dphhs.mt.gov/medical 

marijuana/applicationform.doc 

Caregivers Montana 

406-600-2981 Livingston,MT 

www.caregiversmontana.com 

A Kinder Caregiver 

The statements in the name. 

To uphold the spirit of Initiative 148 

AKinderCaregiver@yahoo.com 

www.montanamedicalmarijuana.net 

406-333-2295 

NEVADA 
State Registration Program 

Contact Dept, of Agriculture, 

(775) 688-1180 

Hit zero on the phone. 

Then ask operator for Jennifer 

OREGON 
Oregon Medical Marijuana Program 

www.HealthOregon.org/mm 

971-673-1234 

Fax: 971-673-1278 

RHODE ISLAND 
http://www.health.state.ri.us/ 

Application form available at 

www.health.ri.gov/hsr/mmp/index. 

php or by visiting room 104 at the 

Health Department, 3 Capitol Hill, 

Providence. 

VERMONT 
CONTACT INFORMATION: Applica¬ 

tion information for the Vermont 

Marijuana Registry is available 

online at: Vermont Marijuana 

Registry 

Department of Public safety 

www.dps.state.vt.us/cjs/marijuan 

a.htm 

WASHINGTON 
Green Cross Patient Advocates 

(206) 766-8155 

www.Seattlegreencross.org 

Washington State 

Department of Health 

1112 SE Quince St. 

P.0. Box 47890 

Olympia, WA 

98504-7890 

(800) 525-0127 or 

(360) 236-4052 

Attention: Glenda Moore 

http://www.doh.wa.gov 

ACLU of Washington, 

Drug Reform Project 

(206) 624-2184 

aclu-wa.org 

/detail.cfm?id=182 

CANADA 
Canadian medical clubs rarely 

except US Medical Marijuana ID. 

Prior arrangements need to be 

made prior to your visit by con¬ 

tacting the medical club. 

CALM Toronto 

P.0. Box 47023 stn 425 

220 Yonge St 

Toronto, ON M5B 2H1 

Office 416-367-3459 

Fax 416-367-4679 

Open 7 days a week 

wwww.cannabisclub.ca 

FX 510.257.8421 

MEDI CANN 

1509 SEABRIGHTAVE #C2 

SANTA CRUZ, CA 95482 

866.632.6627 

FX 831.460.1053 

MEDI CANN 

557 E. PERKINS 

UKIAH, CA 95482 

866.632.6627 

FX 707.468.7801 

MEDI CANN 

2120 N. WINERY AVE. #103 

FRESNO, CA 93703 

866.632.6627 

FX 559.452.1562 

MEDI CANN 

4295 GESNER ST. #1B 

SAN DIEGO, CA 92117 

866.632.6627 

FX 619.275.2178 

MEDI CANN 

1107 GREENACRE AVE. 

WEST HOLLYWOOD, CA 90046 

866.632.6627 

FX 323.876.5264 

MEDICANN 

1426 FILLMORE #206 

SAN FRANCICSO, CA 94115 

866.632.6627 

FX 415.440.0946 

MEDICANN 

3639 MONTGOMERY DR. 

SANTA ROSA, CA 95405 

866.632.6627 

FX 707.750.2706 

MEDI CANN 

3449 FREEDOM PARK DR. 

SACRAMENTO, CA 95405 

866.632.6627 

FX 916.338.3057 

MEDICANN 

72518TH ST. 

MODESTO, CA 95354 

866.632.6627 

FX 209.521.1065 

MEDICANN 

21712 DEVONSHIRE ST. 

CHATSWORTH, CA 91311 

866.632.6627 

FX 818.718.1492 

MEDICANN 

862 N.WINCHESTER BLVD #1A 

SAN JOSE, CA 95128 

866.632.6627 

FX 408.244.9983 

MEDICANN 

2600 PARK AVE. #102 

CONCORD, CA 94520 

866.632.6627 

MEDICANN 

COMING SOON 

HAYWARD, CA 

866.632-6627 

THCF MEDICAL CLINIC 

647 N. MAIN ST#1-B 

RIVERSIDE, CA 92501 

CA (951)782-9898 

FAX(951)782-9889 

HOLISTIC HEALTH 8 HEALING CENTER 

5280 KANAN 

AGOURA HILLS, CA 91301 

818-706-1120 

FAX 818-706-1189 

OREGON 
THCF MEDICAL CLINIC 

105 SE 18TH AVE. 

PORTLAND, OREGON 97214 

OR (503)281-5100 

FAX(503)235-0120 

WASHINGTON 
THCF MEDICAL CLINIC 

1813130TH NE #210 

BELLEVUE, WASHINGTON 98005 

WA (425)869-6186 

FAX(425)869-6378 

COLORADO 
THCF MEDICAL CLINIC 

4485 WADSWORTH BLVD #302 

WHEAT RIDGE, CO 80033 

CO (303)403-9996 

FAX(303)403-9998 

HAWAII 
THCF MEDICAL CLINIC 

345 QUEEN ST #900 

HONOLULU, HI 96813 

HI (800)723-0188 

FAX(503)235-0120 

NEVADA 
THCF MEDICAL CLINIC 

10161 PARK RUN DR. #150 

LAS VEGAS, NV 89145 

NV (800) 723-0188 

FAX(503) 235-0120 
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BUDDER YOUR BREAB 
Pudding, pot and bread-what could be better? 

What interesting times we live in. By the 

time this issue hits the stands, our economy 

could resemble that of Argentina circa 2001, 

and there may be folks dangling by their silk 

neckties and golden parachutes from the 

lampposts on Wall Street... or not. We may 

have elected our first biracial president, 

proving to the world that we're not just a 

bunch of ignorant rednecks, that we judge 

people based on their abilities rather than 

their melanin levels... or not. Perhaps we’ll have empowered our first lipstick- 

wearing psychotic-pit-bull vice president instead. (Not counting Dick Cheney, of 

course. He reminds me so much of J. Edgar Hoover that I wouldn’t be surprised if 

they shared those predilections—repression does funny things to Republicans.) 

Lord only knows how many new enemies we’ll have made by then if McCain 

and Palin are elected, but it's a pretty safe bet we’ll have launched the first politi¬ 

cal volley in the Cold War Redux the minute the vote count tilts to the right. Hope¬ 

fully, we won’t piss in everyone's diplomatic Wheaties that way—but at least the 

Russians will nuke Alaska first, since Putin can see Wasilla from his house ... or 

something to that effect. 

Yes, things are uncertain on the brink of our collective precipice. And by the 

way: Bush just deployed an Army brigade stateside to quell the Posse Comita- 

tus Act and some sort of civil unrest that I didn’t even know we were having. 

Are we having civil unrest? Gosh, I would hate to miss that! Revolutions are, 

like, totally hot, but having the National Guard fire on American citizens is just 

so 1970. These days, getting mowed down by the regular Army is where it’s 

at—just ask the Iraqis. 

Sketchy stuff, these pre-election surprises, although I’m not inclined to get my 

panties in a bunch over the current Wall Street hysterics. I doubt the entire econo¬ 

my will fail just because some fat cats played games with credit-default swaps— 

but if it does, we’ll survive, just as our grandparents and great-grandparents 

survived the 1930s. My Granny told me all about the Great Depression when I was 

little, and most of the stories involved eating cauliflower and a pet goat. (By which I 

mean she owned the goat—she didn’t eat it—so it couldn’t have been that bad.) 

Plus, I’m already poor compared to the people at Goldman Sachs, so I doubt that 

much will change for me personally. I’ll consolidate my frequent errands, swear off 

those silly dreams of vacations, retirement and Vanguard mutual funds, and cut 

back on my intake of fancy cheese—unless I get a goat, in which case I’ll make my 

own fancy cheese. I hope it doesn’t come to that, because I’m a little squeamish 

about fiddling with goat teats, but just in case it all goes to hell in a dogsled, this 

month’s recipe is a Depression-era penny-stretcher that's super easy to make, or 

to adapt to your taste and the ingredients on hand.—Ashley Boudreaux 

BUDS BREAD PDDING 
1 oz commercial-grade cannabis (or 1/8-oz 

kind bud) 

6 to 8 cups cubed stale bread (any bread 

except herbed bread, rye bread, etc.) 

5 tbsp butter 

1 cup white sugar 

1 cup brown sugar 

2 cups milk 

1 cup evaporated milk (if you don’t have it, 

just use 3 cups of milk] 

3 large eggs 

ltsp ground cinnamon 

2 tsp vanilla extract 

1/2 cup nuts 

1/2 cup raisins 

Directions: Combine the cannabis and butter in a double boiler and cook over 

low heat for 45 minutes. Strain the vegetation out of the butter, then add all 

the ingredients except the bread cubes and whisk the hell out of it. Grease a 

baking pan, distribute bread cubes evenly, and then pour the melted but- 

ter/sugar mixture over them. Stir, and let the pan sit in the fridge for one hour 

so the bread can soak. Then pop it into the oven at 300°F until the mixture is 

set (it should take about 60 to 70 minutes, depending on your elevation), or 

until a toothpick can be pulled out clean from the center. Dust with confection¬ 

er’s sugar and serve. Stones 6. ^ 
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888-67-NORML 
www.norml.org 

For more information call 1 -883-67-NORML or visit norml.org 
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National Organization for tire Relorm of Marijuana Laws 
1600 K, Street, HW, Stfl. 501, Washington D C. 20006 

"I have always loved marijuana. It has been a 
source of joy and comfort to me for many years. 

And I still think of it as a basic staple of life, along 
with beer and ice and grapefruits - and millions of 

Americans agree with me." 

Hunter S. Thompson 
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Ask Dr. Mitch 
\ 

SO MILLION-AND COUNTING 
One of us is arrested every eight seconds. 

Since the early ’90s, the total num¬ 

ber of Americans busted annually 

for pot has nearly tripled. In 1991, 

police arrested a modern low of 

288,000 people for minor marijuana 

violations in the United States. But 

by 2006 (the last year for which data 

are available), a record 830,000 

people were arrested. An estimated 

90 percent were charged with 

minor possession—not trafficking, 

cultivation or sale. This spike in arrests occurred even 

as federal statistics indicate that adult marijuana use 

has remained fairly stable over the past decade. 

Yet despite this massive increase in arrests, the 

mainstream media and Congress continue to ignore 

the plight of millions of Americans who suffer signifi¬ 

cant sanctions and hardships because of pot-related 

run-ins with the law. These penalties include proba¬ 

tion and mandatory drug testing, loss of employment, 

loss of child custody, removal from subsidized hous¬ 

ing, asset forfeiture, loss of student aid, loss of voting 

privileges, loss of adoption rights, and loss of certain 

federal welfare benefits such as food stamps. 

Many Americans serve prison time for pot. Nearly 

13 percent of state inmates and 12.4 percent of feder¬ 

al inmates are incarcerated for marijuana-related 

drug violations, according to a 2006 Bureau of Justice 

Statistics report. In human terms, this means that 

some 34,000 state inmates and an estimated 11,000 

federal inmates are serving time behind bars for vio¬ 

lating marijuana laws. In fiscal terms, this means US 

taxpayers are spending more than $1 billion annually 

to imprison pot offenders. 

The front-end criminal justice costs—such as the 

number of hours a police officer must put in to arrest 

and process the average pot offender—are far greater. 

Some researchers, including econ¬ 

omist Jeffery Miron at Harvard Uni¬ 

versity, have estimated these costs 

at upward of $7 billion a year. 

But the financial and social 

costs tell only part of the story. Up 

to 70 percent of all individuals in 

drug treatment for pot are placed 

there by the criminal justice sys¬ 

tem, according to statistics pub¬ 

lished by the US Substance Abuse 

and Mental Health Services Administration. In other 

words, these individuals were ordered by a judge (or a 

drug court) to attend “rehab” in lieu of jail, or as a 

requirement of their probation. Of those enrolled in 

treatment, federal statistics indicate that more than 

one in three hadn’t even used marijuana in the 30 days 

prior to their admission. 

Equally troubling, yet seldom publicly discussed, is 

the reality that marijuana enforcement disproportion¬ 

ately affects citizens by age. According to data com¬ 

piled by the FBI, 74 percent of all Americans busted for 

pot are under 30, and one out of four is 18 or younger. 

Sadly, a generation—possibly two—believes that 

the police are an instrument of their oppression 

rather than their protection. These people suffer the 

most under current anti-pot laws, yet they lack the 

financial means and the political capital to influence 

politicians to challenge these laws. They also lack the 

money to adequately fund the drug-law reform move¬ 

ment at a level necessary to represent and protect 

their interests. As a result, marijuana arrests contin¬ 

ue to climb unabated. But few in the mainstream 

press—and even fewer lawmakers—feel compelled 

to address this continuing tragedy.—Paul Armentano, 

Deputy Director of NORML 

Visit norml.org or call [888167-NORML 

Pot busts cost taxpayer $7 billion annually. 

BLOG STAR Pete Guither leads a war against propaganda. 

As the art of blogging evolves, few have utilized this tool as effectively for anti- 

marijuana-prohibition advocacy as Pete Guither. Check him out at DrugWar- 

Rant.com and enter the Drug War Rant community. Both of these outlets were 

the result of Pete’s anger at the continued prohibition of cannabis. What started out as research and writing 

primarily for his own edification has blossomed into a powerful online forum and community of drug-policy 

reformers that provides a valuable service by supplying activists with news and information on the latest sci¬ 

entific, legal and political developments. 

Pete is motivated by the belief that legalizing and regulating marijuana cultivation, distribution and pos¬ 

session for recreational purposes is crucial. “I want to take the black market out of the equation,” he says. 

“The only way to do that is with full legalization and not a halfway solution. The path to get there requires that 

people stop being afraid to talk about marijuana and the Drug War.” 

The good news is that more and more people are speaking out. “The blogs and the traditional reform 

organizations like NORML, and the newer groups like Law Enforcement Against Prohibition and Students for 

Sensible Drug Policy, are developing a network of reformers from all walks of life armed with the facts,” 

Pete says. “But we’re still facing a tough battle—decades of propaganda. We have to get the facts, we have to 

speak out, and we have to keep doing it!” 

Thanks to Pete Guither, the anti-prohibition community has gained a powerful new voice. Long may he contin¬ 

ue to share his insight, his knowledge and the occasional rant.—Carlos Castillo, NORML Outreach Coordinator 

Dr. Mitch, 

My girlfriend says the first 

ads for hemp paper claimed 

that it could raise the dead. What’s 

the story? 

J. Hearst 

Hi J., 

Around the year 100, according to 
a popular but apocryphal story, a Chi¬ 
nese bureaucrat named Ts’ai Lun 
staged his own death, then had peo¬ 
ple burn paper to bring him “back to 
life.” In reality, Ts’ai Lun (more com¬ 
monly spelled Cai Lun these days) is 
credited with the invention of paper, 
which included hemp in the recipe. 
Meanwhile, the tradition of burning 
paper at funerals—including “spirit 
money”—is observed throughout 
many parts of Asia. 

I’m getting conflicting stories about 

marijuana and spirituality. Any con¬ 

nection? 

Wayne S. 

Hi Wayne, 
Marijuana and spirituality have to be 
two of the world’s most controversial 
topics. Are they linked? It depends, of 
course, on what you mean by “spiri¬ 
tuality.” Some define it by how often 
you pray, go to church or think about 
your deity. In contrast, other defini¬ 
tions focus on freeing your mind, get¬ 
ting in touch with your feelings and 
appreciating nature. No surprise that 
marijuana users are high on the lat¬ 
ter kind of spirituality. 

I'm having an argument at my shop 

about pot and “amotivational syn¬ 

drome.” Can you help me out? 

Thomas Hearty 

Hi Thomas, 
Adult cannabis users are no different 
from other folks in terms of hours 
worked, wages earned or job 
turnover. One study showed that men 
who smoke pot earned more money 
than their non-smoking brethren. 
Also, college-student users and non¬ 
users have comparable grades and 
extracurricular activities. Two stud¬ 
ies even showed that users had high¬ 
er grades than their non-using 
pals—not that I’m recommending the 
plant as a study aid. Hope this helps! 

Dr. Mitch Earleywine, Ph.D., is an asso¬ 

ciate professor of psychology at SUNY 

Albany. He is the author of Understand¬ 

ing Marijuana and The Parents’ Guide 

to Marijuana. Got a question for Dr. Mitch? 

Email him at 420researchfdgmail.com. 
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'"ALABAMA 
Alan R. Elledge, Attorney at Law 

Shoals Criminal Defense Group, LLC 

105 S. Court St. 

Florence, AL 35630 

(877) 420-4LAW 

shoalsdefendersfdbellsouth.net 

Vigorous statewide marijuana 

defense’ 

ARIZONA 
Jamal Allen 

Allen & Associates, Lawyers 

3029 N. Alma School Road, Suite 216 

Chandler, Arizona 85224-1475 

P: 480-820-3300 

goodlawyrfdaol.com 

All Stops, Arrests & Seizures 

Lee Phillips 

Law Offices of Lee Phillips 

224 E. Birch 

Flagstaff, AZ 86001 

928-779-1560 

www.notguiltyl .com 

Marc Victor 

3920 S. Alma School Rd., Suite 5 

Chandler, AZ 85248 

Phone:480-755-7110 

Fax: 480-755-8286 

marcfdattorneyforfreedom.com 

www.attorneyforfreedom.com 

Michael Walz 

Law Offices of Michael Walz 

45 W. Jefferson, Ste. 412 

Phoenix, AZ 85003 

602-254-8861 

wmwalzfdaol.com 

Roadside assistance statewide. 

CALIFORNIA 
Daniel L. Barton 

600 University Avenue 

Palo Alto, CA 94301 

Phone:650-326-2980 

dbartonfdnablaw.com 

Bob Boyd 

107 West Perkins Street, Suite #17 

Ukiah.CA 95482 

707-468-0500 

mendocinolawfdcomcast.net 

www.mendocinolaw.com 

James J. Clark 

506 Broadway 

San Francisco, CA 94133 

Phone:415-986-5591 

Fax:415-421-1331 

james.clarkfdcolorado.edu 

John Duree 

428 J St., Ste. 352 

Sacramento, CA 95814 

916-441-0562 

jdureefdpacbell.net 

Practice limited to criminal defense. 

Anthony J. Feldstein 

Law Offices of Anthony J. Feldstein 

177 Post St, Suite 600 

San Francisco, CA 94108 

415-N0T-GUILTY or 415-668-4845 

Fax:415-398-3003 

Email: ajfeld98fdaol.com 

^^Specializing in Criminal Defense 

**Free initial consultation 

Omar Figueroa 

Law Offices of Omar Figueroa 

506 Broadway 

San Francisco CA 94133 

(415)986-5591 (510)649-0420 

omarfdstanfordalumni.org 

www.omarfigueroa.com 

Graduate of Stanford Law School 

and Gerry Spence's Trial Lawyer’s 

College, specializing in cannabis 

cultivation and medical marijuana 

cases. Free case consultation, 

iYo hablo espanol! 

Christopher M. Glew 

1851 E. First Street, Ste. 840 

Santa Ana, CA 92705 

Fax:714-648-0501 

Phone:714-648-0004 

marijuanalawyerfdyahoo.com 

www.glewkimlaw.com 

Law Offices of Vincent J. 

LaBarbera, Jr. 

600 W. Santa Ana Blvd., Suite 950 

Santa Ana, CA 92701 

Phone:714-541-9668 

Fax:714-541-4322 

vlbfdlabarberalaw.com 

Allison Margolin 

8484 Wiltshire Blvd., Suite 660 

Beverly Hills, CA 90211 

Phone:323-653-1850 

Fax:323-653-1225 

allisonbrandifdmac.com 

allisonmargolin.blogspot.com 

Bruce Margolin 

8749 Holloway Dr. 

West Hollywood, CA 90069 

310-652-0991 or 

800-420-LAWS 

bmargolinfdaol.com 

www.1800420laws.com 

www.margolinlawoffices.com 

Marijuana and criminal defense 

since 1967. Director, L.A. NORML 

Call for a free guide to marijuana 

laws in all 50 states . 

David M. Michael 

Law Offices of David M. Michael 

101 California Street, Suite 2450 

San Francisco, CA 94111 

Telephone: (415) 946-8996 

Facsimile: (877) 538-6220 

E-mail: dmmp5fdaol.com 

Randy Sue Pollock 
2831 Telegraph Ave 

Oakland, CA 94609 

Phone:510-763-9967 

Fax:510-272-0711 

PollockEsqfdaol.com 

Eric Shevin 

9000 West Sunset Blvd., Suite 720 

Los Angeles, CA 90069 

Phone:310-273-1300 

Fax:310-273-1362 

eshevinfdaol.com 

www.shevinlaw.com 

Law Offices Of Sean 
Tabibian & Associates 

6794 La Jolla Blvd., #201 

La Jolla, CA 92037 

Call Toll Free: 1-800-658-1500 

www.WeDefendYou.com 

Call us for a free guide "People vs. 

You" a guide for the accused 

Sean Tabibian, Esq. 

Tabibian & Associates 

9000 West Sunset Blvd., Suite #407 

Los Angeles, CA 90069 

1-800-658-1500 

www.wedefendyou.com 

Your freedom to smoke is no joke. 

Herbal defenders on your side. 

COLORADO 
Robert J. Corry, Jr. 
600 17th Street, Ste 2800 

South Tower 

Denver, Colorado 80202 

Tel:(303)-634-2244 

Fax:(303) 260-6401 

email: robert.corryfdcomcast.net 

www.robcorry.com 

Graduate of Stanford Law School, 

specializes in criminal defense and 

civil rights, free initial consultation 

Sean McAllister 
Offices in Denver and Breckenridge 

80424 

Phone:970-393-3164 

Fax:970-453-6877 

mclawofficefdcomcast.net 

www.mcallisterlawoffice.com 

CONNECTICUT 
Russell & Pastore, LLC 
Law Offices of James Pastore 

66 Field Point Road 

Greenwich, CT 06836 

203-661-4200 

FLORIDA 
Robert O. Bauer, Jr. 

Bauer, Crider, Pellegrino & Parry 

1550 South Highland Avenue, #C 

Clearwater, FL 33756 

(727) 446-4800 

Offices in Clearwater, Tampa & Port 

Richey. Board Certified Criminal 

Trial Lawyer 

-\ 
Greg M. Lauer 

Law Offices of Greg M. Lauer P.A. 

320 Southeast 10th Court 

Fort Lauderdale, FL33316 

954-559-0647 Fax: 954-251-4787 

gregfdgregmlauer.com 

**Former State Drug Trafficking 

Prosecutor 

**Free initial consultation 

Donald A. Lykkebak 

390 N. Orange Ave., 

Suite #2100 

Orlando, FL 32801 

407-425-4044 

lykkebakfdbellsouth.net 

http://www.druglawexpert.com 

"Board certified criminal trial lawyer 

with 30 years experience." 

David Raben 

Robbins, Tunkey, Ross, Amsel, 

Raben & Waxman, P.A. 

2250 SW 3rd Avenue, 4th Floor 

Miami, FL 33129-2095 

Tel: 305-858-9550 

Fax: 305-858-7491 

daverabenfdcrimlawfirm.com 

Experienced and aggressive defense 

of drug cases in State and Federal 

Court. 

Jeffrey Reisman 

304 S. Westland Ave. 

Tampa, FL 33606 

877-283-5333 or 813-258-5333 

www.tampadruglawyers.com 

State & Federal Defense Free con¬ 

sultation 

Roger Scott, Jr., P.A. 

Scott & Medling, P.A. 

1515 E Livingston St., 

Orlando, FL 32803 

407-894-0054, (Fax) 407-894-0053 

RogerScottfdcfl.rr.com 

www.orlandodruglawyer.com 

Robert Shafer & Associates, P.A. 

Robert Shafer 

James Davis 

24 North Market Street, Suite 305 

Jacksonville, FL 32202 

Tel: 904-350-9333 Fax: 904-633-7820 

website: shafercriminallaw.com 

email: robertshaferfdbellsouth.net 

Criminal defense only. 

Focusing on drug charges. 

GEORGIA 
Wystan Getz 

Oakhurst Law Group of Getz, LLC 

P0 Box 944 

Decatur GA 30031 -0944 

404-373-5667 

dui_n_drugsfdoakhurstlaw.us 

www.marijuanadefender.com 

Initial consultation always free of 

charge. 
/ 
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ILLINOIS 
Michael J. Buchman 

1821 Walden Office Sq. 

Schaumburg, IL 60173 

Phone:847-917-2162 

MichaeUBuchmanl3aol.com 

Michael F. Clancy 

10345 S Western Ave 

Chicago, IL 60643 

773-238-6000, Fax: 773-238-5963 

mfclancylaw(3netscape.net 

Jeffrey B. Fawell 

Fawell & Associates 

500 S. Country Farm Rd, Ste 200 

Wheaton, IL 60187 

630-665-9300 

fawellf3faweU.com 

Criminal, DUI, traffic, and 

immigration defense. 

Peter J.Vilkelis 

53 W. Jackson Blvd.Ste. 1430 

Chicago, IL 60604 

312-408-0258 

pvilkelisf3sbcglobal.net 

Illinois NORML Board member 

INDIANA 
Stephen W. Dillon 

Dillon and Thomas, PC 

3601 N. Pennsylvania St. 

Indianapolis, IN 46205 

317-923-9391 

SteveDillonf3dillonandthomas.com 

www.dillonandthomas.com 

Chair, NORML Board of Directors. 

KANSAS 
Chris Meek 

1031 Military Ave. 

Baxter Springs, KS 66713 

Phone:620-856-2771 

Fax:620-856-2772 

ninsky13f3hotmail.com 

William (Billy) K. Rork 

1321 SW Topeka Blvd. 

Topeka, KS 66612-1816 

785-235-1650 

rorkf3rorklaw.com 

www.rorklaw.com 

Zealous and successful drug 

defenses on 1-70/1-35 vehicle stops. 

Cal Williams 

Calvin K. Williams Chtd. 

280 N. Court Ave., P.0. Box 304 

Colby, KS 67701 

785-460-9777 

williams_9777f3msn.com 

On 1-70, western Kansas. 

MARYLAND 
David E. Kinderman 

15 West Montgomery Avenue, 3rd FI. 

Rockville, MD 20850 

Tel: 310-762-7900 

kindermannlawf3comcast.net 

davef3kindermannlaw.com 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Norman S. Zalkind 

Zalkind, Rodriguez, Lunt & Duncan 

65A Atlantic Ave. 

Boston, MA 02110 

Phone:617-742-6020 

Fax:617-742-3269 

nzalkindf3zrld.com 

MICHIGAN 
Matthew R. Abel, Attorney at Law 

450 W. Fort Street, Suite 200 

Detroit, Ml 48226 

248-866-0864 

www.cannabiscounsel.com 

attorneyabelf3comcast.net 

Specializing in marijuana defense 

Barrix Law Firm P.C. 

Jason Barrix, Attorney at Law 

934 West Fulton 

Grand Rapids, Ml 49504 

1-877-4-BARRIX or 1-877-422-7749 

616-456-1900 

Barrixlawf3aol.com 

Practicing Marijauna and Criminal 

Defense Statewide. Since 1993. 

Thomas Deinek, Attorney 

Criminal Defense east of 1-75 

Offices in Detroit & Alpena 

yourmouthpiecef3yahoo.com 

(313) 965-1144 

Telecopier (313) 331-5979 

Solid legal defenses & easy access 

to counsel. 

KRONZEK & CRONKRIGHT P.L.L.C. 

Phone:1-800-576-6035 

Michigan Criminal Defense Attorneys 

Kronzekf3KronCron.com 

www.AggressiveCriminalDefense.com 

Tough representation throughout 

Michigan 

Randall S. Levine 

427 S.Burdick St. 

Kalamazoo, Ml 49007 

Phone:269-382-0444 

Fax: 269-382-0464 

randalllevinef3levine-levine.com 

www.levine-levine.com 

Michael A. Mclnerney, Esquire 

Law Office of Michael A. Mclnerney 

139 Pearl Street NW, Suite 400 

Grand Rapids, Ml 49503 

(616)776-0200 

Fax: (616) 776-0202 

mamgrlawf3sbcglobal.net 

Frank K. Rhodes III 

Southfield, Ml 48075 

Phone:248-350-0110 

fkrhodesf3aol.com 

www.aggressivemichlaw.com 

Mark A. Satawa 

Kirsch & Satawa, PC 

3000 Town Center, Suite 1700 

Southfield, Ml, 48075 

248-356-8320 

markf3kirschandsatawa.com 

www.kirschandsatawa.com 

Be sure to check out our new website! 

Law Office of John Targowski, P.C. 

310 East Michigan Avenue, Suite 501 

Kalamazoo, Ml 49007-3840 

Voice: (269) 290 5606 

johnf3targowskilaw.com 

www.targowskilaw.com 

2008 NORML HunterS. Thompson 

Scholar, Medical Marijuana Defense 

Experience 

MINNESOTA 
Marc G. Kurzman 

St. Anthony Main 

219 SE Main St., Suite 403 

Minneapolis, MN 5541 

Phone:612-617-9000 

Fax:612-617-9009 

kgolawf3aol.com 

MISSOURI 
K. Louis Caskey 

1102 Grand Blvd, Suite 800 

Kansas City, M0 64106 

Phone:816-221-9114 

Cell Phone:816-536-1411 

Fax:816-220-0757 

klouie711f3aol.com 

www.caskeyatlaw.com 

Daniel Dodson 

331 Madison, 

Jefferson City, M0 65101 

573-636-9200 or 800-DODSON-1 

ddf3danieldodson.net 

www.danieldodson.net 

Board member, NACDL; 

Nationwide advice/referrals. 

Dan Viets 

15 N. 10th St. 

Columbia, M0 65201 

573-443-6866 

danvietsf3justice.com 

Former president of M0 Assoc, of 

Criminal Defense Lawyers and 

NORML Board Chair. 

NEVADA 
Scott N. Freeman 

'Defender of the Year 2008' 

556 California Ave. 

Reno, NV 89509-1450 

Phone:775-786-4788 

Fax:775-786-9333 

defensef3freeman-law.com 

www.freeman-law.com 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Sven Wiberg 

Wiberg Law Office 

2456 Lafayette Road, Ste. 7 

Portsmouth, NH, 03801 

-V 
603-686-5454 

Fax:603-319-4832 

mimirbluef3comcast.net 

NEWJERSEY 
William H. Buckman 

110 Marter Ave, Suite 209 

Moorestown, NJ 08057 

Phone:856-608-9797 

Fax:856-608-6244 

wbuckmanf3whbuckman.com 

whbuckman.com 

Fred DiMaria, Jr. 

Law Offices of DiMaria & DiMaria 

111 Grove Street 

Lodi, NJ 07644 

Tel: 973-777-6422 

Fax:973-365-4080 

freddydif3aol.com 

Nathan Kittner 

131 Main St. 

Plackensack, NJ 07601 

201-488-5565 

vlsgradf3prodigy.net 

Criminal defense litigation. 

Get defended. 

Frank T. Luciano, Esq. 

147 Main St., Suite #5 

Lodi, NJ 07644 

Phone: (973) 471-0004 

Fax: (973) 471-1244 

ftlucianof3aol.com 

www.ftlucianolaw.com 

Allan Marain 

100 Bayard St. 

P.O.Box 1030 

New Brunswick, NJ 08903 

732-828-2020 

infof3NJMarijuana.com 

www.njmarijuana.com 

When pleading guilty is not an option. 

Neal Wiesner 

Law Office of Neal Wiesner 

1 Maiden Lane, 9th floor 

New York, NY 10038 

Tel: 212-732-2225 

Fax:718-556-0118 

nealwiesnerf3aol.com 

NJ State & Federal Criminal Defense 

NEW MEXICO 
David C. Serna Serna Law Offices 

725 Lomas Blvd. NW 

Albuquerque, NM 87102 

505-242-4057 

dcsf3davidcserna.com 

www.davidcserna.com 

Board-certified criminal-defense 

specialist. 

NEW YORK 
Roger Blank 

126 Madison Ave. 

New York, NY 10016 

_/ 



To place an ad in the HIGH TIMES Legal Directory call Ann Marie Dennis at 212-387-0500, ext. 223 

Phone:917-720-5724 

rogerblankesqramac.com 

David C. Holland 

Michael Kennedy, P.C. 

419 Park Avenue South, 16th Floor 

New York, NY 10016 

212-935-4500 

Licensed in NY, NJ & MD. 

James J. Sexton 

130 North Main Street, Suite 201 

New City, NY 10956 

Phone:845-708-9100 

Fax: 845-708-0027 

sextonrarocklanddivorce.com 

www.scandicmedia.com/MCS/ 

Neal Wiesner 

Law Office of Neal Wiesner 

1 Maiden Lane, 9th floor 

New York, NY 10038 

Tel: 212-732-2225 

Fax:718-556-0118 

nealwiesnerraaol.com 

Federal Practice Only in New York 

NORTH CAROLINA 
John H. McWilliam 

216 Flighway 70 West 

Garner, NC 27529 

Phone:919-772-4000 

Fax:919-779-3745 

jmcwilliamracalder-mcwilliam.com 

www.calder-mcwilliam.com 

OHIO 
Spiros P. Cocoves 

Law Offices of Spiros P. Cocoves 

610 Adams St., 2nd FI 

Toledo, OH 43604-1423 

419-241-5506 

Fax:419-242-3442 

scocovesragmail.com 

Federal/State Criminal Defense, 

OH/MI 

OKLAHOMA 
M. Michael Arnett 

Arnett Law Firm 

3133 N.W. 63rd Street 

Oklahoma City, OK 73116 

Tel: (405) 767-0522 

Fax: (405) 767-0529 

email: mikearnettirajuno.com 

Chad Moody 

217 N Harvey Street, Ste. 409 

Oklahoma City, OK 73102 

(w) 405-231-4343 (f) 405 231-0233 

thedruglawyerrathedruglawyer.com 

thedruglawyer.com 

When a Conviction is Not an Option 

Douglas Parr 

Oklahoma City, OK 73102 

Phone:405-528-1018 

legalminds3rajuno.com 

\ _ 

Jay K. Ramey 

1408 S Denver Avenue 

Tulsa, OK 74119 

(w) 918-582-5444 (f) 918-584-1129 

Email: rameylaw33raaol.com 

OREGON 
Thomas K. Coan 

Attorney at Law 

1001 SW Fifth Ave., Suite 1400 

Portland, OR 97204 

503-221-8736 

tomkcoanracomcast.net 

Experienced Professional 

Criminal Defense in State and Federal 

Courts 

John C. Lucy IV 

2121 SW Broadway, Suite 130 

Portland, OR 97201 

Phone: 503-227-6000 

Other Phone:919-720-2513 

johnraiaw420.com 

www.law420.com 

"Medical Marijuana and Drug Crime 

Defense Throughout Oregon" 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Simon T. Grill 

104 S. Railroad 

Myerstown, PA 17067 

888-333-6016 

STG1300raepix.net 

Marijuana defense. 

Patrick K. Nightingale, Esquire 

210 Grant Street, Suite 401 

Pittsburgh, PA 15219 

Phone:412-454-5582 

Fax:412-454-5583 

pknightingaleramac.com 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
J. Kirk Fisher, Esq. 

Cox & Fisher, LLC 

115 Broadus Avenue 

Greenville, SC 29601 

Tel: 864-242-4711 

Fax: 864-242-2937 

jkirkfischerrabellsouth.net 

Patrick K. Nightingale, Esquire 

210 Grant Street, Suite 401 

Pittsburgh, PA 15219 

Phone:412-454-5582 

Fax:412-454-5583 

pknightingaleramac.com 

TEXAS 
Johnathan T. Ball, Esq. 

Griffith & Garza, L.L.P. 

100 Savannah Ave., Suite 500 

McAllen, TX 78503 

(956)971-9446 Phone 

(956) 501-6565 Cell 

(956)971-9451 Fax 

jtbrargvfirm.com 

www.johnballattorney.com 

Jeff Blackburn 

718 W 16th 

Amarillo, TX 79101 

Phone:806-371-8333 

Fax:806-350-7716 

blackburnrawtxinnocence.org 

Greg Gladden 

3017 Houston Ave. 

Houston, TX 77009-6734 

713-880-0333 

gladdenraairmail.net 

Gerald Goldstein 

2900 Tower Life Bldg. 

San Antonio, TX 78205 

210-226-1463 

GGandHraaol.com 

Michael C. Lowe, Attorney At Law 

700 N Pearl Street, Ste 2170 

Dallas, Texas 75201 

214.526.1900 

Toll free: 866.351.1900 

Fax:214.969.0258 

www.DallasJustice.com 

Board certified in criminal law by the 

Texas board of legal specialization. 

David P. O'Neil (managing partner) 

Habern, O'Neil and Buckley LLP 

P0 Box 8930 

Huntsville, Texas 77340 

1-888-942-2376 toll free 

doneiiraparoletexas.com 

Over thirty years experence in state 

and federal courts in the greater 

East Texas Area. 

Paul Quinzi 

821 West 11th St. 

Austin, TX 78701 

Phone:512-535-1081 

Fax:512-535-3386 

pauirapq-law.com 

Larry Sauer 

Law Offices of Larry Sauer 

1004 West Ave, Austin, TX 78701 

512-479-5017 

sauerlawrawdo-law.com 

Criminal defense. 

Stephen Don Smith 

214 Dwyer, Suite 303 

San Antonio, TX 78204 

Phone:210-561-7798 

Fax:210-587-2430 

Texlawsmithrahotmail.com 

VIRGINIA 
Adam B. Crickman 

Law Office of Adam B. Crickman 

3516 Plank Road, Suite 5-B 

Fredericksburg, VA 22407 

540-785-5500 

www.BUSTEDINVA.com 

Experienced, Aggressive 

Criminal Defense. 

Kenneth Chrisman 

5002 Monument Avenue, Suite 101 

Richmond, VA 23230 

Phone:804-278-9358 

Fax: 804-278-9530 

kccattyramindspring.com 

www.chrismanlaw.com 

David Downes 

14 Chester St. 

Front Royal, VA 22630 

540-636-8500 

dadownesrashentel.net 

WASHINGTON 
Steven Rosen 

800 5th Ave., #4000 

Seattle, WA 

Phone: 1-800-cannabis 

steverai800cannabis.com 

www.1800cannabis.com 

Jeff Steinborn 

3161 Elliot Avenue, Suite 340 

Seattle, WA 98121 

Tel: 206-622-5117 

Fax:206-622-3848 

Pat Stiley 

Stiley & Cikutovich 

1403 W. Broadway 

Spokane, WA 99201 

888-440-9001 

fudearaearthlink.net 

www.legaljoint.net 

If you grew it, we will come. 

WISCONSIN 
Morris D. Berman 

306 E. Wilson St. 

Madison, Wl 53703 

608-256-7765 

mbermanratds.net 

Criminal defense and forfeitures. 

Robert J. Dvorak 

Hailing & Cayo 

320 E Buffalo St., Ste. 700 

Milwaukee, Wl 53202 

414-273-0373 

rjdvorakraexecpc.com 

Representing the accused since 1978. 

Mark D. Richards S.C. 

209 8th Street 

Racine, Wl 53403 

262-632-2200 

richardslawraameritech.net 

www.richardslawl .com 

Aggressive drug defense. 

1600 K Street, NW, Suite 501 

Washington, DC 20006-2832 

Toll Free: 888-67-NORML 

Phone: (202) 483-5500 

Fax: (202)483-0057 



b River and Through the Woods 

Deep in the untamed wilderness of Vancouver Island, expert breeders are 
busy with massive gardens of pot plants bursting with seeds that will soon 
be spread all over the world. Story S photos by Danny Danko 

Getting to the outdoor grow spots of Canada is not an easy task. You can either jump out of 

a car at the side of a road and hike up steep, rocky inclines, or take a bumpy ride down de¬ 

serted logging trails and trudge through thick woods for miles. Consider also that you're 

in a rain forest and, with each step, your foot can land on slugs the size of ripe bananas or 

drop through several feet of old-growth branches into swampy holes. Growers here take 

some serious pains to avoid cops and rippers and get their harvests to the people. 

And then there are the seed breeders, who plant their chosen males alongside their 

selected females to grow whole gardens full of buds swollen with seeds for a hungry 

worldwide market. These outdoor cultivation experiments are capable of producing mil¬ 

lions of seeds that will be harvested, sifted, sorted and shipped around the globe, allowing 

cultivators far and wide to produce perfect pot while also ensuring the future survival of 

quality genetic material. 

Upon my arrival on beautiful Vancouver Island, Matt from BC Bud Depot picked me up 

and escorted me to several of his secret outdoor seeding facilities. The popularity of his 

Purps strain (a HIGH TIMES Top 10 Strain of the Year for 2007) made it necessary to repro¬ 

duce those particular seeds on a massive scale. Specially chosen male and female Purps 

plants were grown exclusively in these gardens and allowed to reach full maturity—co¬ 

existing and doing their thing naturally. 

It's interesting to see male cannabis plants fully grown out and even well past their 

prime. They are a rare sight—and quite beautiful in their own right. In almost all of the 

gardens I've seen, the males are eradicated as soon as they're spotted, and even breeders 

tend to keep their prized males around only until they've outlived their usefulness, where¬ 

upon they take cuttings of them for future projects. It felt refreshing to glimpse a world 

where cannabis is allowed to finish its life cycle completely as in the wild. 

Many of the males in Matt’s gardens towered over their female counterparts—Mother 

Nature’s way of ensuring that their pollen reaches the growing female flowers. Some of 

them were almost 20 feet tall! The males have much longer spaces between their intern¬ 

odes, and their flowers form into what look like tiny bunches of bananas. Many had turned 

purple, thanks either to genetics or the cold Canadian fall winds. 



Getting It On 
It’s interesting to 
see male cannabis 
plants fully grown 
out and even well 
past their prime. 

Normally, in regular pot gardens, we try to grow ex¬ 

clusively female plants with no seeds. This is known 

as sinsemilla (“without seeds" in Spanish). In order 

to grow without seeds, males must never be allowed 

to pollinate females and are usually killed upon 

showing their sex. The gardens I visited, however, 

are for the purpose of creating seeds, and the breed¬ 

ers therefore encourage the males and females to 

live out and fulfill their natural life cycle. 

Male and female cannabis plants in the wild will grow as annuals, with males pollinating 

the females during their flowering period and those pollinated females dropping the seeds 

that will make up the next generation of wild cannabis. Seed breeders seek to refine this 

process by utilizing only males and females they've specifically chosen to improve the ge¬ 

netics of the future offspring, and also by selecting the best specimens from that process 

for future production. 

To aid in the pollination process, Matt goes through and shakes the males vigorously sev¬ 

eral times during the flowering season to thoroughly saturate the females and fill them with 

thousands of plump seeds. Each individual grain of pollen is capable of producing a seed, as 

long as it lands on a viable female bud—so the more pollen that gets dropped, the more 

seeds will eventually be harvested from the buds. Even late into the season, the males were 

still dropping pollen in their never-ending efforts to impregnate their female neighbors. 

When the females are ready and the seeds inside them have reached maturity, they're 

ready to be taken down. Once harvested, the seed-laden buds are dried out. Hanging and 

curing aren't necessary in this case, so the dried buds are simply broken apart and sifted, 

with seeds popping out all over the place. The seeds are then gathered and labeled for test¬ 

ing. A selection of seeds is planted to test for germination and viability, and then grown out to 

ensure genetic stability and proper flavor and potency. 

After testing, the seeds are ready for the marketplace—and the orders have been rolling 

in. Matt tells me that BC Bud Depot has received orders from places as varied as Saudi Ara¬ 

bia and Japan. Lately, Eastern Europe and Africa have emerged as cannabis-growing places 

as well. He insists that strains bred to endure the harsh Canadian growing season will thrive 

almost anywhere else. This female flower will soon begin swelling with seeds of Purps. 

Male plants surround A bee buzzes over this male flower, 
this female ensuring „ 
her pollination. 



Purps nuggets are 
dark colored and 
candy flavored. 

This female is hiding amongst cover crops including tomatoes and corn Thousands of seeds ready 
to send around the world. 

The Purps was a gift to Matt years ago from a Californian visitor to the Cannabis Cup, and it has now 

become highly regarded in Canada. BC Bud Depot has been backcrossing this strain for several gener¬ 

ations, and Matt feels that it only improves with each new cycle. (Backcrossing involves crossing a 

strain with a parent or genetically similar hybrid in order to get a closer representation of the parent.) 

Purps tastes, smells and looks like candy, with a sweet and pungent “grape” flavor and plenty of 

potency. Its unique coloring and interesting tartness on the palate make the Purps a highly sought- 

after strain, and her seeds fly off the BC Bud Depot shelves. 

Purps is also easy to grow. She's a great sativa/indica hybrid with a short flowering time indoors 

(seven to eight weeks) and an innate ability to withstand the trials and tribulations of growing outside, 

maturing outdoors in mid-October, just in time to avoid frosts in the northern US and Canada. These 

qualities make the Purps wonderful for growing almost anywhere; in tropical climates, expect huge 

yields and long, filled-out colas galore. Indoors, her branches will find every available space and truly 

hog the light for huge harvests of pretty pot. 

The Purps will also naturally turn darker colors of purple the longer you leave her out, providing a 

nice bit of bag appeal to an already stellar sensi strain. The high is quite soaring and uplifting—a great 

daytime smoke for walks in the park or hikes in the woods. Joints taste great all the way to the end, and 

bong hits are thick and flavorful, leaving a pungent, sweet aroma in the room not unlike a rare incense. 

The gardens that I witnessed in Canada will produce literally a million seeds or more—a staggering 

number of Purps plants that will be spread all over the world in the future, growing out in gardens near 

and far, indoors and out, and anywhere else a plant can grow. Who knows? Perhaps you'll be growing a 
# few of them out this spring. 
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GEAR 

BY DANNY DANKO 

STEALTH ON THE SHELF 
Interested in a discreet storage solution that’s roomy and elegant, allowing 

you to hide your valuables and unmentionables with impeccable taste and 

style? ToiBocks containers use a unique and simple locking system to keep 

your privacy private, and they look great on a shelf, mantle or bookcase, 

hiding in plain sight. Given their ample storage space, a variety of jars, jew¬ 

elry, glass pieces or cash can be safely hidden away—yet easy to access 

when you need them. Try ToiBocks and sleep easy, knowing your safety and 

privacy remain protected from thieves, police and curious children. 

Price: $99.95 

Contact: ToiBocks, toibocks.com 

NO GNATS 
Fungus gnats thrive in 

the moist environment 

of freshly watered 

plants, nibbling on 

plant roots and laying 

eggs to create yet 

more annoying ver¬ 

sions of themselves. 

Drenching your grow 

medium in Gnatrol 

eliminates the gnats 

thanks to its unique 

formula, a selective 

biological larvicide that 

attacks only those little 

pests you’re after 

without harming bene¬ 

ficial insects, pets or 

people. Mix 1 to 2 tea¬ 

spoons per gallon of 

water (unless your 

infestation is particularly large), or use Gnatrol in combination with 

yellow sticky traps to kill off the adult gnats, and you’ll soon put an 

end to their continuous life cycle in your garden. 

Price: 2.5 gallons, $199.99 

Hydro Wholesale, hydrowholesale.com, 866-803-2100 

PRESSING MATTER 
The final step in hash-making is very important, yet often overlooked. 

Heating and pressing the hash together releases the essential oils and 

allows them to mix and cure, reaching a level of taste and smoothness 

that unpressed hash can never attain. The Big Daddy Press uses both 

pressure and heat to produce a beautifully solid slab of real hashish, 

with all the subtle flavors intact and none of the harshness of raw tri- 

chomes. Follow the instructions carefully to avoid any mishaps—this is 

one powerful machine. Also, we recommend not smoking any hash until 

you’re done using the press. 

Price: $350 

Contact: Big Daddy Press, bigdaddypress.com 

VAPOR ON THE GO 
The long wait for a good, 

portable handheld vaporizer is 

finally over. The l-inhale is a 

cordless unit utilizing a patent¬ 

ed heating system that gets to 

work in 45 seconds, releasing a 

pleasant-tasting vapor without 

smoke or tar—perfect for med¬ 

icinal users who shouldn’t com¬ 

bust their pot. The thermostatic 

control ensures proper tem¬ 

peratures at all times, and it’s 

super-discreet—great for trav¬ 

eling to festivals or camp¬ 

grounds. Simply fill it with 

butane lighter gas, fill the herb 

chamber with your chosen 

material, and you’re ready to 

vaporize wherever you may 

roam. 

Price: $249 

Contact: Vapor Nation, vaporna- 

tion.com, 888-321-8276 
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SEEDS AND SOIL 
Hey there, Jorge, how you doin’? I need to know 

how long it takes a germinated seed to grow after 

being planted and then moved to a different pot? 

And should I use the same soil or something bet¬ 

ter? Thanks! 

Lazy 

Via Internet 

Dear Lazy, 

Once moisture and heat come into contact with a 

seed, it will split open and germinate, generally 

within 24 to 72 hours. (Strong, healthy seeds tend 

to germinate more quickly.) Upon germination, a 

small white rootlet grows out of the seed. Once 

the rootlet is 0.25 to 0.5 inches long, it’s ready to 

plant in fine potting soil. Use a 4-inch pot filled 

with soil to hold the germinated seed; plant the 

tip of the rootlet so that it’s pointing down. In one 

to four days, the seed will sprout through the soil. 

The seedling will be ready to transplant in two to 

four weeks, depending upon its size. When it’s 

ready to transplant, the seedling roots should be 

creeping out the drainage holes in the bottom of 

the 4-inch pot. As a rule, seedling soil is a little 

finer than the soil used later, because it holds 

moisture better and gives the new seedling a sta¬ 

ble environment. 

Next, transplant the seedling into a 3-gallon 

container full of similar soil; however, this soil 

should be a little faster-draining. I like to add 10% 

to 20% perlite to the soil to increase drainage. 

The perlite will also help trap air (oxygen) in the 

soil; this oxygen is necessary for nutrient uptake. 

Always buy the best soil you can afford, and use 

fast-draining soil designed for annual flowers 

and vegetables. 

LANKY SEEDLINGS 
Why are my seedlings so tall and lanky? I started 

the seeds in wet paper towels and planted them in 

small pots, and then they just shot up. How can I 

fix them so they’re shorter and stronger? I’m 

planning to raise them hydroponically (hope¬ 

fully—I’ve never tried this before). I really enjoy 

your columns and just ordered one of your books. 

JuneBug 

Via Internet 

Dear June, 

Seedlings, especially when grown indoors, often 

have long, lanky stems and small leaves during 

the first month of growth. The stems are bred to 

push up through soil, but when the soil offers lit¬ 

tle resistance, they grow long and lanky instead. 

The problem is that long, lanky stems tend to be 

weak and need to bulk up with some fibrous cel¬ 

lulose to be able to support the weight of the 

plant. 

Keep a fan blowing on your seedlings so that 

the little plants are stirring a bit in the wind (but 

don’t give them too much air or they’ll dry out 

quickly). This will help them gain some cellulose 

in the stem. Once the seedlings are about a 

month old, they should have developed two sets 

of true leaves with the classic serrated edges 

characteristic of marijuana. The stems will still 

be long and lanky, but they should also be getting 

a little thicker and sturdier. If you started the 

seedlings in rockwool blocks, they’ll be easy to 

move into a hydroponic system. I suggest that you 

move the rockwool cubes into a hydroponic gar¬ 

den filled with Hydroton clay pellets or something 

similar. When transplanting, bury the seedlings 

in the clay pellets so that there’s an inch of stem 

below the leaves. The buried stem will grow roots 

within a month, and the plant will grow strong 

and healthy. 

VENTILATING TWO ROOMS 
I bought your “grower’s bible” (Marijuana Horticul¬ 

ture), and it’s been very helpful. I have a problem, 

though: I have a vegetative room and a flowering 

room with a 6-inch in-line vent fan and a carbon 

filter. To separate the rooms, I was going to use a 

tarp with a zipper. How can I vent both areas? 

Steve G. 

Via Internet 

Dear Steve, 

Place the in-line exhaust fan and carbon filter in 

the flowering room; this is where the odor comes 

from. Set up the fan near the ceiling so that it 

vents off hot air in the room; then put a circulation 

fan in the vegetative room. To vent the two areas, 

make a hole in the room divider on or near the 

floor. Cut the hole in such a way that the light 

from the vegetative room doesn't shine onto 

plants in the flowering room; this is easy to ac- 
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complish with the help of curved ducting. When 

the circulation fan is on, there should be air mov¬ 

ing from the vegetative room into the flowering 

room via the hole or vent. Vegetative plants like a 

little higher humidity (60%) than flowering plants 

(50%) and generally don't pose an odor problem, 

so the ventilation should be sufficient. If you need 

more ventilation, place a small vent fan in the 

ducting to expedite air movement. You can open 

both rooms when the flowering light is on for 

added ventilation. 

also add your own organic nutrients to the mix, 

but I prefer to add all the nutrients with a nutri¬ 

ent solution so that it's easier to control. Also, 

when using homemade compost, make sure it's 

completely composted and not full of bad stuff): 

1/2 compost 

1/2 soilless mix 

1/3 compost 

1/3 soilless mix 

1/3 coco coir 

SOIL AND SOILLESS 
What do you consider the best soil mixture for 

growing indoors? 

Greg 

Via Internet 

Dear Greg, 

Personally, I like soilless mix rather than soil. 

Soilless mix is perfect for growing indoors be¬ 

cause it drains quickly and it's easy to control the 

nutrient content. My favorite soilless mixes are 

Sunshine Mix and ProMix. Both are consistent 

and excellent products, and both come with 

enough trace elements impregnated in the mix to 

grow most plants for the first month. 

Potting soil is difficult to keep consistent in 

different geographic areas: Transportation costs 

require that potting soils be made from local in¬ 

gredients, and these ingredients vary from place 

to place. The best advice I can give you is to buy 

the best fast-draining premium mix you can 

find, or else mix your own from quality ingredi¬ 

ents. Here are a couple of my favorite soil mixes 

(note that they're all very easy to make. You can 

1/3 compost 

1/3 soilless mix 

1/6 worm castings 

1/6 perlite 

L.E.D. LIGHTS 
I've been seriously considering getting an LED 

grow light. The two I'm looking at are the Procyon 

100 and the Lightblaze 400.1 was hoping you 

could help me decide. Your advice would be 

greatly appreciated. 

Jerry 

Via Internet 

Dear Jerry, 

LED lights will be coming down in price in the 

next few years. Currently, they cost around $600 

for approximately 100 watts of LED light, which is 

enough to illuminate a 40-by-40-inch square 

room. They don't produce as much intense light 

as a 400-watt high-pressure sodium (HPS) or 

metal halide (MH) lamp, but they do provide 

enough light to produce a respectable crop. I'm 

still studying the yields and bud quality. 
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If you compare the economics of a 100-watt 

LED and a 400-watt HPS, you'll find that it costs 

about $15 a month to run a 400-watt HPS at 

$0.10 per kilowatt hour (0.4 x $0.10 = $0.04 x 

12 hours x 30 days = $14.40 per month to run), 

and 75% less to run a 100-watt LED ($14.40 x 

0.25 = $3.60; $14.40 - $3.60 = $10.80 savings 

per month when using an LED). If a 400-watt 

HPS system costs $300 and the 100-watt LED 

costs $600, it would take 28 months to make up 

the difference. Hmm.... 

Electrical usep heat and space could also color 

your decision. If any of these three are a prime 

concern, you should use an LED lamp: They put out 

very little heat and run very coolp so they can be 

placed close to your plants (12 to 24 inches away). 

But the buds I've seen grown under LED lights 

weren't as plump and tight as those grown under 

HPS light. It might make a difference as to which 

strains were being grown under the LED. My guess 

is that /nd/ca-dominant plants with more open 

buds tend to do best under LEDsp but I'm afraid my 

experience thus far has been limited. 

As for the type of LED fixture to purchase, I'd 

rather not make a direct recommendation at this 

point, but I can tell you what to look for: 1) Each 

LED lightbulb should be rated at 1 watt or better; 

2) the fixture should have a vent fan built in; 3) the 

combination of bulbs should be such that the light 

spectrum generated promotes growth; and 4) the 

fixture should be compact and easy to hang. For 

more information, check out the ads for LED 

lamps in HIGH TIMES! 

APARTMENT GROWING 
I am a California medical-cannabis patient and will 

soon be starting my own garden (for medical pur¬ 

poses, of course!). I bought a 4‘ x 4‘ x T grow closet. 

Would a 600-watt HPS light be a good choice? (I 

want to use it to grow the seeds I collect from the 

plants.) An exhaust fan, thermostat and humidistat 

are a must, but do I also need an intake fan? I live in 

an apartment and will use air ionizers to stop the 

odor; I'll place one in the grow room and another 

near the window. Do you think I’ll need a charcoal 

filter? 

RVR 

California 

Dear RVR, 

You always know what you're taking when you 

grow your own medicine! Buying a grow closet is a 

good idea: There are many different brands on the 

market, and they're very easy to set up and start 

growing. A 600-watt lamp is an excellent choice 

for a 40-square-inch room; it will provide plenty of 

light to grow big, fat medicinal buds. But one of the 

by-products of a 600-watt lamp is heat, and this 

heat must be moved out of the grow area so that 

the ambient temperature stays around 75°F. (It 

can drop to 65°F at night with little change in 

growth.) Keeping adequate air flowing through the 

closet should be simple enough—just use the in¬ 

take vents near the bottom of the unit. Air is pulled 

in via these vents and evacuated via the exhaust 

fan above. 

Aside from keeping the temperature near 75°F 

and the humidity at about 50%, your main con¬ 

cerns will be where this air is going to be evacu¬ 

ated and how much it smells like marijuana. Yes, 
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At last! Someone has unlocked the secret of 
attracting and dating super hot women... 

“They Laughed 
When I Sat Down 
Reading A Special 

Report On Dating ... 
But When I Showed 
Up With A Smoking 

Hot Woman 
They Stopped!” 

Long Beach, CA- If you want to learn how to 

double your success with smoking hot women, 
then this might be the most important letter 

you'lI ever read. Here'swhy... 

I have just released a confidential new report 
on "Astonishing Dating Secrets," and now 

you can get a copy of thi s eye-openi ng report 

for free. 

This FREE OFFER is being made avail able 

for a limited time only...so pi ease take action 
today. To get your Free Report cal I tol I free 

1 -800-220-6131,24 hours for a free recorded 
message. Leave your name and address and 

your report wi 11 be rushed to you by Fi rst 

Class Mail immediately. Or go to 

www.astonishingdatingsecrets.com 

Do it today and get the i ncredi ble Free Report 
that will put_tonsof hot women into your life! 
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Good air ventilation keeps 
your growroom healthy. 
You can hook up ventila¬ 
tion for two rooms using 
a junction box. 

you will need a charcoal filter—ionizers won't kill 

the smell during flowering. Vent the air from the 

growroom out the window or somewhere else 

outside. (Sometimes you can vent it into the bath¬ 

room if there's an exhaust fan there you can keep 

on, but it's best to expel dank air outdoors.) Also, 

your neighbors are likely to get suspicious if they 

smell marijuana, so make sure the carbon filter 

is in perfect working condition at all times. 

FLUORESCENT FIASCO 
A friend and I are making a low-budget grow¬ 

room, and we want to use fluorescent lights. Our 

room is 117 square feet (9‘ x 13‘ x 7‘), and we 

plan to place 4-foot, 40-watt bulbs along the 

walls 16 inches from the floor, plus 48 bulbs on 

the ceiling and eight 150-watt halogen bulbs 

around the room, for a total of 6,320 watts (or 54 

watts per square foot). We also plan to use two 

wall-mounted air conditioners and carbon fil¬ 

ters. Will this work? 

High for Life 

Miami, FL 

Dear High for Life, 

Placing so many fluorescent fixtures in one room 

will be a nightmare. I know, because one of the 

first rooms I set up in the 1970s used 48 80-watt 

fluorescent fixtures, and that room was a total 

failure. Not only do you have to suspend all those 

fixtures, but you have to connect them with elec¬ 

trical wire. From your description, it sounds like 

you'll have a total of 64 fixtures containing two 

40-watt fluorescent lights, plus eight 150-watt 

halogen lamps. That's a grand total of 72 light fix¬ 

tures to hang in the room! If you want to spend all 

your time playing around with electrical connec¬ 

tions, wires, ballasts and bulbs, continue with this 

plan. Also, those 150-watt halogen lamps will 

produce very little useable light for plant growth, 

besides being very inefficient. (Keep in mind that 

a halogen bulb is not the same as a metal halide 

bulb, which is great for growing marijuana.) 

My advice is to forget the whole fluores¬ 

cent/halogen setup. Purchase a couple of 600- 

watt HPS lamps for flowering and a 400-watt MH 

light for seedlings, clones, vegetative plants and 

mothers. Divide the room into two uneven sec¬ 

tions; the vegetative room should occupy 25% to 

35% of the space occupied by the flowering room. 

Spend your time and energy setting up these 

three lamps, as well as a good air-circulation and 

ventilation system, and then start growing. That 

way, all you'll have to concentrate on is giving 

your plants what they need in order to grow. 

HUMIDORS AND FERTILIZER 
How come I never see anything about cigar humi¬ 

dors and pot? I’ve been using one for years and I 

love it! 

Also, the directions for Rapid Gro, Miracle Gro, 

etc., say to use 0.05 teaspoon per gallon of water, 

but they don’t tell you how much water to put on 

each plant! I give my plants about two cups of 

water; then, after 20 minutes, I give them one cup 

of nutrients. This is for a plant 3 feet tall and 

growing in a 5-gallon pot. Is that too much? 

Tom P. 

Las Vegas, NV 

Dear Tom, 

Good point: Humidors are a great place to store 

your stash. In fact, at a recent trade fair—Sanfer- 

Weed, in Pamplona, Spain—there was a business 

selling humidors for that express purpose. You 

can find humidors at any fine cigar store or order 

them on-line. Checktampahumidor.com for 

deals. 

As for your second question, you can use 

those inexpensive, run-of-the-mill fertilizers if 

you want; they grow okay plants. But I advise you 

to spend a couple more bucks and buy a quality 

hydroponic fertilizer to feed your prize ladies. 

The extra expense will pay off with fewer prob- 
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Lems and a heavier harvest. 

It's a good move to water your plants first and 

then give them some fertilizer with the next wa¬ 

tering 20 minutes later. This allows the roots and 

soil to get moist, which means the fertilizer will 

be taken in a little quicker. You should water the 

plants so that all the soil gets good and wet. This 

requires that about 10% of the water you put in at 

the top of the pot drains out the bottom. You may 

want to lightly cultivate the soil surface so that 

the water penetrates evenly. My guess is that you 

haven't been giving your plants enough water. A 

5-gallon bucket holds a lot of water, and a 

healthy, 3-foot-tall plant can easily use 1 to 2 

quarts of water per day, but you're giving them 3 

cups (or 0.75 quarts) of water. Give the garden a 

good drenching; once the soil is nice and wet, you 

should only have to water every other day—pos¬ 

sibly less. The important thing to remember is to 

let 10% of the water drain out the bottom. 

NEWBIE ON A BUDGET 
I want to grow, but I have no experience, can’t af¬ 

ford the equipment and don't have much space. 

Can you give me some information on growing? 

MOAM 

Charleston, SC 

Dear MOAM, 

You'll have to change your situation a little before 

you're able to grow great cannabis. The Least ex¬ 

pensive way to grow is to get some seeds from a 

friend (or from a bag of marijuana you like) and 

plant them outdoors. Sunlight is free; all you 

need to do is find a safe, secure place to grow. 

Your expenses will be minimal: a little bit of 

store-bought potting soil and some fertilizer. Oh, 

yes—and you'll also need to continue reading 

HIGH TIMES. Your best bet is to splurge on a good 

grow guide. Call up the advertisers in HIGH 

TIMES and ask questions about the books they 

sell. A good grow guide is worth 10 times its 

weight in buds! 

If you want to grow indoors, you'll need some 

more equipment. You should budget from $100 to 

$1,000 to get started. The cheapest set-up em¬ 

ploys a 65-watt compact fluorescent lamp (CFL). 

You'll be able to grow 2 to 4 plants under this 

bulb—but remember, these plants won't develop 

giant buds. You'll also need a fan, some pots, soil, 

fertilizer, a watering can, a thermometer and a 

hygrometer. You may be able to scrounge up these 

things around the house or buy them secondhand. 

Or you might think about getting a part-time job to 

earn enough money to pay for this stuff. 

Jorge Cervantes is the author of Marijuana 

Horticulture: The Indoor/Outdoor Medical 

Grower's Bible (January 2006), Jorge Cer¬ 

vantes' Ultimate Grow DVD (shot in BC) and 

Jorge Cervantes' Ultimate Grow DVD II (shot in 

Spain), Indoor Marijuana Horticulture: The In¬ 

door Bible, Marijuana Indoors: Five Easy Gar¬ 

dens, Marijuana Outdoors: Guerrilla Growing 

and Jorge's Rx. He writes for 20 magazines in 

seven languages. Jorge's books are pub¬ 

lished in Dutch, English, French, German, 

Italian, Russian and Spanish. Hit marijuana- 

growing.com for more information. 

^ ^ ^ >fcr 

SEED COMPANY 

ACQUISITION OF LIVE CANNABIS SEEDS IS ILLEGAL IN THE UNITED STATES 
PAYABLE IN US DOLLARS FROM ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD 
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WHITE RUSSIAN 
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JCAUMIST CHRONIC 
s-a:,va high Q.iarny and GusNiy 
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'0 lundEtltiGltid stfeds in a tube Info or free catalog; Serious 
Postbus 37021 - 1030 AA Amsterdam-www seriousseeds.com 
E-mail: info@seriousseeds.com (no sending of seeds to USA) 
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1000 UPS 

$259.95 

^ Swi[enable ^ 
Ballast Upgrade 

$19.95 

Systems available: 

250ue*h 400mh 431 §a» 600m* 1000,1 
VI [| 9.<J ■1 V [ 6* <i* S-’Vj 'T* H *)5 % 2119.0 4 
Electronic Transformers 

in Stock 
All lights come with Lifetime warrants 

and are made in the U.S. A. 

1 -800-755-7070 
vvww. advance lmdoor.com 

Got 
BA D CREDIT? 
With this Kami you'll 1jlil»Ii ai vimr bud urtnlii 

lLt^l . I L'.Lrn lim% TO h-uild j “Trip lc-AM credit nil- 
I \w,l la*L 4iiid bomm up U> $ HUHHHii 4Hhre u itli 
II*Q credit check! Iim% GUARANTEED! 
II earn the "one Ihing Alionicys, Bjnks and 
I C"reciiT Ftureom 1XJX1.T wnnl you Ta know! 

Free 24hr Recorded Reveals Details 
| SO.H- Eaick up the phpyrtc and - f W iVimV 

i 1-801-350-8888 (\420) 

w ww Credit-Sec rets-1 \ i hle.com 

\! * WecWv tASH! 

■ V«*^ PTbaii 
21 2.714-8DW 

e3exGetPa»d.com 

$3,250 Cash! 
■‘Hi-Pay" to $10,200! 
Marijuana & Beer Studies I 

21 2-465-3334 
'4*11*^310-281-6755 

SmofcePofGefPa/d.com 
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OUTDOORS 
Order seed catalogs and surf the 

Internet for seeds. When you’re 

an outdoor grower stuck indoors, 

the days are long and lonely. 

Check the Internet to see what 
new strains are available. You can 

also make a ski or snowboard trip 
to Canada and pick up a few packs 

of seeds along the way. 

Few Canadian vendors will send 
seeds to the US these days—most 

have heard about Marc Emery’s 

arrest and requested extradition 

by US authorities for selling 

cannabis seeds to the States. 

(Keep updated on Marc’s situation 

at cannabisculture.com.) But you 

can still purchase seeds in Spain, 

Holland and the UK direct from 
retailers. 

Check on your stored seeds. 

Always keep seeds in a cool, dry, 

dark place. Seeds stored in a 

refrigerator should be kept in an 
airtight container with moisture¬ 

absorbing silicon crystals. The 

humidity in the storage container 

should be as low as possible 
(don’t forget that humidity rises 

when the temperature inside a 
refrigerator drops). Remove the 

silicon packets regularly to dry 

out before replacing. Dry seeds 

stay viable much longer. 

Stored buds should also be 
checked regularly. Buds will devel¬ 

op mold if they're stored in humid 

conditions or weren’t dried com¬ 
pletely before storage. Examine 

your buds for mold with a magnify¬ 

ing glass or a low-powered micro¬ 

scope. Many times, moldy buds can 
be made into water hash—but peo¬ 

ple with respiratory problems 
should just toss them out. 

Look around for new guerrilla- 

garden sites. Scour the country¬ 
side to find as many new planting 

spots as possible. February is a 
wonderful time for this, because 

many of the trees have no leaves 
and you can see all the "safe” 

planting plots. It’s also much eas¬ 

ier to scout out the hidden under¬ 
growth for that perfect planting 

spot this month. Remember, the 

sun’s angle in the sky will be 

much higher during the summer, 

so take that into account when 

siting your plots. 

Plant seeds now in Southern Cali¬ 

fornia and other warm regions. 

Start seeds and clones indoors to 
set out later. Set seedlings out¬ 

side or under the cover of a 

greenhouse when days are warm, 

but move indoors if nights are 

cool. Give seedlings 14 hours of 

light and 10 hours of darkness to 

increase the ratio of female to 
male plants. 

INDOORS 
February is often the coldest 

month in the Northern Hemi¬ 
sphere. Miserably cold outdoor 

weather plagues most climates, 
but this is perfect indoor-growing 

weather. Humidity outdoors is 

often high when the temperatures 

drop, so be sure to pre-heat out¬ 
door air when ushering it indoors to 

the growroom. Direct pre-warmed 

intake air near the floor so that it 

doesn’t blow directly on plants. 

Electric furnaces and wood stoves 
lower the humidity as they warm 

the air, but gas and oil furnaces 

increase it. Keep an eye on humid¬ 
ity both day and night. Measure it 

30 to 60 minutes after the lights 
go out to get the most dynamic 

readings. Try to keep the humidity 

at 50% in the flowering room. 

Keep vent fans on at night to con¬ 
trol humidity. 

Cold-air leaks in the growroom 

will slow growth. A back draft 

could flow through the vent fan’s 

outlet. Minimize this draft by baf¬ 
fling the outlet, or install a leaf 

valve to prevent unwanted airflow. 

Light the CO2 generator to increase 
levels of carbon dioxide and add 

heat to the room. COo is most 

beneficial during seedling and 
vegetative growth. A by-product of 

burning a fossil fuel is humidity, 
so set the timer on the exhaust 

fan to vent the room at regular 

intervals and expel humid air. 

Hot growroom air blowing out¬ 

doors will melt snow and ice, cre¬ 

ate vapor clouds and raise 
eyebrows. This air can also trans¬ 

port the odor of flowering mari¬ 

juana into the neighborhood. Vent 

dank growroom air up through the 

chimney or a roof vent—air vented 

above the house will generally 

stay safely above the olfactory 

sense of passers-by. 

Take regular temperature read¬ 

ings of the nutrient solution. If the 

reservoir is on a cold concrete 
floor, heat will be sucked from 

the solution. Move the reservoir 

up off the floor, or add an aquari¬ 

um heater to keep the tempera¬ 

ture of the solution at about 60°F. 

Definitely keep the temperature 

above 50°F, but don’t let it rise 

too much above 60°F in order to 

avoid problems. 

Cold air stays near the floor, and 
hot air rises and stratifies near 

the top of the room. Often, the 

temperature differential can be as 

much as 10°F between the ceiling 
and floor of a growroom. This air- 

temperature differential slows 
plant growth, attracts pests and 

diseases, and weakens plants. 

Position the fans so that they keep 

the air in the room circulating 

from top to bottom. 

Spider mites and other insects 

will try to sneak into your warm, 

inviting growroom now. Inspect 

leaf undersides for these little 

pests and their eggs. Check soil 

and roots for signs of root rot. 

Check the EC (ppm) and pH of the 

runoff nutrient solution from the 

bottom of pots. If the concentra¬ 

tion of nutrients draining out the 

bottom is higher than the input 

solution, there is a toxic buildup of 

nutrients in the soil. Leach the soil 

of built-up excess fertilizer every 
month to avoid problems. Flush 

with three times the volume of 

water as the volume of growing 

medium. This will prevent many 
nutrient problems later. 

Check and change charcoal fil¬ 

ters, or use an ozone generator to 

remove odors and discourage 

pests and diseases. Keep humidity 

at or below 50% to ensure that the 

carbon filters absorb odors. 

Harvest and clean your growroom 

to get ready for the next crop. 

Take clones for the next crop. ^ 
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You've heard of ' Bugs in a Jug." Well, bugs in a tug are to Inoculaid whet an elementary school science 
ii reject is to E=MC\ 
Other biologicals are Spore form. Only Inoculaid lias microorganisms, which are photosynthetic. Our biologicals 
create a symbiotic relationship with your plant. To survive, they need the plants, and the plants need them. So 

for starters 
Spend less. Grow more. 
Enrich your growing medium. 
Reduce the need for fertilizer. {By about 48%!} 
Increase root mass by greater than 25% (generally} 
Grow a heartier product with deeper, richer color. 

With Inoculaid 
here’s what you can expeci 
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More than 500,000 Sold! 

Horticulture 
The Indoor/Outdoor j 

Medical 

Grower's 

BIBLE 
Completely 
Rewritten 

1.120 COLOR lItus-trations 
& Photographs 

512 Full Color Pages 
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Marijuana Horticulture; the Indoor/Outdoor Medical Grower's Bible by Jorge Cervantes 
6 x S 7^ inrhpsri^flir JlOnvn'l, SlJraJcr pagri, U JOrekr photos .wl rlowinqs. countl^ r+i.im ?* rnnh^, plitspftirlfri gki'.wy and rndfhi, S29.9S 

Formerly frutontHonkuhttw fbeimhor&Qwertiibk' rheFrfih Fdlthn (JflQfil of fh*5 Bihle btMwkefhe hfonnarton iwfth nil flewdwpHTSOfl Qfpenhopse*.mi outdoor qrowim; plus lb* 
eoslft book, his been overhauled!: beBfotehtetv&ylfaftg ^ btgjfws and expert alike-There is too much InPormatton ioli$t bend 

Check ^■w.manjyani^rowing.c om for 3 compete Ta We ol Contents 

FREE! Download 74 pages from 
Marijuana Horticulture in 

English, Italian and Spanish at 
www.marij liana growing .com 

Ppfliiil orders TO1 BookMastcrs c/O VPP, 
PO Box 3frd, Ashland, OH 44805 

Make CASH TO CHECKS *nd MONEY ORDERS 
payable w frock MaHers c/oVPP. 
Wt ship urddis wflhiii 24 hows. 

Wn ship AIR MAIL ONLY doll wry time 5-7 days. 
Arid $5 CLIS), 56{&inodah Si 2 (Europe), 

$ 1 $ {Pacific Rim) for the first Cook 

30 ri $7 fnr each adds Mortal hook, 
MI I J|:S H W. Afffi i t IMP iHh II4J 1 

iodtt 4W W-d laWtfy rfipr fduf-aWrml pij«fflSTP 

m dJrtC* wt|h The Fffy i\mi'r. fmtrn dllhr-Ceft-.Iilutier. 

Com act ut 24/7! 

Canadian Orders:I -419-281 -1802 
Foreign Orders: 1 419 281 1802 

FAX: 1-419-281-6B83 
Credit Card Orders (US Only) 

1-800-247-6553 
C ] j 3_| 

Hit Jorge's Website 
for the best grow info! 

www.marijuanagrowing.com 

Now in Italian] 
Marijuana: Qrti colt ura 

i ndoo tfo utd oor dc II a 

cannabis La Bibbia dol 

coltiuatoie medico 

riSBN-U 

15x21 tm, 512 pagSfne 

.i cnlnn. 1.120 loin a 

color i, di^egrn, giafici 

e tabeUe, con glossarto 
e Indict del tag I lath 
$35.95 

ii Now in Spanish! 
Marihuana: horikulTura 

del cannabis La biblia 

dr?1 cultivador Mndko de 

interior y exterior 

(I5BN-1J: 971i-l-emH-2431 

15x21 cmr 544 paglnas 

a tewio colnr, 1.120 

fotogiafias ^ llushariones 

a todo color, incon tables 
fBblasy gfdficos ademis 

de un glosano desaJIado e 

indlto □IfabdtRo, $39.95 

Miiijvani OuEdlouTi: 
GlHfilkl Cttn'Mtntj 

by JQFBffCsM VtfOfcift 
^ S H h S srrh*^. Il 44 jn*i]r4 fr^Pfif 
phqlqg,. illustrated, fafe*$l4tt 
Lewm esnet!/ h$w espem h^tr Isut 
[untlnBmgw the buu bud in different 
rlifnnrM rmqe infpivi^uvwl hunflipfli 

of gnawers ID bring you the host grow 
infetmatiorv 

Mflrljmnii! 
JOrgfS Hi 
by jkhTjc C^rwunlrt 
5.5 X 5.5 knUtex l -lB uoyt^. 100 wlvr 
fihfsrni ilklSfrAf^d, (iVl^i SS4.^S 
Learn haw to wfwreai with 

JCVgtt ArUV^ritO q/pomfi QUWtWrtl Iti 
the be*l of hi* column "Jcnue’s ft*' From 
Itl^h liT^n Rnnrjnzin^ 

Mjnjujnj Indoqrsi 
Fiv*|*iy C.ard*m 

by Jofgc CerHjnteL 
x 85 iftCh*s. 144 60 

phoiqs illLjuftiiL'd. index. 514.93 
Ue-gim every eietaN to layout anq 

consrriKT fiveg^dw rooms Grow & 

pou nd >: •' h iqib q uilily buds per I >te! 

Fw-ryihlng totihr firsT nmr 

FREE! Clips from Jorge Cervantes' Ultimate Grow DVD I & II on www.youtube.com FREE! 
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Ever wonder ju±>l how easy it might be to grow your own marijuana? Thinking of starting your own 
private garden ihis year? Worried that you might fait off schedule? 

This year HIGH TIMES is proud to offer the 2009 Ultimate Grow Calendar, featuring hot lips from the 

world's foremost cannabis cultivator, Jorge Cervantes. Packed with monthly summaries and dally grow 
trps, Ihis calendar arms to krep you on track, whether you arc1 growing indoors or outside. 

Covering everything from temperature control to nutrient programs and featuring simple but timely 
reminders to look ahead in the season, this year's Grow Calendar is the first of its kind and is sure to be 
a useful tool for any grow operation. So whether you re in it for head stash or big cash, you can't go 
wrong with Jorge as your guide to an Ultimate Grow in 09T $13-99 

ORDERONLINEATHEADSHOP.HIGHTIMES.COM AND CHECK OUT OUR FULL 
PRODUCT LINE. OR CALL 1-866-POT-SHOP TODAY TO GET GREAT GEAR! 
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FREE SHIPPING! FAST SERVICE] SINCE 1985! 

.INTRODUCTION TO IMDOOB CROWING. Simple High GrCwer, OVD.,, WO 
KASHMAN, Demount** M«ny Wrays <P Make Hash, Hlgln Grnywrr, DVD..._.»ff 
MU&HRGGM GROWING MADE EASY, Com-nl-einr Gu lI«, Hbph Gmv«i. DVD. .S33 
OUTDOOR GROWER, Small lu Lar^a-Sudlv Garden*. High Granar DVD.,S3& 
HIGH TOLD HYDROPONIC SYSTEMS. Ail AL,,ui 34v H|qh Gr*w*r. DYD-JIB 
SEE MORE BUDS VOi- #1, 1* LB$ in 00 Ejsy Gr«r.s OVD 49 Uins....S2 j 
SEE MOREL E3UDS VQL. *2. droning htlrk7ulnzi, Edly Qhrtrt, DVD 73 Ulna...$25 
BEE UOflE BUDS VOL IS, , f l» Pfrrtetl G»4enr Euy Gram, DVD TT Ulna„.S3S 
■ HE ULIIMA11 GROW DVD. Jotffo CilVMIlM, IDO WM, JH _Ym #7.,...SJ0 
I HE CANNAUHi t:RUuV HlfciLl- *9. I mM l:. Inr I 11,1, Crwj QWr, MJ2 pgs 
rHt, CAUNA0I5 BREEDER'S BIBLE, UfrijUM QiHlMft, □ Own, 227 
CANNABIS CULTIVATION 2, Complete iStowHf ft Guide, U. Thomaa. 247 pgs-.SI T 
MARIJUANA Nt Vi' SCHOOL Indoor Culltkalion, JDff Ma-.tfJ.2j2 pg-S.._.i_..,....£2D 
MARIJUANA JlEW SCHOOL. Outdoor tn Mvaiion. Jeff McvrtA. 157 pg5.Sir 
MARIJUANA GROWER S GUIDE. CoU* Ed, m\ Frank. MO pfla..— .,.,S20 
ORGANIC MARIJUANA SOMA STYLfi. Cftamicql Fr^f, Sum. 121 P9*..SIS 
MARIJUANA GROWER'S HANDBOOK, hi.Hj.ur Ed. Ed RuhdiiU-.mI. 1 pyu.520 
BIG BOOK OF BUDS 1. Full CuIm. Oukh. 211 py«. 523 SBB2...523 BEtB .521 
THE CLOSET CULTIVATOR. Efunded Eultiuri. Ed Scuanthal. 12G pgi..„._«1S 
MARIJUANA HYDROPONICS H|gii-Tai.-iliCuii;ui^Danid Slfirm, ItT pgi.—Sia 
CULTIVATING EXCEPTIONAL CANNA0IS Eip*r| Brw^r, DJ Slort 103 pg*S10 
DANK. Th# Oupmt Fnr Thr nent Mari|uiwnft, SnlKnol pg». 510 
Ttif DEX3D BUD GUIDE, Th# Worfdt Beat Madfuama Bfraitw, Altai*. HR pgs 520 
HYDfiCSFOHtC HOT HOUSE, Lam Coat, High-Ywlrti Jatnei DeKoroe, 17B pgn,Sl& 
MARIJUANA HORTICULTURE. indPctrftKririwrCsuIrtn. J. OHyMU, W m* MU 
HASHISH, TH* J&y *1 hMMng and Curing, ChPrAWf i DTOrthfif*, 64 pft....SSS 
MARIJUANA GARDEN SAVER. Hm-;uoak 4 Hr.ihfty Pham*. SlttCh, ISO pgi^,S17 
MARIJUANA INDOORS, Five Easy Gardens, Jprgn Cervantes, 143 pgB-^P11H.f$tt 
MARIJUANA LAW, How To Avoid Busts, Richard Glen Bode. 271 pi#—.......$10 
MARIJUANA CHEMISTRY. Hamms kima A Oil. Mlctwl Slirks. I» pga,.J?4 
THE ANARCHIST COOKBOOK. Uncaraored Fd.. WilRam ftamlL 1 gi-S33 
SECRETS OF METHAMPH£TAftlIHE MANUFACTURE. J7, Frnif\wtm 20pqv.-.$35 
TOTAL SYNTHESIS ll. Mein 4 fe-iUby Muimfai-Lurtr, Strike. »1 .$30 
HYDROPONIC HEROIN, Opru-. PoppiM. Robert Nell Bunch, 04 pga....$3* 
OP1U-M FOR THE MASSES, CuKlvrtm ft. HotvcI, Jim Honih^, tl? pflft .. S3S 
OXT. Nji-r^tk SynrhfFit ti ^rifnt;-1 Pcjprpi• <. JGJ pgs .£32 
THC A THOPACQCAmF, THU rHr^ [kl OHa S-lft*. 102 ag:S..._„.$ai 
PStChEOELie CHEMISTRY l.rtl -^r, Mldmel I*M .K37 
PRACTICAL LSD MANUFACTURE, T|nrd Friifinn Un^la Fester, &0S .. Ki5 
LOVE DRUGS, How Td MDMA From Scnyrrh. Olio Sndw, 242 pge....S36 
CLANDESTINE LABORATORIES. Second Edliioft. jHh B. Mmfcle. 124 {FJS...S27 
SOURCES, Reterewt Supply H0U3« A RKtwrc«. Strike, 226 P95.,.,.63S 
GROWING WILO MUSHftOOM$, Simple Indc-ar Guide, 13ob Harris. 94 |>gs.,.ir.$15 
THE MUSHROOM CULTIVATOR, Paul Slamets A J.S. Chilton. 4lft pgo 
PSILOCYBIN MUSHROOM HANDBOOK CuftlvMlvn, Oga-ne, 2U6 pge ...H& 
FS CATALOG. 300 TUJu^ WNH Pleiuiaii. OeltripEkMiy. A Prk:**, 52 .53 

Gol OiNt of iho ten books below Ftf EE wilh each S6Q order! 
PE BORN OVERSEAS. 109 *>ge THEY'RE WATCHING YOU I, 112 pge 
HFAVV DUTY NEW tOENTITY, IQS P1J5 21ST CENTURY FRAUD 1&5 pg^ 
THF HYDROPONIC HOT HOUSE. 178 Rg* P RIV AC V POACH FITS. 155 pg4 
GROWING E XTRAG RUIN ARY MARIJUANA. 04 pga STONED FREE, Kill pga 
GARDENING WUOGirS WFTH tiLDl LIIJHfS Ibl pgn LEGAL HIGHS, Hi pg* 

www.fsbookco.com 
FrM Shipping Kn the USA only, Allow ^-3 vftikl for delivery, lor Air '.Mil 

U $-1 p&r itfc-m. and illow 3-5 Jays lor delivery. Canadd add 55. Eutope 
&r\6 $12. Pacific Rim add $15, par Itam, for IniarnaiiDR?' Air Marl 

BOOKS ARE SHIPPED IN A PLAIN PACKAGE ALL ORDERS ARE COHFIQEHTeA J 
Bdokt; are sold lo □cIuIIe only fer eduoational p4frpc&cs in^ccurdance 

With Th# First Amendment Of th# Coni!ilution. CA R« A*1?.50^ Taj. 

Chnrcfcr. Morny Oirlmr,. Vtea MC AMX A Obodvcr Am Afinoplod 
ADD A S3 PRO, FEE ON CREDIT CARD ORDERS. 

24 HR, CC ORDERS 1-916-577 13M FOREIGN 1-916-771 

CHECK. 
CARDS I^Lsd 

QUESTIONS CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

1-916-771-4203 1-000-635-8883 

Once again, we venture to the world of glass where underground artists 

create mind-blowing paraphernalia. In many states, their work could get 

them busted, but you can't stop the glass art express. Check out our 

homage to glass smokeware featuring the most visionary, extraordinary 

smoking instruments on the planet—hammers, bubblers and bodacious 

bongs,—all crafted by the best artists in North America. 
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SUBCOOL’S SUPER SOIL STEP-BY-STEP 
The master breeder and star ganja grower known as SubcooL reveals his 

soil secrets in an incisive guide for stirring up the perfect mix to promote 

thriving roots and massive colas. 

THE WIZARD OF BUZZ 
Take a peek behind the curtain. You'll discover a lush garden filled with 

new strains, grown by a veritable sorcerer of indoor cultivation. He'Ll 

unveil techniques for producing bigger harvests—faster than you can 

click your heels together! 

“I SMOKED POT WITH THE GOVERHATOR” 
Tommy Chong, world's most famous pothead, tells the true story of how 

he got high with Arnold Schwarzenegger in the late 1960's while hanging 

out at the original Gold's Gym in Venice Beach, CA. 

HAD. CALGARY! 
The first-ever Alberta Cup, highlighted by 10 stellar Canadian strains, was 

held in Calgary, a city where activists are quietly carving out a place for 

cannabis in cowboy country. 

PEOPLE OF THE HEMP 
Two Native American brothers recently busted for cultivation claim that 

cannabis use is part of their heritage and want their “medicine" returned. 

Are they really “the people of the hemp" as they say? Senior Editor Dan 

Skye investigates a compelling case of spiritual rights. 

PLUS: HIGH TIMES talks buds and beats with hip-hop legend Del tha 

Funkee Homosapien. 

ON SALE JAN. BOTH-DON! MISS IT! 
no HIGH TIMES 
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JUST GOT EVEN GREENER/ 
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With an online subscription to 
the digital edition of HIGH TIMES 
you'll get alt the expert grow 
information, cannabis news and 
counterculture features HT has 
to offer in an environmentally 
friendly digital format. 

HARVEST REISS global 

DIGITAL FEATURES 

Can't get hard copy issues of HIGH 

TIMES where you live? How you can 
get it delivered directly to your 

computer anywhere in the world! 

STRAINS 
of nn 

• SEARCH 

Can’t find an article, grow tip or 

strain? HT Digital has a searchable 
database so you can locate what 

you're Looking for fast! 

RUmCfc 0* ™ 

• PRINT 
Want to take HIGH TIMES into the 
growroom, bedroom or bathroom? 

Print out an article and bring it with you Subscribe now to HIGH TIMES 

Digital and get instant access 

to the Collector's Edition 2EJTH 

ANNIVERSARY CANNABIS CUP 

issue as a free gift!! 

• ANNOTATE 

Find a helpful grow tip. interesting 

tidbit or amazing pic? Make your own 
notes right on the page or highlight 
points of interest, then save or print! 

F 
fj 
f- 'Jij 
li, 

HIGHTIME*.COM DOWNLOAD 



ORDER ONLINE AT HEADSROP.RIGHTIMES.COM AND 
CHECH OUT OUR FULL PRODUCT LINE, OR CALL 
l-BBB-POT’SHOP TODAY TO GET GRE AT GEAR! 

SUPER SKUNK PUZZLE 
lAbove} Full-color cannabis pui 

zte comes eomptets with over 

503 pieces, $19.99 

[AboVel The qame of growers and 

Stoner* who buy. and 
trade wftiLe running a budding 

business. 534.79 

CHESS UboYiJ 
Dude, whose move »s il again? The 

game o< kings and queens enters lire 
stoned sge, This unique rncludes 

32 pieces, lull-to lor playing board 
and instructions. $34,99 

’t'h'm 

CHECKERS IAbove| 
Sm&kr your opponent in this rbrr5ic 

game wflh a Inn twist. $14.99 

PUT LEAF POSTER 
So y*u think you have hoard every name 

out there tor man jLana^ Some are 

fumy same are creative and some ar-T 

just but theri—but what people don't 

knew is that the United State* govern - 

merit keeps an official List of alt these 

names. We are proud to offer ‘The Mari¬ 

juana Leaf.1 created gftlLn 
using the off leu L United 

States gpvemmenf List uf ntSng^ft^H 

Etie 647 terms1 

for marijuana 2£T x 3CT 

poster. $13,99 

ST DINER ICON 
T-SHIRTS St MURE! 
A—L, Choose from a wide variety Of 

stUrts. hats and bdys: Bull Moh ley, 

Willie Nelson, Jiml Hendrix, Janii 

Jtap Lin. Jcrhmty Q**.h plus, ynut 

favorite sterner movies, Shirts avail- 
ntite iti men's and women's tt&L 

Check out tieadshop.higluPmeft.com 
fnra rmnplpfp liuing nf colors, 

sizes, alytes and prices. 

OFFICIAL TASTE 
TESTER T-SHIRT 
M. Colon Moss. SiTT'--; M, L A Kl 
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onnirc nmcmhidh7,m£5 
DUUJIu POT SMOKER'S HHNDDDDK 

TKr orriciAt >t' 

POT SMOKER’S 
HANDBOOK 

<Slfr 4- ^(jjP | |y .Iji (i i^|S ^jjiT 

|f i^ji ^ ^Lr ^ i^p ^jLp ^ 1/ ^£ji «^p 
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Since T974, BighTirnss 
magazine has covered 
marijuana mall its 
aspects and wonders, 
from cultiViilion to legal¬ 
ization to the herb's 
enduring [and exalted! 
place in popular culture. 
Packed with inside infor¬ 
mation , The Official High 
Tfares J^dt Smoker* Hand¬ 
book rolls up all of this 
collected wisdom into one 
rridispensableganja 
guide, Wth a life-chang¬ 
ing list of 420 Ihmgs to do 
when you re stoned, this is 
truly, finally, they It innate 
guide to green living. 
31995 

20JH ANmmtSflHV CANNABIS 
CUP DVD \ d«m with ovpr AD minytps nf ppr ■ 
formalities. irikriwwv and nMi-stopsinokiriij d U ^ 

fajqqtsl One befit bu£K m Ihe world. Relive I He 

magic or see whalythJ rniEccd—4hiaDVD is j 
must-h^ve rnf any slor^er S!6 9? 

TUTAUV BAKED BUD 
Prpparp to gp I fi ned up while rnmertoahs and ^l nr>i>r^ 
alike jum lorciifc hi iliii insanely i reverent com vdy, 
TVircrirnmv. noal H smoke ftw llrf off tfts inUb 
ctLuuI weed TgUally i^dked wauls you lo ikflUde fqi 

y«j*wd,, .should we Leq^liae. or do;>Ee rt? $1Pr99 

MISS HIGH TIMES 2008 
swimsuit viotn mm 
VYekom* ig polhesd paradise- A lull hour el budsr 
bofigs and briber on tbr ht«h at ihc ?OOS Mbs 
HIU H 11M tS VdLjtd ill in Megf li. Jdifijn&4( IhcLudK 

£100 coupon rorlhp m? ragearnl $1£79 

ilratnpti me cannabis Indoors & 
Off caw c Hahuuana Serf bdbfel 

HOMEMAD 

JOHECS ULTIMATE 
GROW CALENDAR 
HIGH TiMeS Isproudtc^er 
rhr til Itl male Grow Calendar, 
featuring hoi lips from the 
world’s foremost conn a bis 
cultivator; Jorge Cervantes, 
Packed with mootkliy gym 
ma nes a id daily g r 0w 11 ps, 
this calendar aims la keep 
yog an track, whether you 
are growing imfoars dj gut- 
title, 313.vy 

> CDMPLmEEDXSCr 
Three-disc OVD be* set 

, includes UU£m4fe 
' - tmknii Morijtidnj Hor ikui- 

fure, and Winwte $row2: 
f Hydroponic C£f\n#bts 

hnktcms & Qiyjuk Hjrijudtu 
Outdoors, PLUS a full disc gf 
never-before-seen bonus 
features! Extras indude 
Jotgp s uu/di1 lo AttiLlL't * 
t/j/h. Iitslplul tnnls tor your 
plants, and mere garden 
lours! |49P7S 

IhEpqON MaHuuAKa. HOUI IttfLfUKl 
5frp f)y SttV fft "ft yffttCM for 

ULTIMATE GROW DVD 
2: HYBROPCMlC MARIJUANA 

iNQOQRS & ORGANIC MARIJUANA 
Outdoors $19.*» 

UL TIMATE BROW BVB 
I: INDOOR MARIJUANA HORTI- 
CULWRE S19.?9 

Martfuana HortkiAturez The 
indQor/OuiacGr Medkst 
Grower's Gunie 

Jorge Cervantes1 best-selling 
book!m?!i 

Hi-Yt&liJ Hotfi emd dt 
Hydropcmcs Otir beit-sfUing 

grow lbuo-k. now updated with 

organic-hydro how-to infor¬ 

mation.. S9.99 
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RED LIGHT DETRET 

PERSONALS II PERSONALS PERSONALS 
1 

PERSONALS 

S'l-W PfcH MiM 

SE.MT ■■ poitfiiHftHT ■ BtHBT WOWtW^ 

Hfarnia Get 
Naughty 
With You 

Right Now!!i 

1 -473-409*2020 

HOI FREE PARTYLINE! 
Gannett ujiih fteol People 

NOLL! for UJild live coonectioos! 

1-206-203-7733 
1A+ LD ritoj m-isij ooqIi^i 

TOTALLY FREE TALK! 
Wi.ll HOT ilHC It! in wmr min TOHIOHII 
Live t-ON-t CHAT-MOW CHAT 

THOUSANDS CALL MILT! 

1-270-250-6000 
llif Li mil HiiqflT VWWF1|lllAfFlllTil!kMin 

FREE PARTY LINE 
1-775-933-3323 
NEVER ANY CHARGE 
ONUf * HtUIJI_4H CALL Ft} HtVAOA 

Mnnt Se^y Singles 
on Your Cf-llphoneE 

It- il EJri w Ur-1 WgCra n cHHfcib fi n nn reif 

«TT \?.f,Wqr IA:ti1iici He 
t WDfe-. r!d T\q na® A efiy :Jr^c ~h ep . 

iPfl«Tnum itoo-wpsi mnmmtrnm 
*9JL j!I T 'jj IK 4 UK' (PIpi iHlY dlJ».{/n ri Cf- 33 ML 
***::;■ ft* , J] St if lr -L .P fa U;li in Lr U» * 

7VHI TACi: m-vitiwln rf[Ti bqi Hj/V. 

mm 

HOOH-Lir itmighiF 

inufi1 
i'|p> Q 

mm 

fl PittUpfif 
Iflt m«| JirtTfer / *1 

■h IMVi 

1* i -t? 

A'il/Yflll^TERl Ire 
-■P'Hrifi iU < * i ■ i'm A idliw L Phi_, . 

m mspraK tv am Wr jMir Unb nun* 
Mp - h# rw}'*j w« srfWk 

7hHi T*r ! | iM>Tl r 1 irtf F-f! Y #1 

DIAL-A-BABE 
1-800-448- 

7588 {SLUT) 
9 9 C/M IN. 18+ 
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PERSONALS MERCHANDISE MERCHANDISE GROW AIDS 

LOCAL CALS' SENATE 

i-bab-bsa-^bb; isn« 
prv. fiimiifitilll} 18- 

LIVE PHONE SEX-1-800-637-4000 
No heeded- Connect ftitMtlr 

UNI FAfiH YOUR OESIPFSi 
Mtd&L llJC^'l 1 :■ 4JI ■ I1 W ■! II bll.ii.u J|* in L* 
iv/itf .ftesl i p ’I Gunner T mn^rji m 

hi AuGhTY WIVES CLUBI 
Udr !lf-Hc-: fijkv, Calcr [4x6] -Hioto* df the 

hint eat Hey^-cw!vev in the Worth WBGt, 
T6TM.LV UUDE' SSO ^LU6 TANFRA FD dd* 
?97 iUNEaiBN. WA 9ST37 

10,000* ADULT MOVIESI 
In Mfcmlipr ^hftfm1 In Unnrhly Fkrs1 

Ifitcft drIjrs stiWI wwft.WultHliNo’w.cam 

P-HLE UAlALUli! 

Uflcen&arfd iSiJgtt DVOs- videos, msgflsIfiesl 

tm to* m\ wirtiniLcmcfeisjdirna^a 

FREE TOYS AOULT SHOO 
UVU's, Line CLat tup HjCciS LASLhJ 
i^PD^TfiKDflK1 \uwv PnfnDf. Tciur r.atn 

AOULT MOVIES ONLINE 
LlNGtfllt, TIHS A^Q DVlfS GF EV = RV 

KBCniPTim. WM BU’STVYXXK.DRG 

4 ham i 
ll 4XC PHOTOS Of BEAUTIFUL AND 

StDUUHVt WLJMtN ffltKlND 
MEN LIKEI WUDC+SEMI NUDE 
StNMItlYHH ICIiCIIIS THV [I. 

voU'llUki it. send check hr 
IM D FfW SP1 99 TD 

ATLAMIC FHRCE 
PUFI M3.123 E. MAIN ST.. SUITE 2 

DEHVIL1E. HJL 07834 

TRAVEL 

PHANTOM VIDEO 

l'Nlu r rt&rfflv bxsa;c cun k 
ti.ptwj.iim whqjvn iQDt 

rmw A L»ipiph* Nr"* 
on- Yh&13VD- PWLdWdPfc.J 
lav bdU 'Lt:sH u refUUr 
Hint r-»ivr $1 en 1(ir bflclAli-fl 
uiULy iv. phantom video 

PO FH1, CW 6 
.topaitr n Twin 

www halfprlcoplpos com 

W* s«lt high quiHtv 
glaii imoklrsi plpei for 
half of whit r#till Is. 

Sticker 't 
Ml Km St -Oiucmi Hkkm 

Irjr/rt.. FMfrtMt with Vmt IWttur? 

'^SRY S wf* SWKtRS 

*> $H 4nn HA Cnuon YVtf Hfektri 

-v: 

nrar.^T,.,:! '.-., ma-wh.t i 

www, Real Ka va, com 

4:30 
Kava Time 

Suitor 
Pick 

Necklaces 
&0G-559-7425 ®, IilrJliD:j Ki: ird ^liU dWJ'itnEJd 

g u rtarpickcentral. com 

MERCHANDISE 

RED purr SM OH A 
LI.ISH HUSH CURL PILLS 

WwwfcRsdFufT com 

DJL3-flA6 LHAMHA^A I CHUUU 
Hoimnadr? Como. Applri Rnrsti Hn" 
UrtflmtTOTvrEfLEDrn 

‘OPE TO THE NOBLE HEMP PI AMT 
JHT B lj 41 tM 0i ,H 4v4n.ee fl FTumri.ciim 1 
C DBftfifj Cflrn rfto-flsitr.d; f nTprtflin*win.t 

AIR PURIFIERS 
fliUlNA t !MULU b UUUkH SenintBitUg 

3 PAY FREE TRIAL 9DMG54I57 

LOOKS PASO DRUG VESTS 
Cua entsfd me total to pes&Mv drug test in-ptt 

HnJiftAibi Rh iluinrtHfiuitl'9SDDtAii,i difiA.ui 
ti hKjari f frttrfii n Q. Frw 

Sul JK. WJUf. Phara d I loss' &-3 wli$ lb italv.f y 

PRUGTE3 TIHraECHETS.COM 
L n-nm h nw ^cii C?m Pn*^~. A ay Qnig T^t 

vy WAT.VH E^^SO SHOPS,COM 
Best PTIICTE AlffWHtnC C'eat KlKtlffi fff lit 

I igith. WdLiei pi|HHi iJlyiliT sv •** In GU i-t E 

If WlflWifS 

METAL TOBACCO PIPES 
A&sansd rlo-= «Hins thrift rfl 

utr ISfltj Cnrfall AviFFyr u-lAJ T^t-n'r.- 
Psrx. P^O EQSic' 

Til 
SEASI 

'll 
IDF tea n 

1 Konuts ■ 1 utN T«urt ■ Mimrai Sprinqi 
Pod ■ junshirw ■ (oolOnoi ■ Vjpj Musk 
iMtikIncluded - Id Uttte Hsy nejf Hi j Ml 
kikt S64ihd/» 1-608-373-9391 
littiebaycottages.com' 

ROAD TRIP 
We re looking for 
18-25 adventurous 

adults to work / 
travel entire US. 

We offer 4 weeks 
paid training. Cash 
plus bonuses daily. 
No experience nec¬ 
essary. If you are 
enthusiastic and 
free to travel Call 
1 -800-949-1038. 

SflliiU 
Rockwell 

Clay pellets 

strfn. 
9162 

no you HAvroinnFnrs? 
hevui Pj^ Byd "Iltj Full AttuunUT1 

1 93R80SSliG5 i.'iwvv alnhaifiihhftc csiRf 

H E REAL SMOKESHtIPJMW 
JdOft L«^ii Bud. Mood fnlwcsmenl (Hi s nnr. 
aphrfliltESiHES :tovnrrd papers, Bam wrnpn 
Ltkqe c-niinc &nokE eLcj: 

Gl ALiS pipes 
DuhjL us w.LfuM?r I/ff Pvi y* pivChsi idL u'l-bvl vr 

Hr* prio« Sew* $1 06 for yrur ratniag 

h Jlu Ulli^m H.U LbJ « 4J.301I Mebd, ^ Sli'd i^ 

UtAUIIhJL PUPPY Ub 
F^ry irsi itpII ariVTiniy :R"j7 7TE-7firS 

COMPLETE SET OF HIGH TIMES 
Magazines, All In Binder-s Slfljinn DA nr beat 

LlTii.SH-raBfffi 

GROW AIDS 

GROW 10 POUNDS OF 
MUSlfRUUMU LVLHV MUNI H 

Cisnipljtv ■jsiul'l;. h Lu min torn ysuviiuju'j 
b1; ezntrc !]*nwMi[j iiipplies Fr^f rsfdb| 

L .i rniv-Llnw* CBR7J 41HR91. Ilnglv. fluh 
“Tin PriMfw^f Hnighlfi TL FOCTO On^fl fiff 

at muMinjaiiiTvauicJiarrii 

MUSHROOMS 
UunJ AUtfikiU ItfSUlti. ileupiug milljjh^lb 
frr- ^tiring mirnM jnrfRJnfilnrisy^fi^Lcnpi 

molt MUSHROOM SPORES 
P*WHi*% 'F<3W Cwt^niii ;"P:iC"#T- n 

tliUdal AiUlisUtnlii. Tatklildriirin. 'ACTIVE' 
MfliA-ftniwt ftonriifiie Si# Sa Eatih] |3.66 
Vd I L LjilNc Sj j F.G Hi L-if's 
Sunni Ir, Mo. 

LLAMAGUCCHIE 
'Ga^riun Cann es ffim >-e Ar Dies" Hans Far- 
lili+^r Psllcts H-Jqturq|. Or^nis. Eefi-Frimillj 
tfiit mm Ua^aiuccl^ com 

EXPERIENCED 

1NUUUK HUHIlCULTUHlSt 
F-t trill: ulMirala luxury grhftHfijt an>a ^lewly 
remo^E eel 3 ted t tsr« rsime an Uni »cir 
irr gatE^i l> lawteraiHi LVit'i E=QD nq tr 
heated airSQndltlntud *or;- h -o Li ecu re 

omranci. }^tod Previous orodocUor 3hop 
□‘>e sSx i idder s*ff roflm viftb bank vault 
duui FIhthi lUft-HlI piiiDf Ph jHUli AT 

EXOTIC CANNAEIS SEEDS 
EiFm'f Wn'IrlMi rtR Fpjl^ery- Qypj -4011 ETTMUiL 

atuau.Luw 

REAL ESTATE 

CAl IFOR NTA LAND BY OWNER 

Vi&y^ Ciwket Prhfflcy, H&j*m Orast 

tamm SO Lu m Acres. Se/UK-MODK, 

tiynhn Ir.p p ear I hi Ink.rtttt 

RAINBOW FARMS 
PHOPtHlY hUR SALE J] ^ELILLitG flC6£S 
W/HOUBE. Vm0ALIA, HI FIRST S15DJ66 

ei£& 

COLORADOSfln $35,000 

M Lr$t £fcll/ Msry piivatfl.Dri grid- Miruleb to 

nil flpIrl.Ljihn.lnain. S-nPcfAriiMai; rnnt .vtp.ws 

[SDBUSaE £VJi 

FINANCIAL 

l/YWW.MARU UAN AMI SC.COM 
far mip JE.666 tfireipgh Eschdw cam 

Ua b.rj^ :i anuLLuni 

MAKE SSU.UOLP PtH Mu NI n 
Lirrmrii nrrr nppnrTLffilty ni-tiitmtc rr-^hfmr:- 
ary new fkf h Pnlent HtkB Pr|l& to head Ghaps. 

Be if P cumBi. Valtoo 'irtv’t Ttmrn. ctt. 
Areas ytHHD bit $LO0D mirtinrajm tfwegl'npni 
WVtW.Uu^ttT' Lc4I II 'IlI L .1131 

BAD CHEOlTV 
'.ViIfi Eh ?. Hf.Tn! yiu ll laugher ynur hert 

crtditl Li k <ieomed rrewiqn J-tiLFJ- 
^??;-7F:rn. IhP"31 Crod“ 
0ible ccm 

cnFnnpnnniFMS? 
EiFfil iwiuldia hitfuiiyytf S'-B'PBrBBIH AiiHI5b 

EHANT MDHEYI 
Frem Van / Snu;r. * i. Fte-’amn Fn ik.i1 in 
thiiinw* SPbt Bpa^hwrlkiUin 

Far infer mat I u n abuu! placing 
a c! us s I fled ad In HIGH TIMEG, 

contact Mill Sting 
j| OUT 0E60, uxl. EOS. 
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u Canadian owned and operated. 

Directions; Take QEw Toronto to Cawthra Rd exit, then south on Cawthra to Lakashore Btvd. 
Go east on Lake Shore Qlvd lor 5 miles. Look out tor the neon '420' sign on the south side of the street 
At’lJLJiyi MOM Hi i Wi C AWNAffllj. lit LUS IS lit iliAl IN I Hi. LINN % IT M P 1t !i 
PAYABLE IN US DOLLARS FROM ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD 

save large; 
XXX-420 $200 5oPii 
SKUNK $250 i 

(H'/JITS »00 50rt 

5300 *w 
W. WIDOW $350 5Bpk 

03i WHITE WIDOW .* . 
0B2 BIG BUD 0|,h 

0B : NOftTHEflN LIGHTS 
0B* H-PUNT 
09S SUPEft SKUNK 
oeii PURPLE SKUNK 
US? SWEET TOOTH 
UM SKUNK#] 

m B0f42c 
OBIS AFGHANI 
OBI] BLACKDOMJNA 

pLiTCH PA^Stnw 
0P1 SKUNK #1 
OP? POWER PLANT 
DP3 OASIS 
DP4 CAL, ORANGE 

w MnmdentT!™ 
03 CIS HAZE l3W 
D3 CAML0PE 
0J CONNIE CHUNG 
M D-UNE 

l A CONFIDENTIAL 
C? MMC 
M RECON 
M hockldck 
Uifl sharkbreath 
WI SOUffCREAJH 
012 SUPERLOPE 
M3 SWEETHAZE 

^OggNAt PACKAGING 

OP:. MAZAR 

OPfi WHITE WIDOW 
OP? BLUE BERRY 

fl belladonna }(fcl. 
« OUfiCAMATA 3P* 
p3 DUTCH ORAGON 
M NEBULA 
r- SENSI STAR 
PS SHEHERAZADE 

SWEET PURPLE 
PS AMSTERDAM FLAME 
to SUGAR babe 
P10 SWISS BLISS 
Pll MAGICS 
P13 ROK - NEW 
* 13 Sim* SPIRIT - NEW 

OPMlO 

OPS SKVWALKfR 

mo STRAWBERRY COUGH 

iOl LAVENDER 

so: Nrc diesel PK 
s°3 S0MANG0 
SU'l BUDDHA'S SISTER 
SOS ROCK fl 
SOB AMNESEAHAZE 
so? kahuna 
SOB CfTRALAH 
SOS WHITE EIGHT 
SID SOMAUI 

seen*; 

SEl CHRONIC ,, 
SEZ BUBBLEGUM 1 
SL3 KALI MIST 
SEA WHITE RUSSIAN 
SIS AK 47 


